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CONVENTION SCHEDULE OVERVIEW

The Registration Desk is located at the Hilton Pittsburgh and Towers outside the Grand Ballroom on Mezzanine Level.

Meetings for affiliate organizations and committees are listed at the beginning of the session for which they are scheduled in the main section of this Convention Program. See also the end of each day’s listings for other events.

Thursday, November 21
Registration Desk Hours .......... 10:00 A.M. – 6:00 P.M.
Exhibit Hall Hours ..................... 3:00 P.M. – 6:00 P.M.
AAASS Board Meeting ............. 8:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.
Session 1 ........................... 2:00 P.M. – 3:50 P.M.
Session 2 ............................ 4:15 P.M. – 6:10 P.M.

Opening Reception and Tour of the Exhibit Hall—6:30 P.M.—Grand Ballroom Foyer and Grand Ballrooms 1 & 2 (AAASS Exhibit Area) (Hilton)
Sponsored by: Penn State University

Friday, November 22
Registration Desk Hours ........ 7:00 A.M. – 5:00 P.M.
Exhibit Hall Hours ................. 10:00 A.M. – 6:00 P.M.
Session 3 ........................... 8:00 A.M. – 9:50 A.M.
Session 4 ....................... 10:15 A.M. – 12:05 P.M.
Session 5 ........................... 2:00 P.M. – 3:50 P.M.
Session 6 ............................ 4:15 P.M. – 6:10 P.M.

Saturday, November 23
Registration Desk Hours ........ 7:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M.
Exhibit Hall Hours ................. 10:00 A.M. – 6:00 P.M.
Session 7 ........................... 8:00 A.M. – 9:50 A.M.
Session 8 ....................... 10:15 A.M. – 12:05 P.M.
Session 9 ........................... 2:00 P.M. – 3:50 P.M.

AAASS Annual Meeting—4:15 P.M.—Benedum (Hilton)

AAASS Awards Presentation and Cocktail Reception—6:30 P.M.—King’s Garden Rooms and Le Bateau (Hilton)

Sunday, November 24
Registration Desk Hours ........ 7:00 A.M. – 9:00 A.M.
Exhibit Hall Hours ................. 8:00 A.M. – 1:00 P.M.
Session 10 ............................ 8:00 A.M. – 9:50 A.M.
Session 11 ............................ 10:15 A.M. – 12:05 P.M.
## Hilton Meeting Rooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Name</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allegheny</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedum</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Room</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigade</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartiers</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartiers</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duquesne</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forbes</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom 3</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom 4</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinz</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kavo</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Garden North</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Garden South</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Terrace</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Bateau</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanwix</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 1</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 2</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 3</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 3</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traders</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Omni Meeting Rooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Name</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allegheny</td>
<td>17th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie I</td>
<td>Conference Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie II</td>
<td>Conference Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite A</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite B</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela</td>
<td>17th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Lebanon</td>
<td>First Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakmont</td>
<td>First Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paneled/Oval</td>
<td>Mezzanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverboat</td>
<td>William Penn Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewickley</td>
<td>First Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadyside</td>
<td>First Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sternwheeler</td>
<td>William Penn Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Rivers</td>
<td>William Penn Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HILTON PITTSBURGH AND TOWERS

EXECUTIVE CENTER AT THE POINTE

LOBBY LEVEL

POINT PARK ENTRANCE
The Registration Desk is located outside the Grand Ballroom.
OMNI WILLIAM PENN
17th floor
Exhibit Hall is located at the Hilton Pittsburgh and Towers, Grand Ballrooms 1 & 2.
# Index of Exhibitors - Alphabetic Listing

(with Booth Number)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic International Press</th>
<th>60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Councils for International Education: ACTR/ACCELS</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthem Press</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association Book Exhibit</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association for Women in Slavic Studies</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>✓</strong> Association of American University Presses</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge University Press</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie Endowment for International Peace</td>
<td>75 &amp; 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpatho-Rusyn Research Center, Inc.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Language Studies, Beloit College</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>✓</strong> Central European University Press</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Schlacks, Jr., Publisher</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University Press</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell University Press</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council on International Educational Exchange</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council for International Exchange of Scholars</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Christian Publications</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East View Publications, Inc.</td>
<td>57 &amp; 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Archives</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embassy of the Republic of Poland</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe and the Balkans International Network</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gale</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University Press</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDC Publishers</td>
<td>35 &amp; 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>✓</strong> Indiana University Press</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrum World Wide</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Specialized Book Services (representing Frank Cass Publishers &amp; The Center for Romanian Studies)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IREX/Woodrow Wilson Center</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ksiegnarnia Wysylkowa Lexicon</td>
<td>61 &amp; 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A. Russian &amp; East European Studies Program, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.E. Sharpe, Inc.</td>
<td>25 &amp; 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Kozmenko Booksellers</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman Ross Publishing, Inc.</td>
<td>45 &amp; 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Illinois University Press</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>✓</strong> Northwestern University Press</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Society Institute</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>✓</strong> Orbis Books (London) Ltd.</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>✓</strong> Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State University Press</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish Institute of Arts &amp; Sciences of America</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polonia Bookstore</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proquest</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoutledgeCurzon</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowman &amp; Littlefield Publishers</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia Online, Inc.</td>
<td>11 &amp; 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian and East European Institute, Indiana University</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian House, Ltd.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbica Books</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavica Publishers</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>✓</strong> Swets/Blackwell</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor &amp; Francis Journals</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas A&amp;M University Press</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitions Online</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pittsburgh /The Carl Beck Papers</td>
<td>49 &amp; 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>✓</strong> University of Washington Press</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Wisconsin Press</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veritas Foundation Publication Center</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow Wilson Center/IREX</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>✓</strong> Yale University Press</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX OF EXHIBITORS – BY BOOTHE NUMBER

1 .... Proquest
2 .... Russian and East European Institute, Indiana University
3 .... Eastern Christian Publications
4 .... Carpatho-Rusyn Research Center, Inc.
5 .... Association Book Exhibit
11 .. Russia Online, Inc.
12 .. Russia Online, Inc.
16 .. Center for Language Studies, Beloit College
17 .. Anthem Press
18 .. Texas A&M University Press
19 .. Council for International Exchange of Scholars
20 .. IREX/Woodrow Wilson Center
23 .. International Specialized Book Services, representing Frank Cass Publishers and the Center for Romanian Studies
24 .. Association for Women in Slavic Studies
25 .. M.E. Sharpe, Inc.
26 .. M.E. Sharpe, Inc.
27 .. Yale University Press
28 .. Oxford University Press
29 .. Charles Schlacks, Jr. Publisher
30 .. Swets/Blackwell
31 .. Transitions Online
32 .. Harvard University Press
33 .. Europe and the Balkans International
34 .. Natasha Kozmenko Booksellers
35 .. IDC Publishers
36 .. IDC Publishers
37 .. Cambridge University Press
38 .. Central European University Press
39 .. University of Washington Press
40 .. Russian House, Ltd.
42 .. Serbica Books
43 .. Gale
44 .. Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press
45 .. Norman Ross Publishing, Inc.
46 .. Norman Ross Publishing, Inc.
47 .. Cornell University Press
48 .. Slavica Publishers
49 .. University of Pittsburgh /The Carl Beck Papers
50 .. University of Pittsburgh /The Carl Beck Papers
52 .. Open Society Institute
53 .. Veritas Foundation Publication Center
54 .. Orbis Books (London), Ltd.
55 .. Polonia Bookstore
56 .. Polish Institute of Arts & Sciences of America/Embassy of the Republic of Poland
57 .. East View Publications, Inc.
58 .. East View Publications, Inc.
59 .. Northern Illinois University Press
60 .. Academic International Press
61 .. Ksiegiarnia Wysylkowa Lexicon
62 .. Ksiegiarnia Wysylkowa Lexicon
63 .. Council on International Educational Exchange
64 .. RoutledgeCurzon
65 .. Palgrave Macmillan
66 .. American Councils for International Education: ACTR/ACCELS
67 .. University of Wisconsin Press
68 .. Columbia University Press
69 .. Taylor & Francis Journals
70 .. M.A. Russian and East European Studies Program, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
74 .. Northwestern University Press
75 .. Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
76 .. Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
77 .. Integrum World Wide
78 .. Rowman & Littlefield Publishers
79 .. Indiana University Press
80 .. Penn State University Press
81 .. Association of American University Presses
82 .. Electronic Archives
**AAASS Board of Directors**

*William Rosenberg, U of Michigan, President
*Gale Stokes, Rice U, Vice President/President Elect
*Valerie Bunce, Cornell U, Immediate Past President
*Carol Saivetz, Harvard U, Executive Director
*Cynthia Buckley, U of Texas, Austin, Member-at-Large
*Walter Connor, Boston U, Treasurer

Diane Konenker, U of Illinois, Editor, *Slavic Review*
Maria Carlson, U of Kansas, Chair, Council of Institutional Members
George Kalbouss, Ohio State U, Chair, Council of Regional Affiliates
James Flynn, College of the Holy Cross, Vice Chair Council of Regional Affiliates
Victor Winston, AAG Representative
John Hardt, AEA Representative
George Gutsche, ATSEEL Representative
Richard Stites, AHA Representative
Marilyn Rueschemeyer, Rhode Island School of Design/Brown U, ASA Representative
Karen Dawisha, Miami U (Ohio), APSA Representative
Andrew Michta, Rhodes College
Louise McReynolds, U of Hawaii
Sarah Terry, Tufts U
Maria Todorova, U of Florida
Mark von Hagen, Columbia U

*Members of the Executive Committee*

**AAASS National Office**

Carol R. Saivetz, Executive Director
Jolanta Davis, NewsNet Editor
Galina Shaumyan, Comptroller
Wendy Walker, Convention Coordinator
Constantinos “Gus” Zahariadis, Membership Coordinator

**Program Committee**

for the Pittsburgh Convention

Ronald Linden, Chair, U of Pittsburgh
Michael H. Bernhard, Penn State
David Birnbaum, U of Pittsburgh
Robert Bird, U of Chicago
Eliot Borenstein, New York U
Nancy Condee, U of Pittsburgh
Elinor M. Despalatovic, Connecticut College
Eagle Glassheim, Princeton U
Helena Goscilo, U of Pittsburgh
Peter Holquist, Cornell U
Barry W. Ickes, Penn State
Ilya Prizel, U of Pittsburgh
Gilbert Rozman, Princeton U
Mark von Hagen, Columbia U
**AAASS AFFILIATES**

Central Slavic Conference  
Mid-Atlantic Slavic Conference  
Midwest Slavic Conference  
New England Slavic Association  
Rocky Mountain Association for Slavic Studies  
Southern Conference on Slavic Studies  
Southwest Slavic Association  
Western Slavic Association

**SPECIAL INTEREST AFFILIATES**

American Association for the Study of Hungarian History  
American Association for Ukrainian Studies  
American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East European Languages  
American Council of Teachers of Russian  
Association for the Advancement of Central Asian Research  
Association for Croatian Studies  
Association for the Study of Nationalities  
Association for Women in Slavic Studies  
Bulgarian Studies Association  
Czecho-Slovak History Conference  
Early Slavic Studies Association  
Eastern German Studies Group  
Eighteenth-Century Russian Studies Association  
North American Association of Teachers of Czech  
North American Society for Serbian Studies  
Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences of America  
Polish Studies Association  
Slavic and East European Folklore Association (SEEFA)  
Slovak Studies Association  
Society for Albanian Studies  
Society for Armenian Studies  
Society for Austrian and Habsburg History  
Society for Romanian Studies  
Society for Slovene Studies  
Society for the Study of Caucasia  
Society of Historians of East European and Russian Art & Architecture (SHERA)  
South East European Studies Association  
Working Group on Cinema & Television
AAASS INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS

All Russia State Library for Foreign Literature
Arizona State U
Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE)
Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press
Dartmouth College
Feltrinelli, Fondazione Giangiacomo
Ford Foundation
George Washington U
Georgetown U
Harvard U, Davis Center for Russian & Eurasian Studies
Hoover Institution
Hutsul Research Institute
Indiana U
IREX Board Inc.
Kennan Institute
Louisiana State U
Miami U
Michigan State U
Middlebury College
NCEEER
Nevsky Institute for Russian Studies
New York U
Ohio State U
Shevchenko Scientific Society, Inc.
Stanford U
U of Delaware
U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
U of Kansas
U of Michigan
U of Oregon
U of Pittsburgh
U of Vermont
U of Virginia
U of Washington
UC, Berkeley
Vassar College
Villanova U
Wittenberg U
Yale U
### PROGRAM SUMMARY: THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21

For full panel titles for this day see main program listings. For the diagrams of meeting rooms see pages vi-xi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Name</th>
<th>2:00–3:50 P.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allegheny (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-01: Geography and Politics: Perspectives on Croatia and Bosnia-Herzeqovina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedum (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-02: Slovene Women and Emigration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Room (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-03: Asking Big Questions in Small Places: Archives and the Study of Russian History (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigade (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-04: Shades of Gray: The Complexities of Human Trafficking in Eastern Europe and the NIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartiers (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-05: Investigating Sovietness: New Perspectives on Culture and Identities (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duquesne (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-06: A Usable Past: State-Building and Memories of War, 1918–1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forbes (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-07: Celebrity and Fandom in Russian Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-08: New Identities and Foreign Policy in Eurasia (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom 4 (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-09: Towards Critical Cultural Studies: Post-Socialist Popular Culture and the Role of Ethnography (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinz (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-10: Rural Economic Development in Nineteenth-Century Central Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kavo (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-11: War and its Aftermath in Soviet Ukraine during the 1940s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King’s Garden North (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-13: Russia and Ukraine: Security Issues in the Transition to Democracy (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King’s Terrace (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-14: Ethnic Operations and the Great Purges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Bateau (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-15: Subversive Cultural Discourses in Post-Communist East Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-16: Political and Social Sovietization of the Western Territories, 1939–1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-17: Bibliography and Documentation Committee Subcommittee on Slavic and East European Microform Project (SEEMP) (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-01: The Empire Confronts Confessional Diversity: Religious Minorities in Imperial Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-03: There Is No Place Like Home: The 'Realities' of Housing in Soviet Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-07: Soviet Public Health during Late Stalinism: A Reevaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-08: The Arts in Post-Communist Societies: A Social Science Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-09: International Relations and Post-Communist Studies: What Have We Learned in the Past Ten Years? (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-13: When Is an Oligarch Not an Oligarch? Area Studies and the Comparative Analysis of Post-Communist State-Business Ties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-14: Hungary on the Threshold of the European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-15: &quot;Greater Albania&quot;: Myth or Reality? (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-16: Concepts of State and Nation in Ukrainian History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-17: Rethinking Resistance: A Discussion across Borders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanwix (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-18: The Individual and the Public: Russian Cultural Figures, Local Science Heroes, and the Modern Imperial and Soviet State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 1 (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-19: Patterns in Post-Communist Party Proliferation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 2 (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-20: Statistical Data from Russia: Transparency, Availability, and Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 3 (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-21: On the Frontline: Builders of Peace Culture in Southeastern Europe (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traders (Hilton)</td>
<td>1-22: Gender and Questions of Professionalization in Late Imperial Russia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Session 1</th>
<th>Session 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie I (Omni)</td>
<td>1-24: Capital Performances: Contemporary Theater in Moscow</td>
<td>2-24: Between Worlds: Images of Adolescent Girls in Russian Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite A (Omni)</td>
<td>1-27: Art and Epoch: Post-Modernist Response</td>
<td>2-27: Bibliographic and Documentation Committee Subcommittee on ABSEES (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite B (Omni)</td>
<td>1-28: A Problematic Muse: Lermontov and Romanticism</td>
<td>2-28: Post-Modernism in Russian Mass Culture (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakmont (Omni)</td>
<td>1-29: Sasha Sokolov: Twenty-Six Years After ‘Shkola’</td>
<td>2-29: The Demonic in Modern Slavic Literatures and Cultures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>1-31: Ethnicity and Gender in the Balkans: Interdisciplinary Approaches (Part I)</td>
<td>2-31: Ethnicity and Gender in the Balkans: Interdisciplinary Approaches (Part II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Rivers (Omni)</td>
<td>1-32: Public Image as Policy: Representations of Life in Late Imperial and Soviet Russia</td>
<td>2-33: Cold War Film and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewickley (Omni)</td>
<td>1-33: Tsar Dmitrii: Incarnations and Transformations</td>
<td>2-34: Association for Croatian Studies (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Lebanon (Omni)</td>
<td>1-35: Writing Terrorism in Russia</td>
<td>2-35: Slavic Émigré Press and Publishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela (Omni)</td>
<td>1-36: Space and Place: Literary Encounters and Confrontations (Roundtable)</td>
<td>2-36: Problems in Russian Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sternwheeler (Omni)</td>
<td>1-37: Religious Discourse in Post-Communist Russia</td>
<td>2-38: Slavic and East European Folklore Association (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Lebanon (Omni)</td>
<td>2-20: Power and Institutions in Russia’s Regions and Localities</td>
<td>2-21: On the Frontline: Builders of Peace Culture in Southeastern Europe (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traders (Hilton)</td>
<td>2-22: Gender and Questions of Professionalization in Late Imperial Russia</td>
<td>2-23: Capital Performances: Contemporary Theater in Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakmont (Omni)</td>
<td>2-27: Bibliographic and Documentation Committee Subcommittee on ABSEES (Meeting)</td>
<td>2-28: Post-Modernism in Russian Mass Culture (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>2-29: The Demonic in Modern Slavic Literatures and Cultures</td>
<td>2-30: Exposition, Performance, Tourism: Constructing Russian/Soviet Identities for the West from Nicholas I to Stalin (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakmont (Omni)</td>
<td>2-31: Ethnicity and Gender in the Balkans: Interdisciplinary Approaches (Part II)</td>
<td>2-33: Cold War Film and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Rivers (Omni)</td>
<td>2-34: Association for Croatian Studies (Meeting)</td>
<td>2-35: Slavic Émigré Press and Publishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadyside (Omni)</td>
<td>2-36: Problems in Russian Philosophy</td>
<td>2-38: Slavic and East European Folklore Association (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Program Summary: Friday, November 22

For full panel titles for this day see main program listings. For the diagrams of meeting rooms see pages vi–xi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Name</th>
<th>8:00–9:50 A.M.</th>
<th>10:15 A.M.–12:05 P.M.</th>
<th>2:00–3:50 P.M.</th>
<th>4:15–6:10 P.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allegheny (Hilton)</td>
<td>3-01: Slovene Intellectuals' Response to Political and Social Modernization in the Twentieth Century</td>
<td>4-01: Turning Points in Russian/Soviet Military History</td>
<td>5-01: The Collapse of Czechoslovakia, Part II: Ten Years After</td>
<td>6-01: Gender and Popular Orthodoxy in Imperial and Soviet Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedum (Hilton)</td>
<td>3-02: Ethnic and Religious Discrimination in the Russian Federation</td>
<td>4-02: Rebuilding Local Communities in &quot;Post-Peace-Agreement&quot; Former Yugoslavia</td>
<td>5-02: Imagining Slavic Identity in Central Europe</td>
<td>6-02: Engaging Russia: Economic Reform After 9/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Room (Hilton)</td>
<td>3-03: Dmitrii Millutin: Minister, General, Memoirist</td>
<td>4-03: Political Science Intersection Panel (Roundtable)</td>
<td>5-03: The Arts and Obschestvennost': Theater, Music, and Civil Society in Late Imperial Russia</td>
<td>6-03: &quot;Like Some Wolf or Tiger Spreading His Scent&quot;: Political Ritual and Territorial Marking in Late Habsburg Central Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigade (Hilton)</td>
<td>3-04: The War in Bosnia Reexamined</td>
<td>4-04: Traveling To, From, and Around the Soviet Union</td>
<td>5-04: Information Management in Putin's Russia</td>
<td>6-04: Serbia and Its Intellectuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartiers (Hilton)</td>
<td>3-05: Cultural and Institutional Approaches to Muscovy During the Oprichnina</td>
<td>4-05: Museums and Society in Nineteenth-Century Russia</td>
<td>5-05: Imperial Cities: Warsaw, Tallinn, Tashkent</td>
<td>6-05: The Collapse of Czechoslovakia, Part I: Historical Perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duquesne (Hilton)</td>
<td>3-06: In Your In-Box: New States, New Crises, New Responsibilities</td>
<td>4-06: Exaggerated Demise: The East European Book Trade in the Second Post-Communist Decade</td>
<td>5-06: Impact of NATO/EU Enlargement on Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus (Roundtable)</td>
<td>6-06: Politics and the Environment During the Soviet and Post-Soviet Eras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forbes (Hilton)</td>
<td>3-07: The View from the Local: Changing Perspectives on Early Modern Russian History</td>
<td>4-07: Controlling Disease, Controlling People</td>
<td>5-07: Tartar Nation-Building: Cultural and Linguistic Politics in Kazan from 1905 to the Present</td>
<td>6-07: The Peasant-Worker Nexus (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)</td>
<td>4-08: Russian Foreign Policy (Roundtable)</td>
<td>5-08: Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences of America (Meeting)</td>
<td>6-08: The Intersection of the Discipline of History and Area Studies (Roundtable)</td>
<td>6-09: International Influence on Ukrainian Domestic Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom 4 (Hilton)</td>
<td>3-09: Intersection Issues: Sociology and Anthropology (Roundtable)</td>
<td>4-09: Transition Panel on Economics (Roundtable)</td>
<td>5-09: European Institutions and Administrative Capacity in East-Central Europe</td>
<td>6-09: International Influence on Ukrainian Domestic Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinz Hilton</td>
<td>3-10</td>
<td>Imagining the Enemy: Siege Mentalities, Conspiracies, and Collusion (Roundtable)</td>
<td>4-10: Building Borders: State Authority in the Czech-German Borderlands</td>
<td>6-10: Archeology and the Creation of Historical Memory in Imperial Russia's Northern and Southern Borderlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kavo Hilton</td>
<td>3-11</td>
<td>Unintended Consequences: Alcohol and Orthodoxy in Russian Life</td>
<td>5-11: The Transformation of Russian Officialdom in the Post-Communist Era</td>
<td>6-11: Council of Regional Affiliates (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Garden South Hilton</td>
<td>3-12</td>
<td>Putin's Foreign Policy: State Interest versus State Capability? (Roundtable)</td>
<td>4-12: Putin's Policy Toward Europe and America: European Perspectives (Roundtable)</td>
<td>5-12: Disciplinary and Regional Trends in Eurasian and East European Studies: Data from Title VIII Research Competitions (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Garden North Hilton</td>
<td>3-13</td>
<td>September 11 and After: The Impact of the War on Terrorism on the Former Soviet Sphere (Roundtable)</td>
<td>4-13: South Slavic Americans and the Left, 1900–1950</td>
<td>5-13: Rhetoric, Audiences, and the Web: Re-Rooting Discourse in Romania and Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Terrace Hilton</td>
<td>3-14</td>
<td>Reconstruction and Survival: New Perspectives on Soviet Labor After World War II (Roundtable)</td>
<td>4-14: Flight, Order, and Violence along the Early Modern Frontier</td>
<td>5-14: Literature and Nation in Nineteenth-Century Bohemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty Hilton</td>
<td>3-16</td>
<td>Education, Civil Society, and the Search for Kulturn'nost' in Late Tsarist Russia</td>
<td>4-16: The Russian Empire in Global History (Roundtable)</td>
<td>5-16: Inter-War Romania and the Historians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers Hilton</td>
<td>3-17</td>
<td>Parties and Politics Today in the Visegrad Four</td>
<td>4-17: Recent Research by Young Scholars in Slovene Studies: Slovenia in the Nineties</td>
<td>5-17: Weberian Approaches to Post-Communism (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanwix Hilton</td>
<td>3-18</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Advances in Carpatho-Rusyn Scholarship</td>
<td>4-18: Symbolic Action During the Time of Troubles</td>
<td>5-18: Art, History, and Memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: All sessions are listed in the order of the day, with the first session being 3-10.*
### PROGRAM SUMMARY: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22—CONTINUED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Name</th>
<th>8:00–9:50 A.M.</th>
<th>10:15 A.M.–12:05 P.M.</th>
<th>2:00–3:50 P.M.</th>
<th>4:15–6:10 P.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4-19: NATO, Prague 2002: Impact on Romania (Roundtable)</td>
<td>5-19: From Printed Bibliography to Bibliographic Database: Conversion, Maintenance, Distribution (Roundtable)</td>
<td>6-19: Virtual Archives: Challenges and Recent Developments (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hilton)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4-20: The Soviet 1930s in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>5-20: Dramatic Gestures: The Soviet Struggle to Define Correct Behavior</td>
<td>6-20: Russian Federalism in Comparative Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hilton)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hilton)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hilton)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Name</th>
<th>3-23: Media, Politics and Homosexuality in the Former Yugoslavia</th>
<th>4-23: Independent and Controlled: The East European Media</th>
<th>5-23: Visual Arts and Women in Serbia</th>
<th>6-23: Temporality and Textuality: Chronotopes in Modern Culture (Roundtable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paneled/Oval</td>
<td>4-26: Post-Modernism in Contemporary Russian Mass Culture (Roundtable)</td>
<td>5-26: Social Movements and Mobilization in the Russian Federation (Roundtable)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite A</td>
<td>4-27: Language, Gender, and Media in the World of Post-Soviet Nations</td>
<td>5-27: Travel, Difference, and Identity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>Session 2</td>
<td>Session 3</td>
<td>Session 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite B</td>
<td>3-28: The Soviet Empire in Global History (Roundtable)</td>
<td>4-28: Gender and National Identity in Russian Literature</td>
<td>5-28: &quot;Vnov' ia posetil&quot;: The Pushkin Myth Revisited</td>
<td>6-29: Capturing the Complexity of the Crimean Tatar Nation (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakmont</td>
<td>3-29: Petersburg Visions of Gogol and Dostoevsky</td>
<td>4-29: Literature and the Intelligentsia: Anxieties, Allegiances, and Identities</td>
<td>5-29: Organized Crime, Corruption, and Terrorist Groups in the Balkans</td>
<td>6-30: Revolutionary and Socialist Realist Literary Theories and Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Rivers</td>
<td>3-31: Filming in the Dark: &quot;Negatives&quot; in Russian/Soviet Cinema</td>
<td>4-31: Soviet Musical and Soviet Culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewickley</td>
<td>3-32: New Dilemmas for the Ukrainian Language: Russian and English Linguistic Interference</td>
<td>4-32: A New Mosaic—Old Fragments: The Role of Tradition in Post-Soviet Russian Literature</td>
<td>5-32: Chekhov in World Cinema</td>
<td>6-32: Slavic Drama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Lebanon</td>
<td>3-33: New Approaches to Russian Art Criticism</td>
<td>4-33: Serial Resources for the Study of Religion in Post-Soviet States (Roundtable)</td>
<td>5-33: Through a Glass Darkly: The Disjunctive Landscapes of Nina Sadur</td>
<td>6-33: Feminist Film Theory and Soviet Film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela</td>
<td>3-34: Health Conditions in the Former Soviet Union and Demographic Implications (Roundtable)</td>
<td>5-34: Early Slavic Studies Association (Meeting)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sternwheeler</td>
<td>3-35: Exile and Displacement in Nabokov</td>
<td>5-35: Expanding the Canon: Russian Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century Religious Literature</td>
<td>6-35: Discoursive Violence and Aggression: Linguistic and Literary Perspectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadyside</td>
<td>3-36: Orthodoxy and Heresy in Early Twentieth-Century Russia: The Imiaslavie Controversy</td>
<td>4-36: Hard Labor and the Prison Experience in Literature and Cultural Document</td>
<td>5-36: Issues in Language Standardization (Roundtable)</td>
<td>6-36: Globalization and Identity in Contemporary Russian Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverboat</td>
<td>4-37: The Igor Tale in Perspective (Roundtable)</td>
<td>5-38: The Family Romance of Russian Modernist Poetry</td>
<td></td>
<td>6-38: Bibliography &amp; Documentation Committee Subcommittee on Collection Development (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Program Summary: Saturday, November 23**

For full panel titles for this day see main program listings. For the diagrams of meeting rooms see pages vi–xi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Name</th>
<th>8:00–9:50 A.M.</th>
<th>10:15 A.M.–12:05 P.M.</th>
<th>2:00–3:50 P.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allegheny (Hilton)</strong></td>
<td>7-01: Nation-Building and Minority Rights: Hungarian and Romanian Case Studies</td>
<td>8-01: Bosnia in the Aftermath of the War</td>
<td>9-01: Recent Developments in East Central European Politics: A Roundtable in Memory of Ivan Volgyes (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benedum (Hilton)</strong></td>
<td>7-02: Czechoslovak History Conference (Meeting)</td>
<td>8-02: Ecclesiastical Politics, Patronage, and Culture in Novgorod (Roundtable)</td>
<td>9-02: The Art of Translation: Theory and Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Board Room (Hilton)</strong></td>
<td>7-03: Transcaucasia, the Caucasus, and the Great Powers</td>
<td>8-03: Provincial Show Trials: Political Terror or Political Theatre</td>
<td>9-03: Maintenance of Language, Ethnicity, and Nationality in Immigration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chartiers (Hilton)</strong></td>
<td>7-05: Slovenia's Access to the European Union and NATO (Roundtable)</td>
<td>8-05: New Research on the Belomor Canal (In Memory of Ivan Chukin)</td>
<td>9-05: Orthodoxy and Community: The Living and the Dead in Medieval and Modern Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duquesne (Hilton)</strong></td>
<td>7-06: So, This Is Developed Socialism? Soviet Policy under Brezhnev</td>
<td>8-06: Euroregions and Trans-Border Cooperation: Poland, Germany, and Ukraine</td>
<td>9-06: Shevchenko Scientific Society (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forbes (Hilton)</strong></td>
<td>7-07: Korenizatsiiia: Rooting the Russian Revolution in the Soviet Borderlands</td>
<td>8-07: Military Culture, Popular Patriotism, and National Identity in Late Imperial Russia</td>
<td>9-07: Human Forms: The Icon and the Facts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)</strong></td>
<td>7-08: The Future of Regional Studies (Roundtable)</td>
<td>8-08: Khrushchev's Reform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kavo (Hilton)</td>
<td>7-11</td>
<td>Politics and Governance in the Russian North</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Garden South (Hilton)</td>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>Freud and the Russian Artistic Imagination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Terrace (Hilton)</td>
<td>7-14</td>
<td>Regional Versions of National History versus National Versions of Regional Histories: Case</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Bateau (Hilton)</td>
<td>7-15</td>
<td>Yugoslav Americans and the Dissolution of Yugoslavia in the 1990s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty (Hilton)</td>
<td>7-16</td>
<td>Public Opinion in Late Imperial Russia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers (Hilton)</td>
<td>7-17</td>
<td>Civil Militarization and the Stalin Revolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanwix (Hilton)</td>
<td>7-18</td>
<td>Urban Constructs: Building the Soviet City, 1930s–1960s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 1 (Hilton)</td>
<td>7-19</td>
<td>Russian Security Relations With Central Asia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterlings 3 (Hilton)</td>
<td>7-21</td>
<td>Self-Determination, Partition, and Statehood Attraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traders (Hilton)</td>
<td>7-22</td>
<td>State and Society in Post-War Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room Name</td>
<td>8:00–9:50 A.M.</td>
<td>10:15 A.M.–12:05 P.M.</td>
<td>2:00–3:50 P.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEETING ROOMS IN Omni</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegheny (Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-23: North American Society for Serbian Studies (Meeting)</td>
<td>9-23: Bibliography and Documentation Committee Vendor Presentations (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie I (Omni)</td>
<td>7-24: Eighteenth Century Russian Studies Group (Meeting)</td>
<td>8-24: Veils, Valleys, and Holy Fools: The Stratified World of the Russian Icon</td>
<td>9-24: Russian Book Culture from the Golden Age to the Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paneled/Oval (Omni)</td>
<td>7-26: Bulgarian Studies Association (Meeting)</td>
<td>8-26: Romantic Revisions/Misprisions, East and West</td>
<td>9-26: The Politics of Parody in Humorous Russian Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite A (Omni)</td>
<td>7-27: Prophetic Dreams/Prophetic Words</td>
<td>8-27: Work, Family, and the State: Gendered Realities in the Czech Republic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakmont (Omni)</td>
<td>7-29: Pro et Contra: Reading Dostoevsky</td>
<td>8-29: American Association for the Study of Hungarian History (Meeting)</td>
<td>9-29: The Cinema of Sergei Paradjanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>7-30: Transmitting/Transforming the Past in Central European Cinema</td>
<td>8-30: Literature and Trauma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Rivers (Omni)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-31: Politically (Dis)Engaged? Comparative Reflections on Youth and Politics in Post-Communist Eastern Europe</td>
<td>9-31: Sentiment and Society in Eighteenth-Century Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewickley (Omni)</td>
<td>7-32: Slovak Studies Association (Meeting)</td>
<td></td>
<td>9-32: Children's Culture: What Russian Children Read and Watch (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Lebanon (Omni)</td>
<td>7-33: How New Are Contemporary Ukrainian Women Writers and Their Female Characters? (Roundtable)</td>
<td>8-33: David Albahari: Writing from the Other Europe</td>
<td>9-33: The Narrative Structure of the Works of Dragoslav Mihailovic and Its Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>Session 2</td>
<td>Session 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sternwheeler (Omni)</strong></td>
<td>7-35: Bangles, Baubles and Beads: The Over- and Undervaluing of Chekhov's 'Trifles'</td>
<td>8-35: Society of Historians of Eastern European and Russian Art and Architecture (SHERA) (Meeting)</td>
<td>9-35: The 'Fedorovskii Gorodok': Nicholas II as Patron of the Liturgical Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shadyside (Omni)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>8-36: Slavic Women Writers</td>
<td>9-36: The Politics of Rock, Youth, Popular Culture, and Globalization in Post-Communist Eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Program Summary: Sunday, November 24

For full panel titles for this day see main program listings. For the diagrams of meeting rooms see pages vi–xi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Name</th>
<th>8:00–9:50 A.M.</th>
<th>10:15 A.M.–12:05 P.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allegheny (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-01: Civil-Military Relations in Post-Communist States: A Roundtable Honoring the Memory of Ivan Volgys (Roundtable)</td>
<td>11-01: Serbia Since Milosevic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Room (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-03: The Board of the Encyclopedia of Russian History (Meeting)</td>
<td>11-03: Bildung, Education, and Vospitanie in Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigade (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-04: Ideological Differentiations and Politics in Croatia and the Region between Two World Wars</td>
<td>11-04: Slovene Protestant Immigrants in North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartiers (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-05: State, Culture, and National Identity in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Russia</td>
<td>11-05: Terror and Repression in Twentieth-Century Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duquesne (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-06: Russian Social Policy: Domestic and International Dimensions</td>
<td>11-06: Environmental Consciousness in the FSU and East Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forbes (Hilton)</td>
<td>11-07: Islam, Nation, and Politics in Bashkortostan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-08: Defining Russia's Constitutional Order: The Role of the Judiciary</td>
<td>11-08: The Russian, French, and Nazi Revolutions: Comparative Historiographies (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom 4 (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-09: Nation-Building in Soviet Successor States</td>
<td>11-09: Rural Responses to Reform from Above (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinz (Hilton)</td>
<td>11-10: The St. Cyril and Methodius Brotherhood Reexamined from a Regional Perspective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Garden North (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-13: Russia's Economic Presence in International Markets under Globalization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Terrace (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-14: Civil Society and Political Culture in Late Tsarist Russia: Society versus Autocracy</td>
<td>11-14: Novgorodians, Fur Traders, Varangians, and Imperial Russian Bureaucrats (A Roundtable in Memory of Thomas S. Noonan) (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Bateau (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-15: Bibliography &amp; Documentation Committee Session 1 (Meeting)</td>
<td>11-15: Bibliography and Documentation Committee Session 2 (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Session Times</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-16: 11-16:</td>
<td>The Impact of Transnational Actors and International Norms in Russian Civil Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-17: 11-17:</td>
<td>Maternalist Imagery in East European Women's Movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanwix (Hilton)</td>
<td>10-18: 11-18:</td>
<td>Penza, Before and After Uncontested Soviet Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegheny (Omni)</td>
<td>10-25: 11-25:</td>
<td>Cross-Sections: Jewish-Christian Encounters in East European Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie I (Omni)</td>
<td>10-26: 11-26:</td>
<td>Looking East: Jewish, Ruthenian, and Russian Themes in Modern Czech Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie II (Omni)</td>
<td>10-27: 11-27:</td>
<td>Violence and Russian Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paneled/Oval (Omni)</td>
<td>10-28: 11-28:</td>
<td>Hagiography and Church-State Relations in Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite A (Omni)</td>
<td>10-30: 11-30:</td>
<td>Christianity, Islam, and Civil Religion in Southeast Europe (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite B (Omni)</td>
<td>10-31: 11-31:</td>
<td>Poetics of Unfreedom: New Approaches to Soviet Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-32: 11-32:</td>
<td>Society for Albanian Studies (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-33: 11-33:</td>
<td>Novyi Zhurnal (The New Review): 60th Anniversary—60 Years of Serving Russian Culture in America (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-34: 11-34:</td>
<td>Russian Romanticism: Male Institutions, Female Responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-35: 11-35:</td>
<td>Economics of Russian Regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-36: 11-36:</td>
<td>Society for Slovene Studies (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-37: 11-37:</td>
<td>The Bolsheviks Abroad: Diplomacy and Aviation in the 1920s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session Times</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allegheny (Omni)</td>
<td>10-25: 11-25:</td>
<td>Cross-Sections: Jewish-Christian Encounters in East European Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie I (Omni)</td>
<td>10-26: 11-26:</td>
<td>Looking East: Jewish, Ruthenian, and Russian Themes in Modern Czech Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie II (Omni)</td>
<td>10-27: 11-27:</td>
<td>Violence and Russian Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paneled/Oval (Omni)</td>
<td>10-28: 11-28:</td>
<td>Hagiography and Church-State Relations in Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite A (Omni)</td>
<td>10-30: 11-30:</td>
<td>Christianity, Islam, and Civil Religion in Southeast Europe (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite B (Omni)</td>
<td>10-31: 11-31:</td>
<td>Poetics of Unfreedom: New Approaches to Soviet Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-32: 11-32:</td>
<td>Society for Albanian Studies (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-33: 11-33:</td>
<td>Novyi Zhurnal (The New Review): 60th Anniversary—60 Years of Serving Russian Culture in America (Roundtable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-34: 11-34:</td>
<td>Russian Romanticism: Male Institutions, Female Responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-35: 11-35:</td>
<td>Economics of Russian Regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-36: 11-36:</td>
<td>Society for Slovene Studies (Meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Suite C (Omni)</td>
<td>10-37: 11-37:</td>
<td>The Bolsheviks Abroad: Diplomacy and Aviation in the 1920s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AAASS 34th National Convention
Important Meeting Notes

Registration Desk/Exhibit Hall
The AAASS Registration Desk is located at the Hilton Pittsburgh and Towers outside the Grand Ballroom on Mezzanine Level. Please note that AAASS Registration opens at 10:00 A.M. on Thursday, November 21. Exhibits are housed in Grand Ballrooms 1 & 2.

Please see the Convention Schedule Overview on page iv for additional information regarding Registration and Exhibit Hall hours of operation.

Shuttle Bus Service
We will have shuttle bus service between the Hilton Pittsburgh and Towers and the Omni William Penn during the convention as specified below:
- Thursday, November 21 .................... 1:00 P.M.–9:00 P.M.
- Friday, November 22 ........................... 7:00 A.M.–7:00 P.M.
- Saturday, November 23 ...................... 7:00 A.M.–7:00 P.M.
- Sunday, November 24 ........................ 7:00 A.M.–1:00 P.M.

Shuttle buses will be available at both hotels. They may be marked “Lenzner Coach Lines” or “Coach USA” but all buses will have signs in the front window indicating that they are for AAASS. Shuttle buses will arrive/depart directly outside the main entrance at both hotels.

Smoking
Smoking Areas at Hilton: Smoking is permitted in the Scenes Lounge, the Three Rivers Pub, and near the Elevator Banks on the Ballroom Level.

Smoking Areas at Omni William Penn: Smoking is allowed in the Palm Court in the hotel lobby and in the Tap Room, located in the Grant Street Lobby.

Ticketed Events
AAASS Saturday Night Cocktail Reception & Awards Presentation: Tickets will be on sale for this event on THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21 ONLY. Tickets are $30 each ($10 for graduate students). Tickets are NON-REFUNDABLE.

If you purchased tickets for the AWSS Luncheon on Saturday, November 23, you may pick them up at the AWSS Booth in the Exhibit Hall (Booth 24).

Changes in Room Assignments
There have been significant changes to our meeting room assignments at the Omni William Penn. Please review the room assignments and floor plans in this program carefully.
Registration Desk Hours: 10:00 A.M.–6:00 P.M.

AAASS Board Meeting: 8:00 A.M.–12:00 noon–King’s Plaza (Hilton)

Exhibit Hall Hours: 3–8 P.M.

SESSION 1 • THURSDAY • 2:00–3:50 P.M.

Bibliography and Documentation Committee Subcommittee on Slavic and East European Microform Project (SEEMP)—Rivers (Hilton)

MEETING ROOMS IN HILTON

1-01 Geography and Politics: Perspectives on Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina—Allegheny (Hilton)
(sponsored by the Association for Croatian Studies)
Chair: Joseph T. Bombelles, John Carroll U
Papers: Mladen Klemencic, U of Zagreb, Croatia
   “Croatian View(s) on ‘Regional Cooperation’”
   Gerard Toal, Virginia Tech
   “Bosnia as a Political Geography Experiment”
   Joachim Weber, U of Hamburg (Germany)
   “European Integration and the Traffic Infrastructure of Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina”
Disc.: Zdenka Gredel-Manuele, Niagara U
       Frank McCloskey

1-02 Slovene Women and Emigration—Benedum (Hilton)
Chair: John K. Cox, Wheeling Jesuit U
Papers: Marjan Drnovsek, Institute for Emigration Studies (Slovenia)
   “Emigration of Slovene Women: A Historical View”
   Irena Milanic, U of Ljubljana (Slovenia)
   “Slovene-American Women Writers in the 1930s: Between Literature and Social Engagement”
   Mirjam Milharic-Hladnik, Slovene Academy of Arts & Sciences (Slovenia)
   “Contemporary Stories of Slovene Women-Migrants”
Disc.: Sophia Sluzar, US State Dept (ret.)
       Rudolph Matt Susel, American Home Publishing Co.

1-03 Asking Big Questions in Small Places: Archives and the Study of Russian History—(Roundtable)—Board Room (Hilton)
Chair: Donald Joseph Raleigh, UNC, Chapel Hill
Part.: Sarah Badcock, U of Durham (UK)
Michael C. Hickey, Bloomsburg U
Karl D. Qualls, Dickinson College
Paul William Werth, U of Nevada, Las Vegas

1-04 Shades of Gray: The Complexities of Human Trafficking in Eastern Europe and the NIS—Brigade (Hilton)
Chair: Amy Heyden, Winrock International
Papers:
- Jane Rudd, St Josephs College
  "Trafficking in Women from Ukraine"
- Sally Webb Stoecker, Johns Hopkins U
  "Russian Children at Risk: Realities and Responses"
- Ellie Valentine, Winrock International
  "National Government Response to Human Trafficking"
Disc.: Donna Hughes, U of Rhode Island

1-05 Investigating Sovietness: New Perspectives on Culture and Identities—(Roundtable)—Chartiers (Hilton)
Chair: Mark David Steinberg, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Part.: Sheila Fitzpatrick, U of Chicago
- Anna Krylova, Johns Hopkins U
- Thomas Lahusen, U of Toronto (Canada)
- Karen Petrone, U of Kentucky
- Serhy Yekelchyk, U of Victoria, Canada

1-06 A Usable Past: State-Building and Memories of War, 1918–1938—Duquesne (Hilton)
Chair: Eagle Glassheim, Princeton U
Papers:
- Eliza Johnson Aablovatski, Columbia U
  "From the Enemy Abroad to the Enemy at Home: How 1919 Shaped the Memories of Munich and Budapest"
- James Krapf, UC, Berkeley
  "From Absurdity to Synergy: World War I in Czech Mythology, 1918–1938"
- Dana Lyn Sherry, UC, Davis / Berkeley
  "Seeing Red: Soldiers’ Accounts of the Russian Revolution"
Disc.: Daniel T. Orlovsky, Southern Methodist U

1-07 Celebrity and Fandom in Russian Culture—Forbes (Hilton)
Chair: Laura Engelstein
Papers:
- Anna Fishzon, Columbia U
  "Singing Their Way to the Top: Fame, Opera, and Desire in the Silver Age"
- Catharine Theimer Nepomnyashchy, Barnard College
  "Caught in the Act: Russian Ballerina Postcards"
- Kristin Roth-Ey, Princeton U
  "Starry-Eyed Youth: Film Fandom in the Soviet Union, 1950s–1960s"
Disc.: Richard Stites, Georgetown U

1-08 New Identities and Foreign Policy in Eurasia—(Roundtable)—Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)
Chair: Ronald Grigor Suny, U of Chicago
Part.: Karen L. Dawisha, Miami U
- Roger David Kangas, George C. Marshall European Center for Security Studies
- Igor Zevelev, George C. Marshall European Center for Security Studies

1-09 Towards Critical Cultural Studies: Post-Socialist Popular Culture and the Role of Ethnography—(Roundtable)—Grand Ballroom 4 (Hilton)
Chair: Alexei Yurchak, UC, Berkeley
Part.: Marco Jacquemet, Barnard College/Columbia U
Sergei A. Oushakine, Columbia U
Olga Shevchenko, U of Pennsylvania
Maria Stoilkova, UC, Berkeley
Thomas C. Wolfe, U of Minnesota

1-10 Rural Economic Development in Nineteenth-Century Central Europe—Heinz (Hilton)
Chair: Gale Stokes, Rice U
Papers: Catherine Albrecht, U of Baltimore
“Rural Banks and Economic Nationalism in Bohemia, 1880–1914”
Robert Edward Blobaum, West Virginia U
“The Politics of Rural Development in Russian Poland on the Eve of the Great War”
Tanya Dunlap, Rice U
“National Capital: Economic Development among the Romanians in Transylvania”
Disc.: Keely Stauter-Halsted, Michigan State U

1-11 War and its Aftermath in Soviet Ukraine during the 1940s—Kavo (Hilton)
Chair: Paul Robert Magocsi, U of Toronto (Canada)
Papers: Martin J. Blackwell, Indiana U
“A Regime City of the First Category: Population Control and Resistance in Kyiv, 1943–1946”
Tanja Penter, Ruhr U (Germany)
“Working for the Enemy: Postwar Military Tribunals of Mining Engineers in the Donbas”
Alexander Prusin, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
Disc.: Karel Cornelis Berkhoff, Netherlands Institute for War Documentation (The Netherlands)

1-13 Russia and Ukraine: Security Issues in the Transition to Democracy—Roundtable—King’s Garden North (Hilton)
Chair: Louise Isobel Shelley, American U
Part.: Viktoria Chernyshova, Far East State U (Russia)
Boris Demidov, Transparency International (Russia)
Svetlana P. Glinkina, IIEPS (Russia)
Olena Shostko, National Law Academy of Ukraine
Vladimir Shulga, Vladivostock Economics & Service U (Russia)

1-14 Ethnic Operations and the Great Purges—King’s Terrace (Hilton)
Chair: J. Arch Getty, UCLA
Papers: William J. Chase, U of Pittsburgh
“The Polish Operation and the Comintern”
Steven E. Merritt, UC, Riverside
“The Mass Operations and National Contingents in the Far East”
James Morris, Boston College
Disc.: Terry Martin, Harvard U

1-15 Subversive Cultural Discourses in Post-Communist East Europe—Le Bateau (Hilton)
Chair: Gerald Wayne Creed, CUNY, Hunter College
Papers: Margaret H. Beissinger, U of Wisconsin, Madison
“Foreign ‘Music,’ ‘Vulgar’ Lyrics: Controversial Cultural Symbols in Romania”
Gordana Crnkovic, U of Washington
“Facts and Fictions of the War: Examples from the Croatian Literature of the 1990s”
Catherine Wanner, Pennsylvania State U
“Sects, Cults, and Conversion in Ukraine”

Disc.: Eric D. Gordy, Clark U

1-16 Political and Social Sovietization of the Western Territories, 1939–1950—
Liberty (Hilton)
Chair: Toivo U. Raun, Indiana U
Papers:
Mara I. Lazda, Indiana U
“Gender, Ideology, and Sovietization: Latvia, 1940–1941”
David Roger Marples, U of Alberta (Canada)
“Purges and Politics: Western Belorussia, 1939–1941”
Yoshie Mitsuyoshi, U of Alberta (Canada)
“The ‘Zhenotdel’ Resurrected: Women in Post-War Western Ukraine”
Disc.: Katherine R. Jolluck, Stanford U

1-18 The Individual and the Public: Russian Cultural Figures, Local Science
Heroes, and the Modern Imperial and Soviet State—Stanwix (Hilton)
Chair: David L. Hoffmann, Ohio State U
Papers:
James Thomas Andrews, Iowa State U
“Envisioning the Cosmos: K.E. Tsiolkovskii, the Popular Conceptualization
Michael Dan Gordin, Harvard U
“The Weekday Chemist: A.P. Borodin and the Culture of Science in
Imperial St. Petersburg”
John McCannon, U of Saskatchewan (Canada)
“Transcendent Science: Nicholas Roerich, Occult Knowledge, and the
Attempt to Rationalize Mysticism”
Disc.: Paul Robert Josephson, Colby College

1-19 Patterns in Post-Communist Party Proliferation—Sterlings 1 (Hilton)
Chair: Christopher Marsh, Baylor U
Papers:
Luke March, U of Edinburgh (UK)
“Russian Political Parties and Online Campaigning”
David White, U of Birmingham (UK)
“The Parallel Paths of Post-Communist Russian Liberalism”
Sarah Whitmore, U of Birmingham (UK)
“Parliamentary Politics in Ukraine: An Institutional Account”
Disc.: Joan Barth Urban, Catholic U of America

1-20 Statistical Data from Russia: Transparency, Availability, and Access—
Sterlings 2 (Hilton)
Chair: Allan Joseph Urbanic, UC, Berkeley
Papers:
Murray Feshbach, The Wilson Center
“Population, Health, and Environmental Data from Russia/CIS”
Kirill Fessenko, East View Publications
“Online Access to Statistical Data from Russia/CIS: New Developments”
Michael Korolev, Statistecheskii Komitet SNG (Russia)
“Dissemination of Statistical Data in CIS Countries”
Disc.: Misha V. Belkindas, World Bank
Michael Edward Biggins, U of Washington

1-21 On the Frontline: Builders of Peace Culture in Southeastern Europe—
(Roundtable)—Sterlings 3 (Hilton)
Chair: Robin Alison Remington, Peace Haven International
Thursday, November 21, 2–3:50 P.M.

Part.:
Francine Friedman, Ball State U  
Syad Arshad Husain, U of Missouri, Columbia  
Ljubomirka-Ljupka Kovacevic, Association for the Culture of Peace and Nonviolence (Montenegro)  
Byron T. Scott, U Missouri, Columbia

1-22 **Gender and Questions of Professionalization in Late Imperial Russia—Traders**  
*Chair:* Jane Gary Harris, U of Pittsburgh  
*Papers:*  
Rhonda L. Clark, Mercyhurst College  
“O.N. Popova’s Editorial Disputes: A Case Study of Professionalization, Intellectual Property, and Gender in Late Imperial Russian Publishing”  
Michelle D. DenBeste, California State U, Fresno  
“Emerging Professionals: Women Physicians’ Involvement in Professional Medical Associations and Debates over the Future of Medicine in Russia”  
Cheri Charmaine Wilson, Loyola College in Maryland  
“The Feminization of the Legal Profession: Women Chestnye Poverennye”  
*Disc.:* Rochelle Goldberg Ruthchild, Union Institute

---

**MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI**

1-24 **Capital Performances: Contemporary Theater in Moscow—Carnegie I (Omni)**  
*Chair:* Lynn Mally, UC, Irvine  
*Papers:*  
Donna Oliver, Beloit College  
“New Takes on Old Tales: (Re)Viewing the Classics in Sergej Artsibashev’s ‘Teatr na Pokrovke’”  
Ellen Jean Scarufi, Columbia U  
“Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner? Nibelungen in Men’shikov’s ‘Kukhnia’”  
Melissa J. Sokol, Brown U  
“Unlikely Bedfellows: F.M. Dostoevsky and A. M. Volodin in Pogrebniickho’s ‘Gde tut pro voskresenie Lazarya’ at Teatr oko do doma Stanislavskogo”  
*Disc.:* Diane M. Nemec-Ignashev, Carleton College

1-25 **Russian Émigré Poetry and Poetics, 1920–1940—Carnegie II (Omni)**  
*Chair:* Catherine Ann Ciepiela, Amherst College  
*Papers:*  
Alexandra J. Kirilcuk, Harvard U  
“‘Skit Poetov’: Prague’s Answer to the ‘Parisian Note’ in Émigré Poetry?”  
Leonid Livak, U of Toronto (Canada)  
“Toward a Definition of the ‘Paris School’ Poetics”  
Kathleen Frances Parthe, U of Rochester  
“Reading Poetry in Exile: Ivan Ilin’s Way Home”  
*Disc.:* Julia Valerievna Trubikhina, New York U

1-27 **Art and Epoch: Post-Modernist Response—Grant Suite A (Omni)**  
*Chair:* Pamela Jill Kachurin, Harvard U  
*Papers:*  
Valera Cherkashin and Natasha Cherkashin, Cherkashin Museum Metropolitan (Russia)  
“The End of the Epoch: How We Looked for a Way to Communicate with Soviet Culture”  
Musya Giants, Harvard U  
Ruth Solomon Rischin, Independent Scholar  
“The Statue in the Public Arena or the Post-Modernist Address to History: The Art of Valera and Natasha Cherkashin”  
*Disc.:* Mikhail N. Epstein, Emory U
Thursday, November 21, 2–3:50 P.M.

1-28 A Problematic Muse: Lermontov and Romanticism—Grant Suite B (Omni)
Chair: Radislav Lapushin, U of Chicago
Papers: Elizabeth Cheresh Allen, Bryn Mawr College
     “Not-So-Famous Last Words: The Post-Romantic Conclusions of ‘A Hero of Our Time’”
     Elena Glazov-Corrigan, Emory U
     “Lermontov in Early Pasternak: A Heroic World Which Brings Sorrow”
     Gordon Jeffrey Love, Clemson U
     “A Troubling Irony: Skazka dl’a detej”
Disc.: Vladimir B. Golstein, Yale U

1-29 Sasha Sokolov: Twenty-Six Years After ‘Shkola’—Oakmont (Omni)
Chair: Marina Kanevskaya, U of Montana
Papers: Alexander Boguslawski, Rollins College
     “Translating Sokolov”
     Ludmilla L. Litus, Michigan State U
     “Sasha Sokolov’s Influence on Russian Literature: A Retrospective”
     Lisa Ryoko Wakamiya, U of Arizona
     “Amnesia in the Works of Sasha Sokolov”
Disc.: Anna Brodsky, Washington and Lee U

1-31 Ethnicity and Gender in the Balkans: Interdisciplinary Approaches (Part I)—Three Rivers (Omni)
Papers: Tanja Djuric-Kuzmanovic, The Advanced Business School (Yugoslavia)
     “Gender Aspects of State-Directed Non-Development and Transition in Serbia”
     Rada Drezgic, U of Pittsburgh
     “Gender, Nationalism, and Reproduction in Serbia”
     Carol S. Lilly, U of Nebraska
Disc.: Melissa Katherine Bokovoy, U of New Mexico

1-32 Public Image as Policy: Representations of Life in Late Imperial and Soviet Russia—Sewickley (Omni)
Chair: Edward D. Wynot, Jr., Florida State U
Papers: Amanda Wood Aucoin, Williams Baptist College
     “Countering the Invisible Enemy: Soviet Responses to The Voice of America”
     David C. Fisher, Indiana U
     “Russia’s Image Problem in Europe and America and the World’s Fairs, 1851–1900”
     Austin Thomas Jersild, Old Dominion U
     “The Soviet Pavilion at International Exhibits”
Disc.: Jennifer Jean Wynot, Metropolitan State College of Denver

1-33 Tsar Dmitrii: Incarnations and Transformations—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)
Chair: Deborah A. Martinssen, Columbia U
Papers: Chester S. L. Dunning, Texas A&M U
     “Images of Tsar Dmitrii in the Works of Karamzin, Pushkin, and Schiller”
     Rebecca Epstein Matveyev, Lawrence U
     “Constructing Identity in A. K. Tolstoi’s Historical Trilogy”
     Marcia A. Morris, Georgetown U
     “The Lives and Times of Tsarevich Dmitrii”
Disc.: Caryl Emerson, Princeton U
Thursday, November 21, 4:15–6:10 P.M.

1-35 Writing Terrorism in Russia—Sternwheeler (Omni)
Chair: Anna Geifman, Boston U
Papers: Lynn Ellen Patyk, Stanford U
“The Making of Maria: The Female Terrorist as Revolutionary Icon”
Gabriella Safran, Stanford U
“Developing a Jewish Aesthetics: S. Ansky on Terrorism and Non-Violence”
Patricia L. Zody, Beloit College
“The Great Imposter: Stavrogin as the Romantic Image of the Terrorist in Dostoevsky’s ‘Besy’”
Disc.: Jonathan W. Daly, U of Illinois, Chicago
Gregory Freidin, Stanford U

1-36 Space and Place: Literary Encounters and Confrontations—(Roundtable)—Shadyside (Omni)
Chair: Emily Johnson, U of Oklahoma
Part.: Jennifer Day, Hamilton College
Margarita Nafpaktitis, U of Michigan
Dan Newton, U of Washington
Mary A. Nicholas, Lehigh U

1-38 Religious Discourse in Post-Communist Russia—Riverboat (Omni)
Chair: Andrew Green, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Papers: Beth M. Admiraal-Reitsma, U of Illinois
“Converting Russia to Freedom: The International Community and Religion in Russia”
Alexander Agadjanian, Arizona State U
“The Russian Theology of Nation”
Edwin Thomas Bacon, Bishop Grosseteste College (UK)
“Putin’s Religious Policy”
Disc.: Mark Elliott, Samford U

SEASON 2 • THURSDAY • 4:15–6:10 P.M.

Bibliographic and Documentation Committee Subcommittee on ABSEES—Grant
Suite A (Omni)

Association for Croatian Studies—Monongahela (Omni)

Slavic and East European Folklore Association—Riverboat (Omni)

MEETING ROOMS IN HILTON

2-01 The Empire Confronts Confessional Diversity: Religious Minorities in Imperial Russia—Allegheny (Hilton)
Chair: Georg B. Michels, UC, Riverside
Papers: Eugene Michael Avrutin, U of Michigan
“Returning to Judaism After the Law of Toleration”
Barbara J. Skinner, Adelphi U
“Absorbing the West: Eighteenth-Century Expansion and Russian State Control over Non-Orthodox Christian Faiths”
Paul William Werth, U of Nevada, Las Vegas
“Schism Once Removed: Conscience, State Authority, and Meanings of Religious Toleration in Imperial Russia”
Disc.: Heather J. Coleman, U of Calgary (Canada)
2-03 'There Is No Place Like Home': The 'Realities' of Housing in Soviet Russia—Board Room (Hilton)
Chair: Tracy Ann McDonald, U of Utah
Papers:
- Julia Obertreis, Freie U (Germany)
  "The Changing Image of the 'Individual' Apartment in the 1920s and 1930s: Individualism versus the Collective in a Soviet Discourse on Housing"
- Rebecca Spagnolo, U of Toronto (Canada)
  "When Private Home Meets Public Workspace: Relations between the Domestic Worker and Her Employer in 1920s Russia"
- Christine G. Varga-Harris, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
  "Home as the Hearth of Socialism: Discourses on Housing and Soviet Citizenship in Russia During the Thaw"
Disc.: Diane P. Koenker, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

2-07 Soviet Public Health During Late Stalinism: A Reevaluation—Forbes (Hilton)
Chair: David L. Hoffmann, Ohio State U
Papers:
- Christopher John Burton, U of East London (UK)
  "Medical Cadres/Medical Police: Soviet Doctors and the Hunt for Able Bodies, 1943–1953"
- Mary Schaeffer Conroy, U of Colorado, Denver
  "Soviet Pharmaceutical R & D versus Reality: The Impact of Deficits on the Product Mix of State-of-the-Art Synthetic Drugs and Traditional Herbal Remedies During Late Stalinism, 1943–1953"
- Don Filtzer, U of East London (UK)
  "Public Health as a Determinant of Workers' Standard of Living During Late Stalinism"
Disc.: Ethan M. Pollock, George Washington U

2-08 The Arts in Post-Communist Societies: A Social Science Perspective—Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)
Chair: Marilyn R. Rueschemeyer, RISD/Brown U
Papers:
- Laura Adams, Babson College
  "Imagining the Audience: Global and National Influences on Culture Production in Uzbekistan"
- Jeffrey C. Goldfarb and Karolina Szmalgalska, New School
  "Independent Theatre in Poland Today"
- Anna Szemere, Emory U
  "The Construction of Postmodernity and Western Influence in Literary and Artistic Debates in Contemporary Hungary"
Disc.: Stephen Leonard White, U of Glasgow (Scotland, UK)

2-09 International Relations and Post-Communist Studies: What Have We Learned in the Past Ten Years?—(Roundtable)—Grand Ballroom 4 (Hilton)
Chair: Randall W. Stone, U of Rochester
Part.: Daniel Drezner, U of Chicago
Stephen Earl Hanson, U of Washington
Celeste Ann Wallander, Council on Foreign Relations

2-13 When Is an Oligarch Not an Oligarch? Area Studies and the Comparative Analysis of Post-Communist State-Business Ties—King's Garden North (Hilton)
Papers:
- John Gould, U of Denver
  "Privatization and 'Clientalism Traps' in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and the Former Yugoslavia"
- Pauline Jones Luong, Yale U and Erika Sora Weinthal, Tel Aviv U (Israel)
  "Stationary Bandits: Why Do Oligarchs in Russia Behave Differently Than in Kazakhstan?"
Roger Schoenman, Columbia U
"Parties for Profit: State-Business Relations in Poland, Romania, and Bulgaria"

Disc.: Andrew Scott Barnes, Kent State U
Valerie Jane Bunce, Cornell U

2-14 Hungary on the Threshold of the European Union—King's Terrace (Hilton)
Chair: Louis Yurasits, U of Pittsburgh
Papers:
Andrew Felkay, Kutztown U
"The Status Law: Does It Help or Hinder Hungary's Admissions to the EU?"
Susan Glanz, St John's U
"The Impact of the EU Accession on the Hungarian Labor Force"
Beverly A. James, U of New Hampshire
"Post-Communist Identities: The 1956 Museum and the Objectification of Memory"

Disc.: Katalin Fabian, Lafayette College

2-15 "Greater Albania": Myth or Reality?—(Roundtable)—Le Bateau (Hilton)
Chair: Nicholas C. Pano, Western Illinois U
Part.: Elez Biberaj, Voice of America
Victor Allen Friedman, U of Chicago
Philip Shashko, U of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Zeljan E. Suster, U of New Haven
John David Treadway, U of Richmond

2-16 Concepts of State and Nation in Ukrainian History—Liberty (Hilton)
Chair: Nancy Shields Kollmann, Stanford U
Papers:
Zenon E. Kohut, U of Alberta (Canada)
"Rus' and the Commonwealth of Two Nations: Political and Historical Identity Prior to the Khmelnytsky Uprising"
Serhii Plokhy, U of Alberta (Canada)
"People or Nation? Mykhailo Hrushevsky and the Construction of the Ukrainian Historical Paradigm"
Frank Edward Sysyn, U of Alberta (Canada)
"The Concept of Nation in the Cossack Chronicles"

Disc.: Olga Andriewsky, Trent U (Canada)

2-17 Rethinking Resistance: A Discussion across Borders—Rivers (Hilton)
Chair: Padraic Jeremiah Kenney, U of Colorado
Papers:
Paulina Bren, New York U
"Resisting the Resisters: Ordinary Lives versus Dissident Lives in Post—1968 Czechoslovakia"
Kate Brown, U of Maryland
"Visions of Mary in Soviet Ukraine: Resistance or Everyday Life?"
Mary Catherine Neuburger, U of Texas, Austin
"Who Could Resist?: Meanings behind Mundane Practices on Bulgaria's Muslim Periphery"

Disc.: Alexei Yurchak, UC, Berkeley

2-18 Beyond Moscow—Imagining Regional Identities in Soviet Russia, 1917–1970—Stanwix (Hilton)
Chair: Laura Ann Crago, U of Notre Dame
Papers:
Per Brodersen, Heinrich Heine U (Germany)
"The Far West—Kaliningrad as Construction and Concept, 1945–1970"
Stefan Karsch, Humboldt U (Germany)
"Local Riots and Russian Revolution—The Black Earth Region between Independence and Reliance on the Capital, 1917–1919"
Thursday, November 21, 4:15-6:10 P.M.

Malte Rolf, U of Tuebingen (Germany)
“Inventing the Region: Region Building in the Black Earth Region and Western Siberia, 1927–1941”

Disc.: Dietmar Wulff, Voronezh State U (Russia)

2-19 Revising the History of the Russo-Japanese War, 1904–1905—(Roundtable)—Sterlings 1 (Hilton)
Chair: Bruce William Menning, US Army Command & General Staff College
Part.: Chiharu Inaba, Meijo U (Japan)
Dominic Lieven, London School of Economics (UK)
David Hendrik Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, Brock U
John W. Steinberg, Georgia Southern U
David Wolff

2-20 Power and Institutions in Russia’s Regions and Localities—Sterlings 2 (Hilton)
Chair: Joel Charles Moses, Iowa State U
Papers: Andrew D. Buck, Columbia U
“Power and Social Networks: Partisanship and Opposition in a Post-Socialist Russian City”
Mikhail Pryadlinikov, Harvard U
“Decision-Making on the City-Level Bureaucracy: Case of Moscow”
Gulnaz Sharafutdinova, George Washington U
“Economic-Political Networks and Power Contestation in Russia’s Regions: Case of Nizhnii Novgorod”
Disc.: Robert W. Orttung, EastWest Institute

MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI

2-24 Between Worlds: Images of Adolescent Girls in Russian Literature—Carnegie I (Omni)
Chair: Halina Rothstein, Independent Scholar
Papers: Susan K. Larsen, UC, San Diego
“Institute Girls in Memoir and Fiction”
Lora D. Wheeler, UC, Irvine
“Learning to Read: Contemporary Portrayals of Russian Adolescent Girls”
Shannon F. White, U of Michigan
“Sexuality and the Economy of the Adolescent Female Body in Late Imperial Russian Popular Fiction”
Disc.: Martha A. Kuchar, Roanoke College

2-25 Slovak Justice, Wisdom, and Feminist? Writing—Carnegie II (Omni)
Chair: Helene Nadia Sanko, John Carroll U
Papers: Edita Bosak, Memorial U of Newfoundland (Canada)
“Zivena: The Beginnings of Early Feminist Organizations in Slovakia”
Patricia Ann Krafick, Evergreen State College
“Janosik, the Slovak Robin Hood: The Brigand Metes Out Justice”
Gerald John Sabo, John Carroll U
“The 1859 ‘Puvodni Bajky a Rozpravky pro Slovenskau Mladez’ of Samuel Godra (1806–1873)”
Disc.: David L. Cooper, Columbia U
James H. Krukones, John Carroll U
2-28  **Post-Modernism in Russian Mass Culture**—(Roundtable)—Grant Suite B (Omni)
Chair: Rebecca Epstein Matveyev, Lawrence U
Part.:  
Elena Baraban, U of British Columbia (Canada)
Eliot Borenstein, New York U
Mark N. Lipovetsky, U of Colorado, Boulder
Evgeny A. Shklovsky, Novoe Literaturnoe Obozrenie (Russia)

2-29  **The Demonic in Modern Slavic Literatures and Cultures**—Oakmont (Omni)
Chair: Myroslava Tomorug Znayenko, Rutgers U
Papers:  
Antonina Vitaliivna Berezovenko, Columbia U
"The Language of Evil in Slavic Cultures"
Michael M. Naydan, Pennsylvania State U
"The Demons of Yuri Andrukhovych's Novel 'Perverzion'"
Lenka Pankova, Pennsylvania State U
"Falling, Falling, Fallen?: Demonic Irony in Kundera's 'The Book of Laughter and Forgetting'"
Disc.: Linda J. Ivanits, Pennsylvania State U

2-30  **Exposition, Performance, Tourism: Constructing Russian/Soviet Identities for the West from Nicholas I to Stalin**—(Roundtable)—Grant Suite C (Omni)
Chair: Joseph C. Bradley, U of Tulsa
Part.:  
Katia Dianina, Harvard U
David C. Fisher, Indiana U
Ulle Viiroja Holt, Brown U
Shawn Salmon, UC, Berkeley
E. Anthony Swift, U of Essex (UK)

2-31  **Ethnicity and Gender in the Balkans: Interdisciplinary Approaches (Part II)**—Three Rivers (Omni)
Papers:  
Robert M. Hayden, U of Pittsburgh
"Gender Violence and the International Criminal Tribunals"
Elissa Helms, U of Pittsburgh
"Women, Gender, and Religious Revival among the Muslims of Bosnia-Herzegovina"
Dubravka Zarkov, Institute of Social Studies (The Netherlands)
"Representing Motherhood: Gender, Ethnicity, and Sexuality in the Yugoslav Media During Disintegration"
Disc.: Bette Denich, Boston U/Harvard U

2-33  **Cold War Film and Culture**—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)
Chair: Louis Menashe, Polytechnic U, NY
Papers:  
Nadezhda Azhgikhina, Moscow State U
"Hostages of Two Legends: Women in Cold War Russian and American Film"
Nina L. Khrushcheva, New York U, School of Law
"Cold War Images and Beyond: Cold Warrior as Superman"
Harlow Loomis Robinson, Northeastern U
"Prelude to the Cold War: Pro-Soviet Hollywood Films, 1941–1945"

2-35  **Slavic Émigré Press and Publishing**—Sternwheeler (Omni)
Chair: Molly Molloy, Stanford U
Papers:  
Anatol Shmelev, Stanford U
"Russian Émigré Military Literature"
Robert T. Whittaker, Jr., CUNY, Lehman College
"The Lembich Russian Library: From Harbin and Shanghai to New York"
Janet Zmroczek, British Library
“The Polish Émigré Community and the Book Trade in Nineteenth-Century London”
Disc.: Patricia Polansky, U of Hawaii

2-36 Problems in Russian Philosophy—Shadyside (Omni)
Chair: Paul Richard Valliere, Butler U
Papers:
- Edith W. Clowes, U of Kansas
  “Philosophy as Tragedy: Shestov, Berdiaev, Mamardashvili”
- Alexandra G. Kostina, Rhodes College
  “The Influence of Russian Folklore on Dostoevsky’s Philosophy”
- Maksim Proskuriakov, State Petersburg State U
  “Russian Religious Philosophy in the Conceptual Scheme of the ‘Narod’: Observations of a Linguist”
Disc.: Judith Deutsch Kornblatt, U of Wisconsin, Madison
  Valerie Z. Nollan, Rhodes College

Thursday Evening Event:

AAAASS Opening Reception and Tour of the Exhibit Hall—6:30 P.M.—
Grand Ballroom Foyer and Grand Ballrooms 1 & 2 (AAAASS Exhibit Area) (Hilton)
Sponsored by: Penn State University
SESSION 3 • FRIDAY • 8:00–9:50 A.M.

MEETING ROOMS IN HILTON

3-01 Slovene Intellectuals' Response to Political and Social Modernization in the Twentieth Century—Alleighny (Hilton)

Chair: Leopoldina Plut-Pregelj, U of Maryland

Papers: Ales Gabric, Institute for Contemporary History (Slovenia)
“Slovene Intellectuals and the Communist Regime”
Bojan Godesa, Institute for Contemporary History (Slovenia)
“Slovene Intelligentsia and the Second World War”
Peter Vodopivec, U of Ljubljana (Slovenia)
“Slovene Intellectuals between National Radicalism and Social Conservatism”

Disc.: Cathie Carmichael, Middlesex U (UK)
Dennison I. Rusinow, U of Pittsburgh

3-02 Ethnic and Religious Discrimination in the Russian Federation—Benedum (Hilton)

Chair: John Barrett Dunlop, Stanford U

Papers: Nickolai Butkevich, Union of Councils for Jews in the Former Soviet Union
“Building Alliances to Fight Discrimination: The Jewish Community”
Markus Mathy, Technische U Berlin (Germany)
“Anti-Semitism and Anti-Caucasianism in Contemporary Russian Nationalism”
Steve Swerdlow, Columbia U

Disc.: Paul D. Steeves, Stetson U

3-03 Dmitrii Miliutin: Minister, General, Memoirist—Board Room (Hilton)

Chair: Abbott Gleason, Brown U

Papers: Nicholas Breyfogle, Ohio State U
“Miliutin and the Caucasus”
John Starkes Bushnell, Northwestern U
“Miliutin and Poland”
Larisa Zakharova, Moscow U (Russia)
“Miliutin in Light of His Memoirs”
14  Friday, November 22, 8:00–9:50 A.M.

Disc.:  Daniel Field, Syracuse U  
        Bruce William Menning, US Army Command & General Staff College

3-04  The War in Bosnia Reexamined—Brigade (Hilton)
Chair:  Robert J. Donia, U of Michigan
Papers:  Dusica Bojic, Institute for Contemporary History of Serbia (Yugoslavia)  
         “The Serbs of Tuzla During the War in Bosnia”  
         Hsnija Kamberovic, Institute of History in Sarajevo (Bosnia & Herzegovina)  
         “A Reexamination of Events Preceding the War in Bosnia”
Disc.:  Steven L. Burg, Brandeis U  
        Chip Gagnon, Ithaca College

3-05  Cultural and Institutional Approaches to Muscovy During the Oprichnina—Chartiers (Hilton)
Chair:  Donald Ostrowski, Harvard U
Papers:  David Maurice Goldfrank, Georgetown U  
         “The ‘Good Elder’ Zinovii Oten’skii: Where Did He Stand?”  
         Gunnar Opeide, U of Tromso (Norway)  
         “The Significance of the Oprichnina”  
         Jennifer B. Spock, Eastern Kentucky U  
         “Riding the Push-Me-Pull-You: Ivan IV, Church Tradition, and Splicing the Reins of State”
Disc.:  Charles J. Halperin

3-06  In Your In-Box: New States, New Crises, New Responsibilities—Duquesne (Hilton)
Chair:  Janet Irene Crayne, U of Michigan
Papers:  Janice T. Pilch, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
         “Intellectual Property Issues in the New States”  
         Hana Pyro, Harvard U  
         “Successor States to FY: From Acquisitions to Processing”  
         Leena M. Siegelbaum, Harvard Law School Library  
         “Publishing and Acquisition of Legal Materials in/from East European Countries”
Disc.:  Terri Miller, Michigan State U

3-07  The View from the Local: Changing Perspectives on Early Modern Russian History—Forbes (Hilton)
Chair:  Daniel B. Rowland, U of Kentucky
Papers:  Alexandra Haugh, UC, Santa Cruz  
         “A Perspective from the Periphery: Native Servitors in Seventeenth-Century Western Siberia”  
         Valerie Ann Kivelson, U of Michigan  
         “Variants on Paradise: Reading the Landscape in Russia and Siberia”  
         Daniel Clarke Waugh, U of Washington  
         “Inventing a Regional Past: Local History Writing in Seventeenth- and Early Eighteenth-Century Russia”
Disc.:  Nancy Shields Kollmann, Stanford U

3-09  Intersection Issues: Sociology and Anthropology—(Roundtable)—Grand Ballroom 4 (Hilton)
Chair:  Jan Kubik, Rutgers U
Part.:  Daniel Chirot, U of Washington  
         Gerald Wayne Creed, CUNY, Hunter College  
         Robert M. Hayden, U of Pittsburgh  
         Michael David Kennedy, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor
3-10 Imagining the Enemy: Siege Mentalities, Conspiracies, and Collusion—(Roundtable)—Heinz (Hilton)

Chair: J. Arch Getty, UCLA
Part.: Jeffrey Peter Brooks, Johns Hopkins U
William J. Chase, U of Pittsburgh
Timothy John Paynich, UC, Riverside
Olga V. Velikanova, U of Toronto
Glennys J. Young, U of Washington

3-11 Unintended Consequences: Alcohol and Orthodoxy in Russian Life—Kavo (Hilton)

Chair: Patricia Herlihy, Brown U
Papers: William Benjamin Husband, Oregon State U
“Alcohol, Religion, and Atheism in Soviet Russia, 1917–1932: Representing Orthodox Rituals of Celebration”
Kate Transchel, California State U, Chico
“Tippling and Temperance: The Politicization of the Alcohol Question, 1850–1900”
Vladimir G. Treml, Duke U
“The Eastern Orthodox Church and Alcoholism in Russian History”
Disc.: Orest L. Pelech, Duke U

3-13 September 11 and After: The Impact of the War on Terrorism on the Former Soviet Sphere—(Roundtable)—King’s Garden North (Hilton)

Chair: Jack Bielasiak, Indiana U
Part.: William Fierman, Indiana U
Henry E. Hale, Indiana U
Dina Rome Spechler, Indiana U
Martin Charles Spechler, Indiana U

3-14 Reconstruction and Survival: New Perspectives on Soviet Labor After World War II—King’s Terrace (Hilton)

Chair: Julie Hessler, U of Oregon
Papers: Mark Edele, U of Chicago
Jean Levesque, U of Toronto (Canada)
“Almost-Collectivized Elements: Labor and Identity in the Soviet Village After World War II”
Kevin Murphy, Brandeis U
“Stalinist Reconstruction and State Labor Unions After the War: Social Contract or Social Con?”
Disc.: Don Filtzer, U of East London (UK)

3-15 Gender, Nation, and Citizenship: Using Comparison to Rethink the Categories in Poland, Romania, and Russia—Le Bateau (Hilton)

Chair: Andrea Lanoux, Connecticut College
Papers: Maria Bucur, Indiana U
“Feminism, Nationalism, and the Discourse over Citizenship”
Rebecca Friedman, Florida International U
“Servitors for the Empire: Masculinity and Nationalism in Nineteenth-Century Russia”
Kristin McGuire, U of Michigan
“Debates of Sexuality and Polish Citizenship in the Early Twentieth Century”
Disc.: Janine Petra Holc, Loyola College in Maryland
Friday, November 22, 8:00–9:50 a.m.

3-16  Education, Civil Society, and the Search for Kulturn'nost' in Late Tsarist Russia—Liberty (Hilton)

Chair: Rex A. Wade, George Mason U

Papers:

Steven Taylor Duke, U of Wisconsin, Madison
 "Russification and Empire at the Edge of the Imperial Capital: Finnish and Estonian Schools in St. Petersbourg Province, 1895–1914"

Alice K. Pate, Columbus State U
 "Workers and Obschestvennost: The First All-Russian Congress of the Societies of Peoples' Universities, 3–7 January 1908"

Aaron Retish, Ohio State U
 "To Become Enlightened Citizens: Cultural Education among Udmurt and Mari Peasants, 1914–1921"

Disc.: Susan Purves McCaffray, UNC, Wilmington

David MacLaren McDonald, U of Wisconsin, Madison

3-17  Parties and Politics Today in the Visegrad Four—Rivers (Hilton)

Chair: Heinz Timmerman, Siftung Wissenschaft und Politik (Germany)

Papers:

Jane Leftwich Curry, Santa Clara U
 "Parties and Politics in Poland Today"

Robert Kent Evanson, U of Missouri, Kansas City
 "Parties, Elections, and Czech Foreign Policy"

Laszlo Karl Urban, Catholic U of America
 "Parties and Politics in Hungary and Slovakia Today"

Disc.: Thomas Arthur Baylis, U of Wisconsin, Madison

3-18  Interdisciplinary Advances in Carpatho-Rusyn Scholarship—Stanwix (Hilton)

Chair: Paul J. Best, Southern Connecticut State U

Papers:

Paul Robert Magocsi, U of Toronto (Canada)
 "Compiling the 'Encyclopedia of Rusyn History and Culture'"

Brian McHugh, Temple U
 "Defining the Rusyn Language"

Elaine Rusinko, U of Maryland, Baltimore
 "Surveying the History of Rusyn Literature"

Disc.: Patricia Ann Krafck, Evergreen State College

Robert A. Rothstein, U of Massachusetts, Amherst

3-20  The Chechen War and Russian Political Development—Sterlings 2 (Hilton)

Chair: Timothy James Colton, Harvard U

Papers:

Daniel Epstein, Harvard U
 "The Russian State and Chechnya: An Institutional Analysis"

Scott Radnitz, MIT
 "The Chechens? They're All Talk: Islamic Discourse in the Chechen Wars"

Robert Reardon, MIT
 "The Chechen Conflict and the Ascendance of the Russian Media"

Disc.: Miriam Lanskyo, Boston U

3-21  Czechoslovakia in Transition: The Years After World War I—Sterlings 3 (Hilton)

Chair: T. Mills Kelly, George Mason U

Papers:

Melissa Dawn Feinberg, UNC, Charlotte
 "The New 'Woman Question': Gender and Citizenship During the First Czechoslovak Republic"

Owen V. Johnson, Indiana U
 "New Identities, New Discourse: Slovaks and Their Press, 1918–38"
Daniel E. Miller, U of West Florida
"For Nation or Profit? Democratizing Czechoslovak Agriculture, 1918–1938"
Disc.: Padraic Jeremiah Kenney, U of Colorado

3-22 Philanthropy in Late Imperial Russia—Traders (Hilton)
Chair: Theofanis George Stavrou, U of Minnesota
Papers: Jennifer Elaine Hedda, Simpson College
"The Contribution of the Orthodox Church to the Formation of Civic Society: The Case for the Charities of St. Petersburg"
John Athanasios Mazis, Hamline U
"The Greek Benevolent Association of Odessa: Ministering to the Needs of the Few"
Jude C. Richter, Indiana U
"Voluntarism and Guardianship in the Kiev Court for Juveniles, 1914–1917"
Disc.: Adele Lindenmeyr, Villanova U

MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI

3-23 Media, Politics and Homosexuality in the Former Yugoslavia—Allegheny (Omni)
Chair: Kevin Moss, Middlebury College
Papers: Roman Kuhar, U of Ljubljana (Slovenia)
"Homosexuality, Media, and Homophobia in Slovenia"
Tea Nikolic, Center for Sexological Studies (Yugoslavia)
"The Media and Homosexuality in Serbia"
Dean Vuletic, Yale U
"The Emergence of Gay and Lesbian Politics in Croatia"
Disc.: Brian James Baer, Kent State U

3-24 Russian Poetics—Carnegie I (Omni)
Chair: David Birnbaum, U of Pittsburgh
Papers: James O. Bailey, U of Wisconsin, Madison
"A Possible Source of Derzhavin's 'Bad Rhymes'"
Nila Friedberg, U of Toronto (Canada)
"Brodsky's Recitation: On Mismatches between Phonetics and Phonology"
Barry Paul Scherr, Dartmouth College
"False Starts: A Note on Brodsky's Poetics"

3-25 Modes of the Narrative Voice in Russian Contemporary Literature—Carnegie II (Omni)
Chair: Juras T. Ryfa, George Washington U
Papers: Dmitri P. Bak, Russian U for the Humanities (Russia)
"The Principle of Fabula Reduction in Pasternak's 'Doctor Zhivago'"
Marina Kanevskaya, U of Montana
"Zastol'naia beseda' as Formative Energy in Fazil' Iskander"
Ivana Vitomir Vuletic, UNC, Chapel Hill
"B. Akunin and Erast Petrovich"
Disc.: Gabriella Imposti, Bologna U

3-28 The Soviet Empire in Global History—(Roundtable)—Grant Suite B (Omni)
Chair: Adrienne Lynn Edgar, UC, Santa Barbara
Part.: Cornelis Nicolaas Boterbloem, Nipissing U (Canada)
Tom Ewing, Virginia Tech
David W. McFadden, Fairfield U
Mark Bernard Tauger, West Virginia U
3-29  Petersburg Visions of Gogol and Dostoevsky—Oakmont (Omni)
Chair: Dan I. Unguriann, Vassar College
Papers: Nikolai Firtich, Vassar College
“A Nose or a Crocodile? The Absurd in the Petersburg Tales of Gogol and Dostoevsky”
Alexis Klimoff, Vassar College
“In the Twilight of an Illusory City: Dostoevsky’s ‘White Nights’”
Constantine Muravnik, Yale U
“Intimations of the Metaphysical in Gogol’s ‘Diary of a Madman’”
Disc.: Svetlana B. Evodikimova, Brown U

3-30  Witches, Saints, and Sinners: Popular Religion in Post-Communist Eastern Europe—Grant Suite C (Omni)
Chair: Jason Merrill, Michigan State U
Papers: Liviu Chelcea, U of Michigan
Stella Rock, U of Sussex (UK)
“Saints and Symbols: Post-Soviet Orthodoxy and the Russian Nationalist Movement”
Bettina Weichert, University College London (UK)
“Detoxing Russia: Icon Worship—A Sobering Experience?”
Disc.: Jeanmarie Rouhier-Willoughby, U of Kentucky

3-31  Filming in the Dark: “Negatives” in Russian/Soviet Cinema—Three Rivers (Omni)
Chair: Beth C. Holmgren, UNC, Chapel Hill
Papers: Louise McReynolds, U of Hawaii
“Fatlly Female: Early Shades of Noir in the Pre-Revolutionary Cinema”
Joan Neuberger, U of Texas, Austin
“Violence in Early Russian Cinema”
Yuri Tsivian, U of Chicago
“Low-key Lighting Effects in Russian Films”
Disc.: Alexander V. Prokhorov, The College of William and Mary

3-32  New Dilemmas for the Ukrainian Language: Russian and English Linguistic Interference—Sewickley (Omni)
(sponsored by the Shevchenko Scientific Society)
Chair: Hanna Chumachenko, Kherson U (Ukraine)
Papers: Antonina Vitaliivna Berezovenko, Columbia U
“Sources of Interference in Urban Vernacular”
Andrii Danylenko, Kharkiv University
“Russian and English Interference: Which Is melior pars?”
Larissa M. L. Z. Onyshkevych, Shevchenko Scientific Society and Princeton Rsch Forum
“Linguistic Interference in Literary Criticism and Drama”
Disc.: Assya Alexandra Humesky, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor

3-33  New Approaches to Russian Art Criticism—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)
Chair: Robert Russell, U of Sheffield (UK)
Papers: Carol Adlam, U of Exeter (UK)
“Caricaturists on Artists”
Sarah Dadswell, U of Sheffield (UK)
“Re-Approaching Russian Futurism”
Aleksei Makhrov, U of Exeter (UK)
“Academic Exhibitions and the Emergence of Russian Art Criticism”
Disc.: Alison L. Hilton, Georgetown U
3-34 Health Conditions in the Former Soviet Union and Demographic Implications—(Roundtable)—Monongahela (Omni)

Part.: Edward J. Burger, Jr., Institute for Health Policy Analysis
       Murray Feshbach, The Wilson Center
       John Martin Kramer, Mary Washington College
       David Edward Powell, Wheaton College
       Judyth Lynn Twigg, Virginia Commonwealth U

Disc.: Mark G. Field, Harvard U

3-36 Orthodoxy and Heresy in Early Twentieth-Century Russia: The Imiaslavie Controversy—Shadyside (Omni)

Chair: Michael A. Meerson, Christ the Saviour Orthodox Church

Papers: Gary Michael Hamburg, U of Notre Dame
        “Heresy’ on Mount Athos: The Origins and Development of a ‘Heretical’ Movement, 1908–1913”
        Scott M. Kenworthy, Miami U
        “Church, State, and Society in Late Imperial Russia: The Imiaslavie Controversy”

Disc.: Robert Bird, U of Chicago

SESSION 4 • FRIDAY • 10:15 A.M.—12:05 P.M.

MEETING ROOMS IN HILTON

4-01 Turning Points in Russian/Soviet Military History—Allegheny (Hilton)

Papers: Nikolai Dorokhov, Military History Institute (Russia)
        “Soviet Military Strategy in Stalin’s Shadow”
        Lennart Samuelson, Stockholm School of Economics (Sweden)
        “The Militarization of the Soviet Economy in International Perspective, 1924–1953”
        David Russell Stone, Kansas State U
        “Trotsky, Frunze, and the Reform of the Red Army”

Disc.: Jacob Walter Kipp, US Army

4-02 Rebuilding Local Communities in “Post-Peace-Agreement” Former Yugoslavia—Benedum (Hilton)

Chair: Dina S. Smeltz, US State Dept

Papers: Julie Mertus, American U
        “Kosovar Interpretations of Post-Agreement Peace Building Efforts: The Impact on Local Human Rights Culture”
        Paula Pickering, The College of William and Mary
        “Sites for Building Social Capital across Lines of Difference in Bosnia-Herzegovina”
        Tammy Ann Smith, Columbia U
        “Between Strong and Weak Ties: Lessons in Trust in Bosnia-Herzegovina”

Disc.: John V. A. Fine, U of Michigan

4-03 Political Science Intersection Panel—(Roundtable)—Board Room (Hilton)

Chair: Mitchell A. Orenstein, Syracuse U

Part.: Valerie Jane Bunce, Cornell U
       Michael J.G. Cain, St Mary’s College of Maryland
       Pauline Jones Luong, Yale U
       Michael Anthony McFaul, Stanford U
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-04</td>
<td>Traveling to, from, and around the Soviet Union—Brigade (Hilton)</td>
<td>Barbara Alpern Engel, U of Colorado, Boulder</td>
<td>Anne E. Gorsuch, U of British Columbia (Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“By Car, Train, Ship, and Plane: Travel and Tourism in the Post-War Period”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diane P. Koenker, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“The Proletarian Tourist in the 1930s: Between Mass Excursion and Mass Escape”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Gross Solomon, U of Toronto (Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Seeing for Oneself: Rockefeller Officers’ Site Visits to Russia, 1925–1936”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Robert Service, Oxford U (UK)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-05</td>
<td>Museums and Society in Nineteenth-Century Russia—Chartiers (Hilton)</td>
<td>Nathaniel Knight, Seton Hall U</td>
<td>Joseph C. Bradley, U of Tulsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“The Moscow Polytechnical Museum and the Democratization of Science”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Katia Dianina, Harvard U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“The Russian Historical Museum as Fact and Symbol”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Nicole Smith, U of Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“The Vladimir Historical Museum and the Production of Provincial Culture”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Christopher David Ely, Honors College of Florida Atlantic U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-06</td>
<td>Exaggerated Demise: The East European Book Trade in the Second Post-Communist Decade—Duquesne (Hilton)</td>
<td>Daniel M. Pennell, U of Pittsburgh</td>
<td>Michael Edward Biggins, U of Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Publishing Trends in Slovenia and Croatia”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karen Anne Rondestvedt, Stanford U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Recent Developments in the Polish Book Trade”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bradley Lewis Schaffner, U of Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Acquisitions from the FSU”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Murlin Croucher, Indiana U</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ronald Hogg, British Library (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-07</td>
<td>Controlling Disease, Controlling People—Forbes (Hilton)</td>
<td>Michael Zdenek David, U of Chicago</td>
<td>Cassandra Marie Cavanaugh, College of the Holy Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Epidemic or Empire: Cholera in Turkestan, 1872–1908”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eve Levin, Ohio State U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Plague Control in Seventeenth-Century Muscovy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Joan Klobe Pratt, U of Northern Colorado</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-08</td>
<td>Russian Foreign Policy—(Roundtable)—Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)</td>
<td>Peter Clement, CIA</td>
<td>Stephen Jerome Blank, US Army War College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aurel Braun, U of Toronto (Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Owen Freedman, Baltimore Hebrew U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Joseph Marantz, U of British Columbia (Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carol R. Saivetz, Harvard U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James Leitzel, U of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anna Meyendorff, U of Michigan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4-10  Building Borders: State Authority in the Czech-German Borderlands—Heinz (Hilton)
Chair: Hillel J. Kieval, Washington U
Papers:
   Teresa J. Balkenende, U of Washington
      “Public Health and Authoritative Knowledge in the Sudetenlands, 1930–1938”
   Michael Campbell, U of Washington
      “Henlein’s Flying Bicycle Brigades: The SdP in the 1935 Parliamentary Elections”
   Caitlin E. Murdock, Stanford U
      “From Border to Borderland: State and Popular Redefinition of the Bohemian-Saxon Borderlands, 1931–1938”
Disc.: Catherine Albrecht, U of Baltimore

4-12  Putin’s Policy Toward Europe and America: European Perspectives—(Roundtable)—King’s Garden South (Hilton)
Chair: Joan Barth Urban, Catholic U of America
Part.: Andrew A. Michta, Rhodes College
       Richard T. Sakwa, U of Kent (UK)
       Heinz Timmerman, Siftung Wissenschaft und Politik (Germany)

4-13  South Slavic Americans and the Left, 1900–1950—King’s Garden North (Hilton)
Chair: Charles Jelavich, Indiana U
Papers:
   Ivan Cizmic, U of Zagreb (Croatia)
      “The Yugoslav Socialist Federation, 1900–1919”
   Matjaz Klemencic, U of Maribor (Slovenia)
      “Slovene American Leftist Organizations, 1900–1950”
   Jason C. Vuic, Ohio State U
      “American Radicals: Steve Nelson and Stevan Dedijer”
Disc.: Thomas Allan Emmert, Gustavus Adolphus College

4-14  Flight, Order, and Violence along the Early Modern Frontier—King’s Terrace (Hilton)
Chair: Nicholas Breyfogle, Ohio State U
Papers:
   Catherine Blair, Georgetown U
      “We Ourselves Have Seen Him and Served with Him: A Look at Pretenders and Their Followers”
   Matthew P. Romaniello, Ohio State U
      “Run for the Border: Peasant Flight and Provincial Governance in the Volga Region”
   Carol (Kira) Belkin Stevens, Colgate U
      “Banditry and Violence on the Seventeenth-Century Frontier”
Disc.: Alexandra Haugh, UC, Santa Cruz

4-15  Human Trafficking in Siberia and the Far East—(Roundtable)—Le Bateau (Hilton)
Chair: Sally Webb Stoecker, Johns Hopkins U
Part.: Maria Buryak, Far Eastern State U (Russia)
       Anna Repetskaya, Irkutsk State Economic Academy (Russia)
       Stanislav Shamkov, Omsk MVD Academy (Russia)
       Tatyana Sudakova, Irkutsk State Economic U (Russia)
       Luidmila Yerokhina, Vladivostok State U (Russia)

4-16  The Russian Empire in Global History—(Roundtable)—Liberty (Hilton)
Chair: Amy Nelson, Virginia Tech
Part.: David William Darrow, U of Dayton
Austin Thomas Jersild, Old Dominion U
Walter Gerald Moss, Eastern Michigan U

4-17  **Recent Research by Young Scholars in Slovene Studies: Slovenia in the Nineties—Rivers (Hilton)**
*Chair:* Carole R. Rogel, Ohio State U
*Papers:* Josip Mocnik, Bowling Green State U
"Slovenia in a Multilateral World"
Wesley Pulisic, Market Bridge
"Slovenian Entrepreneurship within the EU"
Darren Edward Purcell, Florida A&M U
"Constructing Cyber-Slovenia: Government Internet Sites and the State-Building Process"

*Disc.:* Patrick H. Patterson, U Michigan, Ann Arbor

4-18  **Symbolic Action During the Time of Troubles—Stanwix (Hilton)**
*Chair:* James Cracraft, U of Illinois, Chicago
*Papers:* Hugh Mercer Olmsted, Harvard U
"Boris Godunov, the Patriarchate, and the Memory of Maksim Grek"
Daniel B. Rowland, U of Kentucky
"Historicism in the Arts Patronage of Boris Godunov"
Isolde Renate Thyret, Kent State U
"Marfa Ivanovna Shestova and the Pleading Ritual at Kostroma in 1613"

*Disc.:* Chester S. L. Dunning, Texas A&M U

4-19  **NATO, Prague 2002: Impact on Romania—(Roundtable)—Sterlings 1 (Hilton)**
*Chair:* Radu R. Florescu, Boston College
*Part.:* Joseph Francis Harrington, Framingham State College
Paul Daniel Quinlan, Providence College
Kurt William Treptow, Center for Romanian Studies
Robert Lawrence Weiner, U of Massachusetts, Boston

4-20  **The Soviet 1930s in Comparative Perspective— Sterlings 2 (Hilton)**
*Chair:* Tom Ewing, Virginia Tech
*Papers:* Peter A. Blitstein, Lawrence U
"Stalinist Nationality Policy in Comparative Perspective"
Paul Hagenloh, U of Alabama
"Soviet Policing in Comparative Perspective, (1917–1941)"
Amy Elise Randall, U of Mississippi
"Engineering Mass Consumption in Interwar Europe: Soviet Policy in Comparative Perspective"

*Disc.:* Jonathan R. Zatlin, MIT

4-21  **Society and the State: Nongovernmental Organizations in Russia Today—Sterlings 3 (Hilton)**
*Chair:* Lisa McIntosh Sundstrom, U of British Columbia (Canada)
*Papers:* Nathaniel Davis, Harvey Mudd College
"The Orthodox Church in Russia Today"
Alfred Burney Evans, Jr., California State U, Fresno
"Nongovernmental Organizations and Local Governments in Provincial Russia"
Janet E. Johnson, Miami U
"Women’s Crisis Centers: Encountering Local Government in Post-Communist Russia"

*Disc.:* Carol Ruth Nechemias, Pennsylvania State U
4-22 Faith and Revolution: Religious Factors in the Russian Revolution of 1917—Traders (Hilton)
Chair: Semion Lyandres, U of Notre Dame
Papers: Michael C. Hickey, Bloomsburg U
“Jewish Community Life in Revolutionary Smolensk”
Adeeb Khalid, Carleton College
“Islam and Muslims in the Russian Revolution”
George T. Kosar, Brandeis U
“Synods, Sobors, and Sobornost’ in 1917: The Russian Orthodox Church’s Legitimacy Amidst Revolution”
Disc.: Rex A. Wade, George Mason U

MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI

4-23 Independent and Controlled: The East European Media—Allegheny (Omni)
Chair: Victoria Pope, US News and World Report
Papers: Robert E. Gillette, IREX
“Building and Protecting Independent Media in Bosnia: A View from the Field”
Peter Gross, California State, Chico
“Media, Civil Society, and Political Culture in Eastern Europe”
Andrew K. Milton, Pacific Lutheran U
“Democratizing Institutionalized Structures: Constraints in Media Reform After Communism”
Disc.: Jane Leftwich Curry, Santa Clara U
Owen V. Johnson, Indiana U

4-24 Saint Petersburg at 300: Myths, Dreams, Reality—(Roundtable)—Carnegie I (Omni)
Chair: Carol R. Ueland, Drew U
Part.: Dmitri P. Bak, Russian U for the Humanities (Russia)
Stephen C. Hutchings, U of Surrey (UK)
Igor Nemirovsky, Institute of Russian Literature (Russia)
Maria Rubins, U of Georgia
Alexandra Smith, U of Canterbury (New Zealand)

4-25 Predication in Slavic: Just How Small Is a Small Clause?—Carnegie II (Omni)
Chair: James Lavine, Bucknell U
Papers: Leonard Harvey Babby, Princeton U
“Theories of Predication: Evidence from Russian”
Stephanie Annemarie Harves, Princeton U
“Copular Small Clauses”
Kylie Richardson, Harvard U
“The Interaction Between Case, Tense, and Aspect in Slavic Primary and Secondary Predicates”
Disc.: John Bailyn, SUNY, Stony Brook

4-26 Post-Modernism in Contemporary Russian Mass Culture—(Roundtable)—Paneled/Oval (Omni)
Chair: Mark N. Lipovetsky, U of Colorado, Boulder
Part.: Alexander Arkhangelsky, Newspaper Izvestia (Russia)
Birgit Beumers, U of Bristol (UK)
Maria Jett, U of Pittsburgh
Andrey Nemzer, Newspaper Vremia Novosti (Russia)
Donatella Possamai, U of Venice (Italy)
4-27 **Language, Gender, and Media in the World of Post-Soviet Nations**—Grant Suite A (Omni)

Chair: Yoshie Mitsuyoshi, U of Alberta (Canada)

Papers: Elena Gapova, European Humanities U

- "Engendering the Post-Soviet Media Discourse in Belarus and Russia"
- Alla Nedashkivska, U of Alberta (Canada)
- "A Net of Languages and Gender in Contemporary Ukrainian Media"
- Valerii Polkovsky, U of Alberta (Canada)
- "New Lexicon in Modern Ukrainian Mass Media"

Disc.: Catherine Wanner, Pennsylvania State U

4-28 **Gender and National Identity in Russian Literature**—Grant Suite B (Omni)

Chair: Rebecca Friedman, Florida International U

Papers: Luc Jean Beaudoin, U of Denver

- "Queering the Self: Reformulating Russian National (Sexual) Identity"
- Kelly Herold, Grinnell College
- "The Creation of a Russian Face in Eighteenth-Century Russian Prose"
- Andrea Lanoux, Connecticut College
- "The Russian Heroine as National Symbol"

Disc.: Yana Hashamova, Ohio State U

4-29 **Literature and the Intelligentsia: Anxieties, Allegiances, and Identities**—Oakmont (Omni)

Chair: Elena Glazov-Corrigan, Emory U

Papers: Svetlana B. Evdokimova, Brown U

- "A Marriage of Convenience: Chekhov and Russian Intelligentsia"
- Vladimir B. Golstein, Yale U
- "The Treason of the Intellectuals in Mikhail Bulgakov"
- Irene Ingeborg Masing-Delic, Ohio State U
- "In Search of a New Class Allegiance: The Intelligent as Peasant, Proletarian, and Aristocrat at the Turn of the Century"

Disc.: Marina Kostalevsky, Bard College

4-30 **Visual and Material Culture in Eighteenth-Century Russia**—Grant Suite C (Omni)

Chair: Thomas Newlin, Oberlin College

Papers: Sara Dickinson

- "Matter and Spirit in Lomonosov and Radishchev"
- Andrew Kahn, Oxford U
- "Karamzin's Enlightenment Monuments: Memory, History, National Identity"
- Marcus C. Levitt, USC, Los Angeles
- "The Dialectic of Vision in Radishchev's 'Puteshestvie'"

Disc.: Irina Reyfman, Columbia U

4-31 **Soviet Musical and Soviet Culture**—Three Rivers (Omni)

Chair: Josephine Woll, Howard U

Papers: Tony Anemone, The College of William and Mary

- "The Birth of Socialist Realism Out of the Spirit of Music"
- Vida T. Johnson, Tufts U
- "Soviet Musical: From Thaw through Stagnation"
- Alexander V. Prokhorov, The College of William and Mary
- "Silence of the Sixties: Soviet Musicals through the Eyes of Slapstick Comedy"

Disc.: Lilya Kaganovsky, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Friday, November 22, 10:15 A.M.—12:05 P.M.

4-32  A New Mosaic—Old Fragments: The Role of Tradition in Post-Soviet Russian Literature—Sewickley (Omni)
Chair: Juras T. Ryfa, George Washington U
Papers: Nina Boijdarova, U of Paris (France)
"Intertext in the Contemporary Russian Prose"
Konstantin V. Kustanovich, Vanderbilt U
"Vassily Aksenov’s ‘Kesareva Svechenie’"
Tatiana R. Spektor, Iowa State U
"NOVUS HOMO: Viktor Erofeev's Perspective"
Disc.: Vera Aginsky, Iowa State U

4-33  Serial Resources for the Study of Religion in Post-Soviet States—(Roundtable)—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)
Chair: Jerry Pankhurst, Wittenberg U
Part.: Mark Elliott, Samford U
Walter William Sawatsky, Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary
Serge Schmemann, The New York Times
Paul D. Sleeves, Stetson U

4-35  Exile and Displacement in Nabokov—Sternwheeler (Omni)
Chair: Peter I. Barta, U of Surrey (UK)
Papers: David H.J. Larmour, Texas Tech U
"Displaced Persons: Absent Women in Nabokov’s Early Novels"
Eric Naiman, UC, Berkeley
"Verbal Displacement in a ‘Guide to Berlin’"
Anat Vernitskaia, U of Surrey (UK)
"Narration from Nowhere: Deconstructing Displacement in Nabokov’s Russian Prose"
Disc.: Vitaly A. Chernetsky, Columbia U
Galina S. Rylkova, U of Florida

4-36  Hard Labor and the Prison Experience in Literature and Cultural Document—Shadyside (Omni)
Chair: Olga M. Cooke, Texas A&M U
Papers: Emily Johnson, U of Oklahoma
"Our Life in Letters: Correspondence from the Ussuri Labor Camp, 1937–1939"
Anna Kaladiouk, Keene State College
"The Politics of Punishment and Reform in Tolstoy’s ‘Resurrection’"
Ludmilla A. Trigos, Columbia U
"Katorga on the Silver Screen"
Disc.: Cynthia A. Ruder, U of Kentucky

4-38  The Igor Tale in Perspective—(Roundtable)—Riverboat (Omni)
(sponsored by the Early Slavic Studies Association)
Chair: Daniel H. Kaiser, Grinnell College
Part.: Bill J. Darden, U of Chicago
Richard Hellie, U of Chicago
Norman W. Ingham, U of Chicago
David Kirk Prestel, Michigan State U
Dean Stoddard Worth, UCLA
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5-01 The Collapse of Czechoslovakia, Part II: Ten Years After—Allegheny (Hilton)
Chair: John Gould, U of Denver
Papers:
Kevin Deegan Krause, Wayne State U
“Split Decisions: Slovak and Czech Politics After Czechoslovakia”
James Walter Peterson, Valdosta State U
“Separate Paths: Czech and Slovak Foreign Politics Since 1993”
Lone Sarauw, U of Aarhus (Denmark)
“Ungrateful Younger Brothers versus Arrogant Atheists: Czech-Slovak Stereotypes in a Public Memory Perspective”
Disc.: Andrew Green, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

5-02 Imagining Slavic Identity in Central Europe—Benedum (Hilton)
Chair: Barbara Kimmel Reinfeld, Hofstra U
Papers:
Patrice M. Dabrowski, Harvard U
Irena Gantar-Godina, Slovene Academy of Arts and Sciences (Slovenia)
“The Slovenes between Myth and Reality: AustroSlavism, PanSlavism and NeoSlavism”
Claire Elaine Nolte, Manhattan College
“The Sons of Slavia: Celebrating Slavic Identity at the 1912 All-Slav Slet in Prague”
Disc.: Hugh LeCaine Agnew, George Washington U

5-03 The Arts and Obshchestvennost’: Theater, Music, and Civil Society in Late Imperial Russia—Board Room (Hilton)
Chair: Gary Jay Thurston, U of Rhode Island
Papers:
Murray Frame, U of Dundee (Scotland, UK)
“The Russian Theater Society and Professionalization in the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century”
Lynn M. Sargeant, Colorado College
“Local Patrons, Local Culture: Musical Life in the Provinces”
E. Anthony Swift, U of Essex (UK)
“Bread and Circuses? Popular Theater and the State in Russia, 1897–1914”
Disc.: Elise Kimerling Wirtschafter, California State Polytechnic U

5-04 Information Management in Putin’s Russia—Brigade (Hilton)
Chair: Archie Brown, Oxford U (UK)
Papers:
Laura Ruth Belin, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
“How the Authorities Shaped Media Coverage of the Second War in Chechnya”
Julie A. Corwin, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
“Russia’s Political Spin Doctors”
Dmitri Glinski-Vassiliev, Institute of World Economy and International Relations (Russia)
“From Information Wars to Information Security: The Political Uses of Internet and Kompromat in Putin’s Russia”

**Disc.:** Peter Rutland, Wesleyan U

---

**5-05** Imperial Cities: Warsaw, Tallinn, Tashkent—Chartiers (Hilton)

**Chair:** Robert E. Weinberg, Swarthmore College

**Papers:**
- Jeff Sahadeo, U of Tennessee
  “Imperial Tashkent between Europe and Asia”
- Theodore Richard Weeks, Southern Illinois U
  “A City of Three Nations: Fin de Siecle Warsaw”
- Bradley D. Woodworth, Indiana U
  “Estates to Nationalities: Late Imperial Tallinn”

**Disc.:** Abby M. Schrader, Franklin and Marshall College

---

**5-06** Impact of NATO/EU Enlargement on Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus—(Roundtable)—Duquesne (Hilton)

**Chair:** Philip Hanson, U of Birmingham (UK)

**Part.:**
- Catherine Guicherd, Institute for International and Security Affairs
- Clelia Rontoyanni, Royal Institute of International Affairs (UK)
- Elizabeth Teague, Ministry of Defense (UK)
- Marc David Zlotnik, CIA

---

**5-09** European Institutions and Administrative Capacity in East-Central Europe—Grand Ballroom 4 (Hilton)

**Chair:** Alberta Sbragia, U of Pittsburgh

**Papers:**
- Alexandru Grigorescu, U of Pittsburgh
  “Dealing with Corruption in East-Central Europe: Can European Institutions Help?”
- Beate Sissenich, Cornell U
  “‘Water, Water, Everywhere, Nor any Drop to Drink”—International Financial Assistance and Absorption Capacity in Central and Eastern Europe”
- Margit Bessenyey Williams, U of South Florida
  “‘PHARE’ Far Away: Regional Development and EU Financial Assistance to the CEE Countries”

**Disc.:** Wade Jacoby, Brigham Young U
- Ronald Haly Linden, U of Pittsburgh

---

**5-11** The Transformation of Russian Officialdom in the Post-Communist Era—Kavo (Hilton)

**Chair:** Karl W. Ryavec, U of Massachusetts, Amherst

**Papers:**
- Robert J. Brym, U of Toronto (Canada) and Vladimir Magun, Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia)
  “Young Professionals in the Russian Civil Service”
- Eugene E. Huskey, Stetson U
  “From Higher Party Schools to Civil Service Academies: The Education and Re-Education of Russian Bureaucrats”
- Alexander Obolonsky, Institute of State and Law (Russia)
  “Competing Models of Russian Bureaucratic Reform”

**Disc.:** Peter Jacob Stavrakis, U of Vermont

---

**5-12** Disciplinary and Regional Trends in Eurasian and East European Studies: Data from Title VIII Research Competitions—(Roundtable)—King’s Garden South (Hilton)

(sponsored by the Council of Institutional Members)

**Chair:** Robert T. Huber, NCEEER
Friday, November 22, 2:00–3:50 P.M.

5-13 Rhetoric, Audiences, and the Web: Re-Rooting Discourse in Romania and Ukraine—King’s Garden North (Hilton)

Chair: Vladimír Tismaneanu, U of Maryland

Papers:
- Nicolae Harsanyi, UNC, Chapel Hill
  "Rhetoric of Nationalism on the Technological Scene: Re-Pos(i)ting Nations on the Net"
- Noemi C. Marin, Florida Atlantic U
  "Rooting Presidential Discourse on the Web: New and Old Rhetorical Challenges in Romania"
- Christine Skolnik, DePaul U
  "Representing Democracy for Multiple Audiences: Ne(s)tting Perspectives on Ukraine on the Web"

Disc.: Henry (Chip) F. Carey, Georgia State U

5-14 Literature and Nation in Nineteenth-Century Bohemia—King’s Terrace (Hilton)

Chair: Gary Bennett Cohen, U of Minnesota

Papers:
- David L. Cooper, Columbia U
  "The Invention of a Czech National Literary History"
- Katherine David-Fox, U of Maryland, College Park
  "Nationalizing the Modern"
- Alena Simunkova, UC, Riverside
  "Contesting Loyalties in Festivals and Politics"

Disc.: Jonathan H. Bolton, Harvard U

5-16 Inter-War Romania and the Historians—Liberty (Hilton)

Chair: Ernest Hargreaves Latham, Jr., University of Babes-Bolyai (Romania)

Papers:
- Cornelia Bodea, Romanian Academy (Romania)
  "British Opinion Makers and Inter-War Romania"
- Radu R. Florescu, Boston College
  "R.W. Seton-Watson and the Romanian Cultural Leadership"
- Paul Edwin Michelson, Huntington College
  "Inter-War Romanian Historiography"

5-17 Weberian Approaches to Post-Communism—(Roundtable)—Rivers (Hilton)

Chair: Stephen T. Holmes, NYU School of Law

Part.:
- Arista Maria Cirtautas, U of Virginia
- Venelin Iordanov Ganev, Miami U of Ohio
- Stephen Earl Hanson, U of Washington
- Yoshiko M. Herrera, Harvard U
- David M. Woodruff, MIT

5-18 Art, History, and Memory—Stanwix (Hilton)

Chair: William Craft Brumfield, Tulane U

Papers:
- Kristi Ann Groberg, National Coalition of Independent Scholars
  "The Re-creation of Seventeenth-Century Tile Forms in Petersburg’s Memorial Temple ‘Savior on the Blood’"
- Karen L. Kettering, The Hillwood Museum
  "The Politics of Cultural Revolution: Sapozhnikov and Co.’s Design of Vestments for the Coronation of Nicholas II"
- Ann M. Kleimola, U of Nebraska
  "‘Savvatii of Tver’ and His Shroud of Mystery"
Friday, November 22, 2:00–3:50 P.M.

**Disc.:** Michael S. Flier, Harvard U
Shirley A. Glade, Independent Scholar

**5-19**  
From Printed Bibliography to Bibliographic Database: Conversion, Maintenance, Distribution—(Roundtable)—Sterlings 1 (Hilton)

**Chair:** Jared Ingersoll, Columbia U

**Part.:**
Stephen David Corssin, Wayne State U
Ronald Hogg, British Library (UK)
Miranda Beaven Remnek, U of Minnesota
Aaron J. Trehub, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

**5-20**  
Dramatic Gestures: The Soviet Struggle to Define Correct Behavior—Sterlings 2 (Hilton)

**Chair:** Joan Neuberger, U of Texas, Austin

**Papers:**
Robert Thomas Arnegbright, UNC, Wilmington  
"Communist Ethics in Practice: ‘Highers,’ ‘Lowers,’ and Glazman’s Suicide"
Lars Thomas Lih, Independent scholar  
"Stalin’s Melodrama, or The Dvurushnik Unmasked"
Elizabeth A. Wood, MIT  
"Agitation Trials and Show Trials: One and the Same or Different Animals?"

**Disc.:** Lesley Rimmell, Oklahoma State U

**5-21**  
Politics in Russia’s Regions: Analysis at the Intersection of Area and Comparative Approaches—Sterlings 3 (Hilton)

**Chair:** Lynn D. Nelson, Virginia Commonwealth U

**Papers:**
Christopher Marsh, Baylor U  
"Another Look at Social Capital and Democracy in Russia’s Regions"
Bryon J. Moraski, U of Florida, Gainesville  
"Regional Democratic Change in Time and Space"
Joel Charles Moses, Iowa State U  
"Regional-Capital Assemblies and Russian Elections, 1999–2001"
William M. Reisinger, U of Iowa  
"Regional Democratic Change in Time and Space"

**Disc.:** Mikhail Myagkov, U of Oregon

**5-22**  
In Allied London: The War of the Exiles, 1939–1945—Traders (Hilton)

**Chair:** Igor Lukes, Boston U

**Papers:**
Bruce R. Berglund, U of Kansas  
"Debating the ‘Third Republic’: Czechoslovak Exile Politics in England, 1940–1945"
Matthew R. Schwonek, Air Command and Staff College  
"Kazimierz Sosnkowski as Commander in Chief: Polish Politics and Strategy, 1943–1944"
Laurie West Van Hook, US State Dept, Historian’s Office  
"Coping with the Exiles: The British and the Yugoslavs in Wartime London"

**Disc.:** Anna M. Cienciala, U of Kansas

---

**MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI**

**5-23**  
Visual Arts and Women in Serbia—Allegheny (Omni)

**Chair:** Ljubica Dragana Popovich, Vanderbilt U

**Papers:**
Jelena Bogdanovic, Princeton U  
"Jelasveta Nacic—The First Serbian Woman Architect"
Ljubomir Milanovic, Vanderbilt U  
"Life as Surrealism: Milena Pavlovic-Barilli"
Friday, November 22, 2:00–3:50 P.M.

Disc.: Lilien Filipovitch Robinson, George Washington U

5-24 The Poetics of Time in Russian Avant-Garde Literature and Art—Carnegie I (Omni)
Chair: Ronald William Vroon, UCLA
Papers:
Harsha Ram, UC, Berkeley
“Time and Place in Velimir Khlebnikov’s Early Lyric ‘Vam!’”
Jane Ashton Sharp, Rutgers U
“Time as Repetition and Appropriation in Russian Avant-Garde (Primitivist) Painting and Poetry”
Sven Spieker, UC, Santa Barbara
Disc.: Monika Greenleaf, Stanford U
Michael Holquist, Yale U

5-25 Seen and Heard? Women Painters, Performers, and Composers in Poland—Carnegie II (Omni)
Chair: Madeline G. Levine, UNC, Chapel Hill
Papers:
Beth C. Holmgren, UNC, Chapel Hill
“Public Women, Provincial Stage: The Actress in Late Nineteenth-Century Poland”
Bozena Shallcross, U of Chicago
“Fixing the Gaze: The Paintings of Olga Boznanska”
Maja Trochimczyk, USC, Los Angeles
“From Mrs. Szymanowska to Mr. Poldowski: Career Choices of Nineteenth-Century Polish Women Composers”
Disc.: Helena I. Gosciolo, U of Pittsburgh

5-26 Social Movements and Mobilization in the Russian Federation—(Roundtable)—Paneled/Oval (Omni)
Chair: Ted Gerber, U of Arizona
Part.: Cynthia J. Buckley, U of Texas, Austin
Kathryn Hendley, U of Wisconsin, Madison
Kathleen Elizabeth Smith, Georgetown U
Regina Anne Smyth, Pennsylvania State U

5-27 Travel, Difference, and Identity—Grant Suite A (Omni)
Chair: Marshall T. Poe, Harvard U
Papers:
John P. Hope, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor
“An Orient without Orientalism? The Case of Afanasy Nikitin”
Ingrid Kleespies, UC, Berkeley
“Border Crossing: Constructions of Russian National Identity in Karamzin’s ‘Pis’ma russkogo puteshestvennika’ and Dostoevsky’s ‘Zimnye zapiski na letnikh vpechatleniakh’”
Fred Smith, Ohio State U
“Karamzin’s ‘Pis’ma russkogo puteshestvennika’ and Epistemological Responsibility”
Disc.: Sara Dickinson

5-28 “Vnov’ia posetil”: The Pushkin Myth Revisited—Grant Suite B (Omni)
Papers:
David M. Bethea, U of Wisconsin, Madison
“What Would an ‘Inner’ Critical Biography of Pushkin Look Like?”
Alyssa Dinega Gillespie, U of Notre Dame
“Pushkin’s Poetics of Transgression”
Olga Peters Hasty, Princeton U
“Pushkin and Women: Literature, Politics, and Language”
Disc.: Anna Lisa Crone, U of Chicago

5-29 Organized Crime, Corruption, and Terrorist Groups in the Balkans—Oakmont (Omni)
Chair: David Binder, The New York Times
Papers: David Kanin, CIA
Obrad Kesic, ICN Pharmaceuticals
“Corruption in Serbia: Obstacle to Reform and Way of Life”
Steven Meyer, National Defense U
“Terrorist Groups in the Balkans”
Disc.: Gordon Bardos, Harriman Institute
Martin Sletzinger, Woodrow Wilson Center

5-30 Little Corners of Freedom: The Making and Unmaking of Civil Society in Russia, 1880–1930—Grant Suite C (Omni)
Chair: Donald Joseph Raleigh, UNC, Chapel Hill
Papers: Peter Isaac Holquist, Cornell U
“An Amalgamation of Forms: The Public Sphere and the State, 1914–1921”
Sharon A. Kowalsky, UNC, Chapel Hill
“Civil Society and the Emergence of Stalinism: The Case of the Criminological Profession, 1923–1930”
Martine Mespoulet, U of Angers (France)
“The Formation of Civil Society in Russia: A Case Study of Saratov Statisticians, 1880–1930”
Disc.: Daniel T. Orlovsky, Southern Methodist U

5-32 Chekhov in World Cinema—Sewickley (Omni)
Chair: Jane Andelman Taubman, Amherst College
Papers: Vadim Besprozvanny, U of Michigan
“Anton Chekhov’s ‘The Seagull’: Textual Encoding of Theatrical and Cinematographic Translation”
Sarah Lynne Kaderabek, McGill U
“Chekhov in Soviet and Post-Soviet Russian Cinema”
Marina Madorskaya, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor
“The Paradox of Space: Uncle Vanya on Film”
Disc.: Anne Fisher, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor

5-33 Through a Glass Darkly: The Disjunctive Landscapes of Nina Sadur—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)
Chair: Maria Jett, U of Pittsburgh
Papers: Tatiana Osipovich, Lewis and Clark College
“Fairy Tale, Postmodernism and Gender in Nina Sadur’s Novel ‘German’”
Karín Sarsenov, U of Lund (Sweden)
“Aberrant Discourse as Art: Nina Sadur’s Novel ‘The Garden’”
Sophia T. Wisniewska, Temple U
“Ghostly Presences: Hearing the Disembodied Other in Sadur’s Stories”
Disc.: Erin M. Collopy, Texas Tech U

5-35 Expanding the Canon: Russian Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century Religious Literature—Sternwheeler (Omni)
Chair: Stephen C. Hutchings, U of Surrey (UK)
Papers: Alexander Gik, English College Stankevich (Russia)
“Gde prosto, tam angelov so sto: Semantic and Pragmatic Aspects of the Spiritual Guidance of Orthodox Elders”
Maya Alexandrovna Kucherskaya, Moscow State U
" Literary Paradoxes of the Synodal Period: The Didactic Story in Religious Periodicals"

Ekaterina Shnittke, UCLA
"From Word-Weaving to Sentimentalism: A Stylistic Analysis of Selected Modern Russian Religious Prose"

Disc.: Valentina Jurjewna Apresjan, Russian Academy of Sciences
Anat Vernitskaia, U of Surrey (UK)

5-36 Issues in Language Standardization—(Roundtable)—Shadyside (Omni)
Chair: Elisabeth Elliott, Northwestern U
Part.: Victor Allen Friedman, U of Chicago
Michael S. Gorham, U of Florida
Robert David Greenberg, UNC, Chapel Hill
Christina Elizabeth Kramer, U of Toronto (Canada)
Curt Woolhiser, U of Texas, Austin

5-38 The Family Romance of Russian Modernist Poetry—Riverboat (Omni)
Chair: Kathleen E. Dillon, UC, Davis
Papers: Clare Cavanagh, Northwestern U
"Cosmic Courtship: Blok and Yeats"
Catherine Ann Ciepiela, Amherst College
"Kinship in Pasternak"
Jenifer Presto, USC, Los Angeles
"Times of Trouble: Blok, Bloom, and the Disruption of Poetic Succession"
Disc.: Eliot Borenstein, New York U
Andrew Reynolds, U of Wisconsin, Madison

SESSION 6 • FRIDAY • 4:15–6:10 P.M.

Council of Regional Affiliates—Kavo (Hilton)

Bibliography & Documentation Committee Subcommittee on Collection Development—Riverboat (Omni)

MEETING ROOMS IN HILTON

6-01 Gender and Popular Orthodoxy in Imperial and Soviet Russia—Allegheny (Hilton)
Chair: Faith C.M. Wigzell, University College London (UK)
Papers: Chris J. Chulos, U of Helsinki
"The Ubiquitous Image of the Mother of God in Late Imperial Orthodox Piety"
Irina K. Paert, U of Wales, Bangor (UK)
"In Flight from the Antichrist: Gender and the Religion of Wanderers in Imperial Russia"
Edward E. Roslof, United Theological Seminary
"Women on Pilgrimage to Holy Sites in Communist Moscow"
Disc.: Christine Diane Worobec, Northern Illinois U

6-02 Engaging Russia: Economic Reform After 9/11—Benedum (Hilton)
Chair: Steven S. Rosefielde, UNC, Chapel Hill
Papers: Stefan P. Hedlund, Uppsala U (Sweden)
"Breakout: How the West Might Help Extricate Russia from Persistent Economic Under-Performance"
George Kleiner, TsEMI
"Overcoming Russia's Meso-economic Deficiencies"

Jacque Sapir, Ecole Des Hautes Etudes, Maison Des Sciences De L'Homme (France)
"Between Globalization and European Integration: Russia's Choices, Constraints, and Opportunities"

Disc.: James R. Millar, George Washington U
Shinichiro Tabata, Hokkaido U (Japan)

6-03
"Like Some Wolf or Tiger Spreading His Scent": Political Ritual and Territorial Marking in Late Habsburg Central Europe—Board Room (Hilton)

Chair: Rita Arlene Krueger, U of Wisconsin, Madison

Papers:
Hugh LeCaine Agnew, George Washington U
"Uneasy Lies the Crown That No Head Wears? Franz Joseph, Bohemia, and the Crown of St. Wenceslas"
Alice Freifeld, U of Florida
"Celebrity Monarchism as a Tool of State Definition: The House of Habsburg and Hungary in the Dualist Era"
Sarah Anne Kent, U of Wisconsin, Stevens Point
"State Ritual and Ritual Parody: Croatian Student Protests in 1895 and the Faltering of Celebrity Monarchism"

Disc.: Daniel L. Unowsky, U of Memphis

6-04
Serbia and Its Intellectuals—Brigade (Hilton)

Chair: Thomas Allan Emmert, Gustavus Adolphus College

Papers:
Audrey Helfant Budding, Harvard U
"From Dissidents to Presidents: Dobrica Cosic and Vojislav Kostunica Compared"

Jasna Dragovic-Soso, U of London (UK)
"Serbian Intellectuals and Conceptions of the State in the post-Tito 1980s: Centralism, Separatism, 'Greater Serbianism' or What?"

Nicholas John Miller, Boise State U
"Theories of Nationalism and The Serbian Case, 1944–1991"

Disc.: Dusan J. Djordjevich, Stanford U
Dennison I. Rusinow, U of Pittsburgh

6-05
The Collapse of Czechoslovakia, Part I: Historical Perspectives—Chartiers (Hilton)

Chair: Karen Johnson Freeze, U of Washington

Papers:
Elisabeth Bakke, U of Oslo (Norway)
"The Autonomy Discourse in Parliamentary Debates During the First Czechoslovak Republic and After the Velvet Revolution: A Comparison"

Igor Lukes, Boston U
"Czechs and Slovaks: Strangers in One House"

Nadya Nedelsky, Macalester College
"Charter 77 and the 'Slovak Phenomenon': Czech and Slovak Dissidence in Post-Invasion Czechoslovakia"

Disc.: T. Mills Kelly, George Mason U

6-06
Politics and the Environment During the Soviet and Post-Soviet Eras—Duquesne (Hilton)

Chair: Elizabeth Anne Wishnick, EastWest Institute

Papers:
Yelena Viktorovna Bizina, Vologda State Pedagogical U (Russia)
"Federal Inactivity versus Regional 'Initiatives' in Modern Environmental Policy in Russia"
Michael Bressler, Furman U  
“Big Rivers and Big Ideas: ‘High Modernism’ in Soviet Water Resources Policy”

Philip Patrick Micklin, Western Michigan U  
“Water in Central Asia: Cause of Conflict or Cooperation?”

Disc.: Paul Robert Josephson, Colby College  
Demosthenes James Peterson, RAND Corp

6-07  The Peasant-Worker Nexus—(Roundtable)—Forbes (Hilton)  
(sponsored by the Allan K. Wildman Group for the Study of Workers and Peasants)  
Chair: Henry F. Reichman, California State U, Hayward  
Part.: Cathy Anne Frierson, U of New Hampshire  
K. Page Herrlinger, Bowdoin College  
Robert E. Johnson, U of Toronto (Canada)  
Dave Pretty, Winthrop U  
Reginald Ely Zelnik, UC, Berkeley

6-08  The Intersection of the Discipline of History and Area Studies—(Roundtable)—Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)  
Chair: Lynn Mally, UC, Irvine  
Part.: Bradley F. Abrams, Columbia U  
Colum Leckey, Lincoln Memorial U  
Evelyn Rawski, U of Pittsburgh

6-09  International Influence on Ukrainian Domestic Politics—Grand Ballroom 4 (Hilton)  
Chair: Margarita Mercedes Balmaceda, Harvard U / Seton Hall  
Papers: Paul D’Anieri, U of Kansas  
“Evaluating Western Influence on Reform in Ukraine”  
Paul James Kubicek, Oakland U  
“The European Union and Ukraine: Real Partners or Relationship of Convenience?”  
Steve Shulman, Southern Illinois U  
“Foreign Policy Beliefs and Reformism in Ukraine”  
Disc.: David Roger Marples, U of Alberta (Canada)

6-10  Archeology and the Creation of Historical Memory in Imperial Russia’s Northern and Southern Borderlands—Heinz (Hilton)  
Chair: Robert P. Geraci, U of Virginia  
Papers: Victoria Klein, Princeton U  
“Visions of Crimea’s Past and the Politics of Crimea’s Present: Debates among Amateur Archeologists in Late Imperial Russia”  
Mara Kozelsky, U of Rochester  
“Christianization through Church Archeology: Re-discovering Christian Antiquity in Muslim Crimea, 1844–1853”  
Heidi M. Sherman, U of Minnesota  
“The Viking Invasion of the Russian Academy of Sciences: The Study of Staraia Ladoga as a Reflection of Intellectual Currents in the Eighteenth through the Twentieth Centuries”  
Disc.: Nathaniel Knight, Seton Hall U  
Eve Levin, Ohio State U

Chair: Stefan J. Kapsch, Reed College  
Papers: Richard Caplan, Oxford U and U of Reading (UK)  
“The View from the European Community”
Roderick Campbell Mackler, Consultant
"The View from the United States"
Bozo Repe, U of Ljubljana (Slovenia)
"The View from Inside: The Slovenes, the Federation and Yugoslavia's Other Republics"

Disc.: James Gow, Kings College London (UK)
Dimitrij Rupel, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Slovenia

6-13 Late Muscovite Politics—King's Garden North (Hilton)
Chair: Richard Hellie, U of Chicago
Papers: J. T. Kotilaine, Harvard U
"A.L. Ordin-Nashchokin and the ‘Muscovite Economic Model’"
Marshall T. Poe, Harvard U
"The Impact of the Time of Troubles on the Boyar Duma"

Disc.: Russell Edward Martin, Westminster College

6-14 Envisioning Russian Industry in the Nineteenth Century—King’s Terrace (Hilton)
Chair: Walter M. Pintner, Cornell U
Papers: Beverly S. Almgren, Harvard U
"D.I. Mendeleev and the Industrialization of Russia"
Susan Purves McCaffray, UNC, Wilmington
"Industrial Dreams in the Early Nineteenth Century"
Susan Joan Smith-Peter, Rutgers U
"Debates on Industrialization and the Provincial Public in the 1850s"

Disc.: Jonathan Grant, Florida State U

6-15 East Slavic Yearly Cycle Rituals: Preservation and Change—Le Bateau (Hilton)
Chair: James O. Bailey, U of Wisconsin, Madison
Papers: Natalie Kononenko, U of Virginia
"Karaoke Ivan Kupalo: Ritual in Post-Soviet Ukraine"
Sergey A. Minyonok and Yelena V. Minyonok, Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia)
"Women and Rituals: The Strategy of Survival"
Jeanmarie Rouhier-Willoughby, U of Kentucky
"Victory Day Celebrations: Memory and Validation"

Disc.: Laura J. Olson, U of Colorado, Boulder

6-16 Ivan IV and Politics in Sixteenth-Century Muscovy—Liberty (Hilton)
Chair: Lawrence Nathan Langer, U of Connecticut
Papers: Charles J. Halperin
"Ivan IV and Chinggis Qan"

Disc.: Janet L. B. Martin, U of Miami

6-17 Major Legal Developments in Russia and Ukraine—Rivers (Hilton)
Chair: Ethan S. Burger, American U
Papers: Catherine Newcombe, Esq., US Justice Dept
"The New Russian Criminal Procedure Code"
Volodymyr Shashir, Jaroslav Military National Law Academy (Ukraine)
"The New Ukrainian Criminal Code: Structure and Innovation"
David Vaughn, Esq., Chemonics, Inc.
"New Developments in Judicial Reform in Russia"

Disc.: Susan Ringler, Esq., American Bar Association
36  Friday, November 22, 4:15–6:10 P.M.

6-18  Role Models, Order, and the Problem of Gender in Russian and Soviet Schools—Stanwix (Hilton)
Chair: Lisa Ann Kirschenbaum, West Chester U
Papers: Ben Eklof, Indiana U
"Organizing Childhood: Educators and the Classroom"
Catriona Kelly, Oxford U (UK)
"Uncle Josif and Grandpa Lenin: Soviet Ruler Cults for Little Children"
Ann Livschiz, Stanford U
"Establishing Order and Protecting Virtue in and out of the Classroom: Separate Education in Soviet Schools, 1943–1954"
Disc.: Juliane Fuerst, London School of Economics (UK)

6-20  Russian Federalism in Comparative Perspective—Sterlings 2 (Hilton)
Chair: Kelly McMann, Case Western Reserve U
Papers: Elise Giuliano, U of Miami
"Rethinking Transitions from the Bottom-Up: Federalism, Nationalism, and Local Accountability in the Russian Transition"
Henry E. Hale, Indiana U
"Divided We Stand: The Stability of Ethno-federal System"
Kathryn Elizabeth Stoner-Weiss, Princeton U
"Russian Federalism in Comparative Perspective"
Disc.: Yoshiko M. Herrera, Harvard U

6-22  Passive Peasant Resistance to Collectivization—Traders (Hilton)
Chair: Melissa Katherine Bokovoy, U of New Mexico
Papers: Katherine McCarthy, Illinois State U
"Peasants and Collectivization: Making the Case for Passive Resistance"
Melissa McGary, FBIS
"Protecting Local Interests: Peasant Administrators' Strategies for Obstructing Soviet Collectivization"
Disc.: Wendy Zeva Goldman, Carnegie Mellon U

MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI

6-23  Temporality and Textuality: Chronotopes in Modern Culture—(Roundtable)—Allegheny (Omni)
Part.: Marina Adamovitch, Continent (Magazine)
Marina Aptekman, Brown U
Svetlana Corwin, Emory U
Mikhail N. Epstein, Emory U
Olga Meerson, Georgetown U

6-24  Intertext in the Post-Soviet Russian Prose—Carnegie I (Omni)
Chair: Tatiana R. Spektor, Iowa State U
Papers: Vera Aginsky, Iowa State U
"Distopia in the Post-Soviet Russian Prose: Pelevin, Tolstaya, and Others"
Tetsuo Mochizuki, Hokkaido U, Slavic Research Center (Japan)
"The Perception of Dostoevsky by Contemporary Russian Writers"
Alexandra Smith, U of Canterbury (New Zealand)
"Re-writing Nabokov: The Tatiana Tolstaya Case"
Disc.: Lisa Ryoko Wakamiya, U of Arizona

6-25  Christs and Holy Fools in Twentieth-Century Russian Literature—Carnegie II (Omni)
Chair: Adele Marie Barker, U of Arizona
Friday, November 22, 4:15–6:10 P.M.

Papers: Erin M. Collopy, Texas Tech U
“Savior and Simpleton: The Mythical Mystical Male in Nina Sadur”
Anthony James Qualin, Texas Tech U
“The Messianic Skamorokh: Cathartic Laughter and Resurrection in the Verse of Bashlachev”
Linda S. Tapp, Iowa State U
“Babel’s Christs and Holy Fools: The Confluence of Religious Traditions in Red Cavalry”
Disc.: Tatiana Osipovich, Lewis and Clark College

6-29 Capturing the Complexity of the Crimean Tatar Nation—(Roundtable)—Oakmont (Omni)
Chair: Brian G. Williams, U of Massachusetts, Dartmouth
Part.: Mubeyyin Batu Altan, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (Ukraine)
Filiz Aydin, U of Toronto (Canada)
Idil P. Izmirli, George Mason U
John (Ivan) Stephen Jaworsky, U of Waterloo (Canada)

6-30 Revolutionary and Socialist Realist Literary Theories and Politics—Grant Suite C (Omni)
Chair: Elena Alexander Krasnostchekova, U of Georgia
Papers: Carol J. Any, Trinity College
“The Would-Be Writer and the Communist Morality Tale”
Michael S. Gorham, U of Florida
“The Party-State Voice as ‘Literary Fact’ in the Socialist Realist Novel”
J. Alexander Ogden, U of South Carolina
“Peasant Poets Through Red-Colored Glasses”
Disc.: Gregory Steven Carleton, Tufts U

6-31 Anti-Americanism as International Ideology: The Russian Case—(Roundtable)—Three Rivers (Omni)
Chair: Thomas D. Sherlock, US Military Academy, West Point
Part.: Fritz W. Ermarth, National Intelligence Council (Retired)
Thomas E. Graham, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
Steven Alan Grant, US State Dept
William E. Odom, Yale U
Dmitri N. Shalin, U of Nevada
Eric Shiraev, George Mason U

6-32 Slavic Drama—Sewickley (Omni)
Chair: Trina R. Mamoon, U of Alaska, Fairbanks
Papers: Amanda Ewington, Davidson College
“Sumarokov’s ‘Opinion in a Dream About French Tragedies’: The Critique as ‘Spectacle’”
Joanna Kot, Northern Illinois U
“Maria Jasnorzewska’s ‘Baba Dziwo’: Popular Culture and Experimentation”
Allen James Kuharski, Swarthmore College
“Staging Gombrowicz for the American Audience”
Disc.: Halina Stephan, Ohio State U

6-33 Feminist Film Theory and Soviet Film—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)
Chair: Vida T. Johnson, Tufts U
Papers: Jane E. Knox-Voina, Bowdoin College
“Beyond Mulvey’s ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’: Who is the Bearer of the Gaze in Muratova’s Films?”
John MacKay, Yale U  
"Under the Gaze of the Kino-Eye: Vertov and Feminism"  
Maria Salazkina, Yale U  
"Knight Move or Films not about Love: Shklovsky to Mulvey via Eisenstein"  
Disc.: Karla Oeler, Emory U

6-35 Discourse Violence and Aggression: Linguistic and Literary Perspectives–Sternwheeler (Omni)  
Chair: Ekaterina Schnittke, UCLA  
Papers: Valentina Jurjeewna Apresjan, Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia)  
"Implicit Aggression in Language (Euphemisms, Cliches, Particles)"  
Mikhail Gronas, Trinity College  
"Discursive Aggression: From the Letter of Zaporozhian Cossacks to the Holy Akhredupfus"  
Mikail Makeev, Moscow State U  
"The Discourse of Terror: Political and Cultural Radicalism in 1840–1860s in Russia"  
Disc.: Pavel Lion, Moscow U

6-36 Globalization and Identity in Contemporary Russian Culture–Shadyside (Omni)  
Chair: Irene Ingeborg Masing-Delic, Ohio State U  
Papers: Peter I. Barta, U of Surrey (UK)  
"Dreaming' of France in Modern Russian Literature and Film"  
Vitaly A. Chernetsky, Columbia U  
"Globalizing Russian Literature: The Cases of Shamshad Abdullaev and Yaroslav Mogutin"  
Helene Melet, Sorbonne (France)  
"Between Russia and France: The Novels of Andrei Makin"  
Disc.: Tony Anemone, The College of William and Mary

Friday Evening Events:  
(all events begin at 7:30 P.M.)

Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies at Harvard University  
Alumni Reception–Le Bateau (Hilton)  

Harriman Institute at Columbia University Alumni Reception  
–King's Garden North (Hilton)  

Indiana University Alumni Reception–King's Garden South (Hilton)  

Society for Slovene Studies Reception–Brigade Room (Hilton)  
Hosted by His Excellency Davorin Kracun, Ambassador of the Republic of Slovenia.  
Ambassador Kracun will present the Honorary Gold Medal of Freedom to Professor Carole Rogel for her professional contributions to the area of Slovene Studies. The President of Slovenia, Milan Kucan, announced this award last spring.
**Saturday, November 23, 8:00–9:50 A.M.**

---

**SATURDAY**

**23**

**NOVEMBER**

Registration Desk Hours: 7:00 A.M.–4:00 P.M.

Exhibit Hall Hours: 10:00 A.M.–6:00 P.M.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 7</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
<th>8:00–9:50 A.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Czechoslovak History Conference—Benedum (Hilton)

Eighteenth-Century Russian Studies Group—Carnegie I (Omni)

Bulgarian Studies Association—Paneled/Oval (Omni)

Slovak Studies Association—Sewickley (Omni)

---

**MEETING ROOMS IN HILTON**

**7-01**

**Nation-Building and Minority Rights: Hungarian and Romanian Case Studies—Allegheny (Hilton)**

**Chair:** Sharon L. Wolchik, George Washington U

**Papers:** Zsuzsa Csergo, George Washington U and James Marc Goldgeier, George Washington U

"The Hungarian 'Status Law': A Post-Territorial Approach to Nation Building?"

Cristina Petrescu, Central European U (Hungary)

"When Is a Nation?: Moldova and the Moldovans in Historical Perspective"

Dragos Petrescu, Central European U (Hungary)

"Building the Nation: The Romanian Nationalizing State, 1918–1981"

**Disc.:** Vladimir Tismaneanu, U of Maryland

**7-03**

**Transcaucasia, the Caucasus, and the Great Powers—Board Room (Hilton)**

**Chair:** David Maurice Goldfrank, Georgetown U

**Papers:** Paul du Quenoy, Georgetown U

"Great Game Revived?: Britain, Armenia, and the End of the First World War in Transcaucasia"

Lisa Khachaturian, Georgetown U

"Taking Off Our Rose-Colored Glasses: Late Nineteenth-Century Reinterpretation of the Armenian Past in the Press"

Mikail Mamedov, Georgetown U

"'Going Native' in the Caucasus: The Impact of the Region on Russian Identity in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century"

**Disc.:** Robert D. Crews, American U
7-04  **Access to Information in Russia Today: Libraries, Archives, Publishing, Museums, Internet Resources**—(Roundtable)—Brigade (Hilton)

*Chair:* Marianna Tax Choldin, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
*Part.:* Ekaterina Genieva, Russian State Library for Foreign Literature (Russia)  
Mikhail Gnedenkov, Open Society Institute (Russia)  
Tatiana Goraeva, Russian State Archive (Russia)  
Andrey Kortunov, Moscow Public Science Foundation  
Marina Vedenyapina, Open Society Institute (Russia)

7-05  **Slovenia’s Access to the European Union and NATO**—(Roundtable)—Sterlings 1 (Hilton)

*Chair:* Karl W. Ryavec, U of Massachusetts, Amherst  
*Part.:* Charles J. Bukowski, Bradley U  
Mirko Cigler, Foreign Ministry (Slovenia)  
Joseph Derdzinski, US Air Force Academy  
James Gow, Kings College London (UK)

7-06  **So, This Is Developed Socialism? Soviet Policy under Brezhnev**—Duquesne (Hilton)

**Papers:** Paula A. Michaels, U of Iowa  
“Misery Loves Company: Soviet Film and Everyday Life in the Brezhnev Era”  
Jonathan D. Wallace, U of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
Christopher John Ward, Ouachita Baptist U  

*Disc.:* John Starkes Bushnell, Northwestern U

7-07  **Korenizatsiia: Rooting the Russian Revolution in the Soviet Borderlands**—Forbes (Hilton)

*Chair:* David Brandenberger, Harvard U  
*Papers:* Adrienne Lynn Edgar, UC, Santa Barbara  
Shoshana Keller, Hamilton College  
“Uzbekizatsiia—miilliilashtirish: Making a Nation”  
George Orest Liber, U of Alabama  
“Soviet Censuses and Korenizatsiia”  

*Disc.:* Terry Martin, Harvard U

7-08  **The Future of Regional Studies**—(Roundtable)—Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)

*Chair:* Catharine Theimer Nepomnyashchy, Barnard College  
*Part.:* Maria Carlson, U of Kansas  
Timothy James Colton, Harvard U  
Karen L. Dawisha, Miami U  
Mark Louis von Hagen, Columbia U

7-09  **Mixed Electoral Systems: Legislators, Parties and Voters**—Grand Ballroom 4 (Hilton)

*Chair:* Thomas Frederick Remington, Emory U  
*Papers:* Erik Herron, Kansas U  
“Mixed Signals: The Influence of Mixed Electoral Rules on Parties, Legislators and Voters in Post-Communist States”  
Petra Schleiter, U of Oxford (UK)  
Frank Critz Thames, Jr., Albion College
"Same System, Different Outcome: Legislative Behavior Differences in Russia and Ukraine"

Disc.: Carlo Gallo, London School of Economics (UK)
Ryan Patrick Kennedy, Ohio State U

7-10 New Perspectives on Szlachta Identity in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries—Heinz (Hilton)
Chair: Larry Wolff, Boston College
Papers: David Morton Althoen
"Natione Polonus and the Narod Szlichecki's: Two Myths of National Identity and Noble Solidarity"
Hugo Lane, Polytechnic U
"Szlachta Outside the Commonwealth: The Case of Polish Nobles in Galicia"
Lynn Lubamersky, Boise State U
"The Economic Power of Polish Noblewomen through Inheritance and Customs: The Case of Barbara and Anna Radziwillowa"

Disc.: Frank Edward Sysyn, U of Alberta (Canada)

7-11 Politics and Governance in the Russian North—Kavo (Hilton)
Chair: Joan T. DeBardeleben, Carleton U (Canada)
Papers: Susan Decker, U of Toronto (Canada)
"Institutional Instability in Russia: The Case of the State Committee of the North"
Peter D. Waisberg, Carleton U
"Self-Government, Land Use, and Economic Development in the Russian North"
Gary Wilson, U of Northern British Columbia (Canada)
"Leaving the Nest? The Future of Russia's Autonomous Okrugs"

Disc.: Gregory Michael Poelzer, U of Northern British Columbia (Canada)

7-12 Freud and the Russian Artistic Imagination—King's Garden South (Hilton)
Chair: Evgenii Bershtein, Reed College
Papers: Elizabeth Cooper English, Tulane U
"Freud and Russian Avant-Garde Architecture"
Lilya Kaganovsky, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
"Interpretation of Dreams and Babichev's Sausage or How Freud Helps Us to Read"
Kirill Postoutenko, USC, Los Angeles
"European 'Catharsis' and Russian 'Isichasm'"

Disc.: Eric Naiman, UC, Berkeley

7-13 Shadow Economy in Yugoslavia—King's Garden North (Hilton)
Chair: Djordje Jovanovic, World Bank
Papers: Milka Casanegra, International Monetary Fund
"The Fiscal System and Informal Economy"
Vladimir Grecic, U of Belgrade (Yugoslavia)
"Unreported Small Business in Yugoslavia"
Dusan Vujovic, World Bank

Disc.: Ljubisa (Stevan) Adamovich, Florida State U

7-14 Regional Versions of National History versus National Versions of Regional Histories: Case Studies of Ukraine—King's Terrace (Hilton)
Chair: Zenon E. Kohut, U of Alberta (Canada)
Papers: Alexandr Shevchenko, U of Alberta (Canada)
“Crimean Political Elite Ten Years After Ukrainian Independence: An Analysis of Evolution”

Roman Shiyan, U of Alberta (Canada)
“Southern Ukraine Eighteenth-Twentieth Centuries: Imperial, Soviet, and Nationalist Historiographies versus Local Tradition”

Andriy Zayarnyuk, U of Alberta (Canada)
“When Were Ukrainians a Peasant Nation?: Ukrainian Politics in Sambir District of Habsburg Galicia, 1948–1914”

7-15 Yugoslav Americans and the Dissolution of Yugoslavia in the 1990s—Le Bateau (Hilton)
Chair: Ivan Cizmic, U of Zagreb (Croatia)

Papers: Ivan Miletic, Cleveland Public Library
“Croatian Americans and Croatia in 1990s”

John David Treadway, U of Richmond
“Secessionist Policies in Montenegro at the Crossroads of 2000s and Serbian and Montenegrin Americans”

Dragoljub Zivoinovic, U of Belgrade (Yugoslavia)
“Serbian Americans and the Events of the 1990s”

Disc.: Matjaz Klemencic, U of Maribor (Slovenia)

7-16 Public Opinion in Late Imperial Russia—Liberty (Hilton)
Chair: Theodore Richard Weeks, Southern Illinois U

Papers: Manon de Courten, U of Nijmegen (The Netherlands)
“Public Opinion and the Famine of 1891”

Christopher David Ely, Honors College of Florida Atlantic U
“The Street, the Press, and Vera Zasulich”

Pauline W. Schrooyen, U of Nijmegen (The Netherlands)
“The Publicistic Career of Vladimir Solovyov: The Impact of ‘Christian Politics’ on Russian Society”

Disc.: Laura Engelstein

7-17 Civil Militarization and the Stalin Revolution—Rivers (Hilton)
Chair: Scott W. Palmer, Western Illinois U

Papers: Jonathan A. Bone, U of Chicago
“Ground on Which to Fight: Red Army Resettlement in the Soviet Far East, 1927–1953”

Rebecca Balmas Neary, Columbia U

Timothy John Paynich, UC, Riverside
“The Limits of Militarization: Osoaviakhim and the Social Dimensions of Soviet Civil Defense”

Disc.: David Russell Stone, Kansas State U

7-18 Urban Constructs: Building the Soviet City, 1930s–1960s—Stanwix (Hilton)
Chair: John Patrick Farrell, UC, Davis

Papers: Greg Alan Castillo, U of Miami School of Architecture
“Exporting the Model City and its Citizens: Berlin’s Stalinallee”

Heather Dehaan, U of Toronto
“Urban Planning in Nizhnii Novgorod, 1929–1939”

Karl D. Qualls, Dickinson College
“Planning Sevastopol After the Second World War”

Disc.: Steven E. Harris, U of Chicago
7-19 Russian Security Relations with Central Asia—Sterlings 1 (Hilton)
Chair: Ralph Scott Clem, Florida International U
Papers: Gregory William Gleason, U of New Mexico
"Russia and Tajikistan"
Roger David Kangas, George C. Marshall European Center for Security Studies
"Dimensions of Uzbek Foreign Policy"
Asel Kerimbekova, Kyrgyz National U (Kyrgyzstan)
"Domestic Factors in Kyrgyz Foreign Policy"
Disc.: Reuel Ross Hanks, Oklahoma State U

7-21 Self-Determination, Partition, and Statehood Attraction—Sterlings 3 (Hilton)
Chair: Francesco Privitera, U of Bologna (Italy)
Papers: Stefano Bianchini, U of Bologna (Italy)
"State Dismemberment and Statehood Attraction: Yugoslavia and Soviet Union Compared"
Rada Ivecovic, U of Paris (France)
"Self-Determination, Partition and Decolonization"
Julie Mostov, Drexel U
"More on Fragmentation and Self-Determination"
Disc.: R. Craig Nation, US Army War College

7-22 State and Society in Post-War Poland—Traders (Hilton)
Chair: Norman M. Naimark, Stanford U
Papers: Adam E. Ehrlich, Indiana U
"Between Poland and Germany: The Shifting Boundaries of National Identity in Upper Silesia, 1945–1949"
Bartholomew Goldyn, Georgetown U
"Workers’ Playtime: Entertaining Poland’s New Proletariat"
Mikolaj Kunicki, Stanford U
"The Radical Right Under Communism: The Politics of Boleslaw Piasecki"
Disc.: Laurie S. Koloski, The College of William and Mary

MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI

7-25 Imagining the Heritage in Contemporary Russian Literature—Carnegie II (Omni)
Chair: Ronald Denis LeBlanc, U of New Hampshire
Papers: Nina Efimov, Florida State U
"The Sadists’ Club: KGB Violence in the Works of Vasily Aksenov"
Teresa Lynn Polowy, U of Arizona
"Reading Alcoholism in Russian Women’s Writing 1960s to Present"
Cynthia F. Simmons, Boston College
"Russkoe Bogatstvo in the Poetic Autobiographies of Andrei Bitov"
Disc.: Nina M. Perлина, Indiana U

7-27 Prophetic Dreams/Prophetic Words—Grant Suite A (Omni)
Chair: Halina Rothstein, Independent Scholar
Papers: John-Paul Himka, U of Alberta (Canada)
"Early Modern Ukrainian Sermons on the Last Judgment"
Anne Marie Ingram, U of Virginia
"Life After Death"
Faith C.M. Wigzell, University College London (UK)
"The Conception of Heaven in Dreams and Near-Death Experiences"
Disc.: Natalie Kononenko, U of Virginia
Saturday, November 23, 8:00–9:50 A.M.

7-28  **Personalism in Russian Religious Thought**—Grant Suite B (Omni)
Chair: Alexander Agadjanian, Arizona State U
Papers: Michael A. Meerson, Christ the Saviour Orthodox Church
        “Personalism of Pavel Florensky”
        Inna Naletova, Boston U
        “The Individual in the ‘Hesychast Mind’: Contemporary Views on
        Hesychasm”
        Paul Richard Valliere, Butler U
        “The Limits of Russian Personalism”
Disc.: Robert Bird, U of Chicago
       Olga Meerson, Georgetown U

7-29  **Pro et Contra: Reading Dostoevsky**—Oakmont (Omni)
Chair: Robert L. Belknap, Columbia U
Papers: Deborah A. Martinsen, Columbia U
        “For and against Shame: Discretion and Disgrace in Dostoevsky’s Works”
        Harriet Lisa Murav, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
        “Rozanov Reading Dostoevsky”
        Gary Rosenshield, U of Wisconsin, Madison
        “For and against Empathy: Kroneberg, Karamazov, and the Jury Trial”
Disc.: Robin Feuer Miller, Brandeis U

7-30  **Transmitting/Transforming the Past in Central European Cinema**—Grant
      Suite C (Omni)
Chair: Marina Madorskaya, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Papers: Herbert J. Eagle, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor
        “Jan Hrebejk’s Whimsical Realism: Art as Reconciliation in ‘Cozy Dens’
        and ‘Divided We Fall’”
        B. Amarilis Lugo de Fabritz, U of Washington
        “The Sverak Legacy in Czech Film”
        Catherine E. Portuges, U of Massachusetts, Amherst
        “Intergenerational Memory: Comparing Hungarian Cinematic Documents
        of World War II, 1956, and 1989”
Disc.: Elizabeth A. Papazian, U of Maryland

7-33  **How New Are Contemporary Ukrainian Women Writers and Their
      Female Characters?**—(Roundtable)—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)
Chair: Marian Jean Rubchak, Valparaiso U
Part.: Mark Andryczyk, U of Toronto (Canada)
       Michael M. Naydan, Pennsylvania State U
       Larissa M. L. Z. Onyshkevych, Shevchenko Scientific Society and Princeton
      RsCh Forum
       Maria G. Rewakowicz, Rutgers University
       Maria Zubrytska, Lviv State U (Ukraine)

7-35  **Bangles, Baubles and Beads: The Over- and Undervaluing of Chekhov’s
      ‘Trifles’**—Sternwheeler (Omni)
Chair: Cathy Lynn Popkin, Columbia U
Papers: Radislav Lapushin, U of Chicago
        “The Dark Side of Mirror: The Mystery of Reflection in Early Chekhov”
        Ralph Lindheim
        “Some Unappreciated Facets of Chekhov’s Early Comic Art”
        Galina S. Rylkova, U of Florida
        “The Death of Ivan Dmitrich: Sick to Death of/in Chekhov’s Stories”
Disc.: Michael C. Finke, Washington U
### 7-38 America in the Russian Imagination—Riverboat (Omni)

**Chair:** Katerina Clark, Yale U  
**Papers:**  
- Thomas H. Campbell, Yale U  
  “Water and Soup: John Cage, Andy Warhol, and the New Artists of Leningrad”  
- Jeffrey Karlsen, UC, Berkeley  
  “Primitives in the New World: Americanism as Exoticism”  
- Julia Vaingurt, Harvard U  
  “The Image of America in Russian Science Fiction”  
**Disc.:** Maria Salazkina, Yale U

### SESSION 8 • SATURDAY • 10:15 A.M.—12:05 P.M.

**Slavic Review Board Meeting—Kavo (Hilton)**

**North American Society for Serbian Studies—Allegheny (Omni)**

**American Association for the Study of Hungarian History—Oakmont (Omni)**

**Society of Historians of Eastern European and Russian Art and Architecture (SHERA)—Sternwheeler (Omni)**

### MEETING ROOMS IN HILTON

**8-01** Bosnia in the Aftermath of the War—Allegheny (Hilton)  
**Chair:** Paul Snedden Shoup, U of Virginia  
**Papers:** Xavier Bougarel, National Center for Scientifical Research (France)  
  “Death and the Nationalist: The Interpretations and Representations of War-Time Martyrdom in the Bosnian Community”  
- Dejan Dimitrijevic, U de Nice-Sophia (France)  
  “The Formation of National Consciousness in Bosnia After the War: An Anthropologists’ Viewpoint”  
- James Orzech, SFOR  
  “Archiving the International Military Presence in Bosnia: Archives and Insights”  
**Disc.:** William A. Hunt, St Lawrence U

**8-02** Ecclesiastical Politics, Patronage, and Culture in Novgorod—(Roundtable)—Benedum (Hilton)  
**Chair:** Gail Diane Lenhoff, UCLA  
**Part.:** Aleksei Gippius, Institute of Slavic Studies (Russia)  
- Janet L. B. Martin, U of Miami  
- Michael Christopher Paul, U of Miami  
- Robert Romanchuk, Florida State U

**8-03** Provincial Show Trials: Political Terror or Political Theatre—Board Room (Hilton)  
**Chair:** David C. Engerman, Brandeis U  
**Papers:** Michael Ellman, Amsterdam U (The Netherlands)  
  “The 1937 Provincial Show Trials Revisited”  
- Hiroaki Kuromiya, Indiana U  
  “The 1930 Union for the Liberation of Ukraine (SVU) Trial”  
- Roberta Thompson Manning, Boston College  
  “Provincial Show Trials and the Mass Operations of 1937–1938”  
**Disc.:** Lars Thomas Lih, Independent scholar
8-04  Problems of Party-Building in Post-Communist Eastern Europe—Brigade (Hilton)

Chair: John F. Connelly, UC, Berkeley

Papers:
- Michael Carpenter, UC, Berkeley
  "Responsibility versus Representation: Explaining the Collapse of Solidarity and the Fragmentation of Poland's Contemporary Party System"
- Conor O'Dwyer, UC, Berkeley
  "Runaway State Building: Patronage Parties and the Reconstruction of State Administrations in Poland, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia"
- Grigore Pop-Eleches, UC, Berkeley
  "Protest Vote or Rejection of the West: Explaining Variations in the Appeal of Extremist Parties in Eastern Europe"

Disc.: Andrej Krickovic, UC, Berkeley

8-05  New Research on the Belomor Canal (In Memory of Ivan Chukin)—Chartiers (Hilton)

Chair: Cynthia A. Ruder, U of Kentucky

Papers:
- Michael Kunichka, UC, Berkeley
  "A Window on the Lake: An Expedition in and around the Belomor Canal"
- Karl Schloegel, Europa U, Viadrina (Germany)
  "Nikolaj Anciferov—A Scholar in the Camp"
- Erika Wolf, U of Rochester (UK)
  "The Visual Culture of Forced Labor: Images of Belomorstroi"

8-06  Euroregions and Trans-Border Cooperation: Poland, Germany, and Ukraine—Duquesne (Hilton)

Chair: Agnieszka Paczynska, U of Virginia

Papers:
- Julita A. Rybczynska, Maria Curie Sklodowska U (Poland)
  "Euroregions in Poland in the Context of Local Government Reform"
- Beata Surmacz, Marie Curie Sklodowska U (Poland)
  "Polish-Ukrainian Trans-Border Cooperation"
- Jennifer Yoder, Colby College
  "Cross-Border Cooperation at the Polish-German Border: A Case Study of the Euroregion Pro-Europa Viadrina"

Disc.: Beata Barbara Czajkowska, Academy for Educational Development

8-07  Military Culture, Popular Patriotism, and National Identity in Late Imperial Russia—Forbes (Hilton)

Chair: Mary W. Cavender, Harvard–Westlake School

Papers:
- Gregory Michael Vitarbo, Meredith College
  "Honoring the Nation: Heroes, the Fallen, Public Spectacles and Russian Military Aviation, 1907–1914"
- Donald Patterson Wright, Tulane U
  "Celebrating the Triumphant Nation: The Russian Army, Patriotism, and the Centennial Commemorations of the War of 1812"

Part.: Stephen Michael Norris, Miami U

Disc.: Kenneth D. Slepyan, Transylvania U

8-08  Khrushchev's Reform—Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)

Chair: Alan Holiman, William Jewell College

Papers:
- Wayne Allan Chinander, U of Kansas
  "Khrushchev's 'Thaw' and the Roots of Perestroika"
Karl E. Loewenstein, U of Wisconsin
“Shattering the Façade: Soviet Writers, the Communist Party, and the Public Sphere, 1953–1956”
Norma C. Noonan, Augsburg College
“Khrushchev: The Incomplete Reformer”
Disc.: Sergei N. Khrushchev, Brown U

8-09 Librarians and Vendors: I Love You, You’re Perfect, Now Change—Grand Ballroom 4 (Hilton)
Chair: Patricia K. Thurston, Yale U
Papers: Tatjana Bujas Lorkovic, Yale U
“No Free Lunch? Cottage Industry Booksellers Mushroom to Challenge the Major Vendors”
Daniel M. Pennell, U of Pittsburgh
“Here Today, Gone Tomorrow: The Vicissitudes of Vendor-Library Relations in the Slavic and East European Book Trade”
Nicholas Thorner, Library of Congress
“Working with Vendors: A View from the Library of Congress”
Disc.: Stephen David Corssin, Wayne State U

8-10 Coming of Age: Generations and Generational Consciousness in East-Central Europe, 1914–1945—Heinz (Hilton)
Chair: Irina Livezeanu, U of Pittsburgh
Papers: Constantin Iordachi, Central European U (Hungary)
“Generational Solidarity as Political Mobilization: The ‘Young Generation’ in Inter-War Romania”
Thomas Ort, New York U
Marc Shore, Columbia U
“Café Ziemianska’s Poets: Alexander Wat’s Generation of Narcissism and Guilt Revisited”
Disc.: Katherine David-Fox, U of Maryland, College Park

8-12 Beyond Jedwabne: Moving Forward in the Study of Polish-Jewish History and Culture—(Roundtable)—King’s Garden South (Hilton)
Chair: Halina Filipowicz, U of Wisconsin, Madison
Part.: Abraham Brumberg
Madeleine G. Levine, UNC, Chapel Hill
Antony Polonsky, Brandeis U
Brian Allen Porter, U of Michigan
Michael C. Steinlauf, Gratz College

8-13 Ninety Years of Albanian Independence, 1912–2002: An Appraisal—King’s Garden North (Hilton)
(sponsored by the Society for Albanian Studies)
Chair: John Sotter Kolsti, U of Texas, Austin
Papers: Bernd J. Fischer, Indiana U, Fort Wayne
“Albanian Politics: The Quest for Stability”
Ines A. Murzaku, Seton Hall U
“Perspectives on Albania’s Religious Heritage”
Stephanie Schwandner-Sievers, U of London (UK)
“Albanian Society: Trends and Prospects”
Disc.: Robert C. Austin, U of Toronto (Canada)
Nicholas C. Pano, Western Illinois U
8-14 Catholicism in Slovakia, 1939–1989—King's Terrace (Hilton)
Chair: Steven Merritt Miner, Ohio U
Papers: David Doellinger, U of Pittsburgh
  “Slovak Catholics and the 1985 Pilgrimage to Velehrad”
James Ramon Felak, U of Washington
  “Catholics in Slovakia and the Democratic Party, 1945–1948”
James Mace Ward, Stanford U
  “Those Who Deserve it: Father Jozef Tiso and the Presidential Exemption”
Disc.: Carol Skalnik Leff, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

8-15 A Multifaceted Analysis of Contemporary Ukrainian Culture: Music, Literature, Art, and Language—(Roundtable)—Le Bateau (Hilton)
Chair: Anna M. Procyk, CUNY, Kingsborough CC
Part.: Hanna Chumachenko, Kherson U (Ukraine)
  Andrii Danylenko, Kharkiv University
  Jaropolk Lassowsky, Clarion U
  Myroslava Mudrak, Ohio State U

8-16 Ideas Have No Borders: Rethinking the History of Science and Social Science in a Transnational Context—(Roundtable)—Liberty (Hilton)
Chair: Michael David-Fox, U of Maryland
Part.: Johanna K. Bockman, Woodrow Wilson Center
  Matthew Evangelista, Cornell U
  Francine R. Hirsch, U of Wisconsin, Madison
  Ethan M. Pollock, George Washington U
  Susan Gross Solomon, U of Toronto (Canada)

8-17 New Approaches to the Creation of a Civic Society in Russia—Civil Movements and Media Response—Rivers (Hilton)
Chair: Karen Petrone, U of Kentucky
Papers: Carol Ruth Nechemias, Pennsylvania State U
  “Civil Society in Russia, The Women’s Movement, and Media Response”
  Natalia K. Pervukhina, U of Tennesse
  “Support for the Western Conservative Values in Russian Military and Civil Reforms: Civil Movement ‘Grazhdanin’ and Its Publications”
  Jeremy Ruddy, U of Wisconsin, Madison
  “The Military and Empire: The Argument Against Reform”
Disc.: Richard V. Tempest, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

8-18 Opposition to the Market in Russia—Stanwix (Hilton)
Papers: Bob Arnot, Glasgow Caledonian U (UK)
  “From Soviet Labor to Russian Labor”
  Hillel Herschel Ticktin, Glasgow U (UK)
  “The Failure of the Market and the Re-emergence of the Left”
  Susan Weissman, St Mary's College of California
  “The Anti-Stalinist Left in Russia Since Yeltsin: A History”
Disc.: Michael Cox, U of Wales (UK)

8-21 Russia in the Year 2002 (The Ed Hewett Memorial Roundtable)—(Roundtable)—Sterlings 3 (Hilton)
Chair: Victor Henry Winston, Association of American Geographers
Part.: George William Breslauer, UC, Berkeley
  Gail W. Lapidus, Stanford U
  Peter Brian Reddaway, George Washington U
  Carol R. Saivetz, Harvard U
  Jacque Sapir, Ecole Des Hautes Etudes, Maison Des Sciences De L'Homme (France)
8-22  Reassessments of the New Economic Policy—Traders (Hilton)
Chair: Mary Schaeffer Conroy, U of Colorado, Denver
Papers: James W. Heinzen, Rowan U
“Inventing a Soviet Countryside: Narkomzem and the Vision of a Modern Socialist Village, 1921–1929”
Anthony Heywood, U of Bradford (UK)
Roustern Askhatovich Khaziev, Bashkorostan State U (Russia)
“The NEP in the Bashkir Republic Before Lenin’s NEP”
Disc.: Paul R. Gregory, U of Houston
Stephan Merl, U of Bielefeld

8-24  Veils, Valleys, and Holy Fools: The Stratified World of the Russian Icon—Carnegie I (Omni)
Chair: Wendy Salmond, Chapman U
Papers: Julie Hansen, Dalarna U
“Images of Madness in Visual Art: A Symbolist Iconography”
James D. West, U of Washington
“The World Beneath the Veil: Landscape and the Russian Icon”
Mary Jo White, Independent Scholar
“The Fabric of Creation in Icon Theology: The Material World Unveiled”
Disc.: Priscilla Hart Hunt, U Massachusetts, Amherst

8-26  Romantic Revisions/Misprisions, East and West—Paneled/Oval (Omni)
Chair: William Mills Todd, III, Harvard U
Papers: Monika Greenleaf, Stanford U
“Polish Careerists in the Russian Empire: A Different Kind of Romanticism”
Susan McReynolds Oddo, Northwestern U
“Dostoevsky’s National Messianism in a European Context”
Stephanie Sandler, Harvard U
“After/Romanticism, East/West, Drago moshchenko/Hejinian”
Disc.: Clare Cavanagh, Northwestern U
Victor Ehrlich, Yale U (Emeritus)

8-27  Work, Family, and the State: Gendered Realities in the Czech Republic—Grant Suite A (Omni)
Chair: Melissa Dawn Feinberg, UNC, Charlotte
Papers: Leah Seppanen Anderson, UNC, Chapel Hill
“Regulating Women and the Family: Czech Policy-making Since 1989”
Rebecca Jean Nash, U of Virginia
“Kinship Support, Child Support, and the Ethnography of the Czech State”
Elaine Susan Weiner, U of Michigan
“No(wo)Man’s Land: The Post-Socialist Purgatory of Czech Female Factory Workers”
Disc.: Vera Sokolova, U of Washington
Sharon L. Wolchik, George Washington U

8-28  Symbolic Geographies in Nineteenth-Century Russian Culture—Grant Suite B (Omni)
Chair: Thomas Peter Hodge, Wellesley College
Papers: Jane Tussey Costlow, Bates College
"Lesnaia glush'/sviataia Rus': The Geography of Sanctity in Late Nineteenth-Century Russia"
Anne Lounsbery, NYU
"Even the Best of Provincials: Life Outside the Capitals in Turgenev, and Melnikov-Pechersky"
Thomas Newlin, Oberlin College
"Venetsianov and the Ecology of Perception"
Disc.: Dale Peterson, Amherst College

8-30 Literature and Trauma—Grant Suite C (Omni)
Chair: Pekka Pesonen, U of Helsinki (Finland)
Papers: Milica Banjanin, Washington U
"The 'Intimate Distance' between Trauma and Text"
Dorothée Gelhard, Freie U (Germany)
"Trauma of the Other: Russia's Self-Conception between Knowledge and Faith"
Slobodanka Millicent Vladiv-Glover, Monash U (Australia)
"Terrorism: Religious Belief or Desire for Capitalist Mastery?"

8-31 Politically (Dis)Engaged? Comparative Reflections on Youth and Politics in Post-Communist Eastern Europe—Three Rivers (Omni)
Chair: Bonka S. Boneva, U of Pittsburgh
Papers: Irene Hanson Frieze, U of Pittsburgh
"Changing Ideals about Future Jobs in Young Adults in Slovenia and Croatia" (with Anuska Perligoj, Jasna Horvat, and Natasa Sarlija)
Edward Horowitz, U of Oklahoma
"Adolescents in an Evolving Democracy: A Model of Communication in the Development of Polish Citizens"
Claire Wallace, Institute for Advanced Studies (Austria)
"Youth and Politics in East and West Europe, Quantitative Studies of the World, and European Value Surveys for 1995–2000" (with Reingard Spannring and Christian Haerpfer)
Disc.: Denise Roman, Northeastern U

8-33 David Albahari: Writing from the Other Europe—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)
Chair: Bogdan Rakic, Indiana U
Papers: Radmila J. Gorup, Columbia U
"Albahari's Family Saga"
Dragan Kujundzic, UC, Irvine
"The Undbounded Europe of David Albahari"
Tomislav Z. Lonigovic, U of Wisconsin, Madison
"Metahistories: Albahari's Canadian Trilogy"
Disc.: Andrew Baruch Wachtel, Northwestern U

8-36 Slavic Women Writers—Shadyside (Omni)
Chair: Joanna Kot, Northern Illinois U
Papers: Yana Hashamova, Ohio State U
"Dubravka Ugresic: Philosopher of Evil and Exile"
Trina R. Mamoon, U of Alaska, Fairbanks
"Pertushevskial Poetics: Suffering the Body"
Halina Stephan, Ohio State U
"Larisa Reisner as the Beautiful Lady of the Bolshevik Revolution"
Disc.: Tamara Trojanowska, U of Toronto (Canada)

8-38 Aspects of Russian Linguistics—Riverboat (Omni)
Chair: David Birnbaum, U of Pittsburgh
Papers: Dagmar Divjak, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
“The Sequence (Vfinite Vinf): Diversity in Similarity”
Svetlana G. McCoy, Rutgers U
“The Meaning of Colloquial Russian Discourse Particles: Pedagogical Implications”
Valentina Pichugin, U of Chicago
“Language of Russian Folk Lullabies”
Disc.: Irina V. Ivliyeva, U of Missouri, Rolla

Mid-day Events:

Association for Women in Slavic Studies Luncheon—12:30 P.M.
and Business Meeting—1:30 P.M.—Luncheon is by ticket only; business meeting open to all—Sterlings 1 (Hilton)

SESSION 9 • SATURDAY • 2:00–3:50 P.M.

American Association for Ukrainian Studies Meeting followed by Shevchenko Scientific Society Reception—Duquesne (Hilton)

Bibliography and Documentation Committee Vendor Presentations—Allegheny (Omni)

MEETING ROOMS IN HILTON

9-01 Recent Developments in East Central European Politics: A Roundtable in Memory of Ivan Volgyes—(Roundtable)—Allegheny (Hilton)
Chair: Milan Reban, U of North Texas
Part.: Wally Bacon, U of Nebraska, Omaha
Zoltan Barany, U of Texas, Austin
Walter Downing Connor, Boston U
Andrzej Korbonski, UCLA

9-02 The Art of Translation: Theory and Practice—Benedum (Hilton)
Chair: Ekaterina Yudina, UC, Riverside
Papers: Vadim Goloubev, St Petersburg State U (Russia)
“The Place of Pragmatics in Translation”
Victor Shadrin, St Petersburg State U (Russia)
“Problems of Cross-Cultural Communication and Translation Theory”
Veronica Shapovalov, San Diego State U
Disc.: Mary Fleming Zirin, Independent Scholar

9-03 Maintenance of Language, Ethnicity, and Nationality in Immigration—Board Room (Hilton)
Chair: Elinor Murray Despalatovic, Connecticut College
Papers: Lida Dutkova-Copel, East Carolina U
“Being Texas Czech: Negotiating One’s Repertoire of Ethno-linguistic Resources in ‘Czech’ Texas”
Eva Eckert, Connecticut College
“Nationality Maintenance in Emigration”
Jeff David Holdeman, Ohio State U
“Erie Old Believers: The Construction of an Ethnic Identity”
Disc.: Marijan Despalatovic, Connecticut College
9-04  **Russian Way to Modernization in Past and Present History—Brigade (Hilton)**  
*Chair:* Antti Laine, U of Joensuu (Finland)  
*Papers:*  
- Sari Autio, U of Tampere (Finland)  
  "Economic Regions and Economic Modernization in the Soviet Union"  
- Markku Kangaspuro, The Academy of Finland (Finland)  
  "Modern and Tradition in the Bolshevik Politics"  
- Katri Pynnoniemi, U of Tampere (Finland)  
  "Veins of Modernization: Building of the Transport Network in the Soviet Union and Russia"  
*Disc.:* Kristian Gerner, Uppsala U (Sweden)

9-05  **Orthodoxy and Community: The Living and the Dead in Medieval and Modern Russia—Chartiers (Hilton)**  
*Chair:* Valerie Ann Kivelson, U of Michigan  
*Papers:*  
- Robert H. Greene, U of Michigan  
  "True Sanctity Makes Itself Known: The Re-Canonization of St. Anna Kashinskaia in 1909"  
- Ludwig Steindorff, Christian Albrechts U, Kiel (Germany)  
  "The Donations of Tsar Ivan the Terrible to the Iosif Volotskii Monastery, or: No Name Will Get Lost"  
- Jennifer Jean Wynot, Metropolitan State College of Denver  
  "Russian Monasteries' Responses to the Relics Exposure Campaign, 1917–1924"  
*Disc.:* Jennifer B. Spock, Eastern Kentucky U

9-07  **Human Forms: The Icon and the Facts—Forbes (Hilton)**  
*Chair:* James T. Flynn, College of the Holy Cross  
*Papers:*  
- Nicholas Stanley Racheotes, Framingham State College  
  "Russian Philanthropy: The Iconography of a Concept"  
- Richard V. Tempest, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
  "The Russian Body Impolitic: Body Language in Contemporary Russian Political Culture"  
*Disc.:* Natalia K. Pervukhina, U of Tennessee

*Chair:* Wayne Paul Limberg, US State Dept  
*Papers:*  
- Peter Clement, CIA  
  "Distant Struggles: Moscow and the Third World"  
- Carolyn McGiffert Ekedahl, CIA  
  "Red Star on the Nile: Soviet/Russian Policy in the Middle East"  
- Melvin Allan Goodman, National War College  
  "The Overwhelming Question: Soviet/Russian Relations with the US"

9-10  **Comparing the Capacities of New States: Governance and State-Society—Heinz (Hilton)**  
*Papers:* Jessica Allina-Pisano, Colgate U  
- "State Institutions and Informal Networks in Voronezhskaya and Kharkivs'ka Regions: The Case of Land Reform in the 1990s"  
- Marc P. Berenson, Princeton U.  
  "Re-creating the State: Tax Governance in Poland, Russia, and Ukraine"  
- Eric M. McGlinchey, Princeton U  
  "Coherence Today, Gone Tomorrow? Comparing the Kyrgyz and Kazakh Transitions"  
*Disc.:* Andrew Roberts, Princeton U  
Lucan Way, Harvard U
Saturday, November 23, 2:00–3:50 P.M.

Papers: David W. McFadden, Fairfield U
"Quaker Relief, Reconstruction, and Developing Restrictions in Religion in Post-Famine Samaza and Buzuluk, 1923–1927"
P. Christopher Mizelle, U of Virginia
"Between Moscow and Kazan: Perspectives of American Relief in the Volga, 1921–1922"
Margaret A. Trott, Independent Historian
"Humanitarianism in Mocrocosim: The American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee in the Great Russian Famine, 1921–1923"
Disc.: Richard Gardner Robbins, Jr., U of New Mexico

9-12 Russian Political Economy in Regional Perspective—King’s Garden South (Hilton)
Chair: William M. Reisinger, U of Iowa
"Federal Okrugs and Changing Center-Region Relations"
David Stuart Lane, U of Cambridge (UK)
"The Inter-relationship of Banks and Non-financial Companies in Russia: The Case of Sverdlovsk Region"
Robert W. Orttung, EastWest Institute
"Business and Politics in the Russian Regions"
Disc.: Darrell L. Slider, U of South Florida

(sponsored by the North American Society for Serbian Studies)
Chair: Obrad Kesic, ICN Pharmaceuticals
Part.: Branka Al-Hamdy, Arlington County Government
David Binder, The New York Times
Arthur B. Keys, Jr., International Relief and Development, Inc.
Jason C. Vuic, Ohio State U

9-14 Soviet Dissent in the Post-Stalin Era: Politics, Culture, and Ethnicity—King’s Terrace (Hilton)
Chair: Peter Brian Reddaway, George Washington U
Papers: Susan E. Costanzo, Western Washington U
"Dissent without Dissidence: Amateur Theaters in the Post-Stalin Era"
Benjamin Nathans, U of Pennsylvania
"A.S. Esenin-Vol’pin and the Origins of Post-Stalinist Dissent"
Amir Weiner, Stanford U
"The Empire Pays a Visit: Hungary/Poland 1956, Czechoslovakia 1968, Poland 1980, and Soviet Domestic Dissent"
Disc.: William Chase Taubman, Amherst College

9-15 2002 Slovak Election Roundtable—(Roundtable)—Le Bateau (Hilton)
Chair: Kevin Deegan Krause, Wayne State U
Part.: Stanislav Jozef Kirschbaum, York U (Canada)
Carol Skalnik Leff, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Holly Ruthrauff, National Democratic Institute
Martin Votruba, U of Pittsburgh
9-16 Russian Professions and the Public Sphere: Physicians, Society, and the State Before and After the Revolution—Liberty (Hilton)

Chair: Kenneth Martin Pinnow, Allegheny College
Papers:
- Michael Zdenek David, U of Chicago
  "Collapsing Lungs and Medical Ethics: The 1935 Serafimovich Scandal and the Nature of Soviet Professionalism"
- Stuart D. Finkel, Harvard U
  "We Are Not in the Mood for Criticism: Physicians' Professional Organizations under Bolshevik Rule, 1917–1925"
- Lisa K. Walker, UC, Berkeley
  "The Return of the ‘Pen and the Test-Tube': Local Zemstvo Perspectives on Medicine's Professional Debates, 1910–1915"

Disc.: Christopher John Burton, U of East London (UK)

9-17 Local Memory and Identity: Soviet Intelligency Creating Usable Past—Rivers (Hilton)

Chair: Andrew L. Jenks, Stanford U
Papers:
- Stephen Bittner, Sonoma State U
  "Creating a Neighborhood Myth: The Arbat Intelligentsia During the Thaw"
- John Patrick Farrell, UC, Davis
  "When the Local is the Center: Moscow Intelligentsia and the All Russian Society for the Preservation of Monuments of History and Culture"
- Serhy Yekelchyk, U of Victoria (Canada)
  "Imagining Soviet Ukraine: Or, How Bureaucrats and Intellectuals Defined Post-War Identities"

Disc.: Douglas R. Weiner, U of Arizona

9-18 A Time to Build Up and a Time to Tear Down: Soviet and East European Responses to Cultural Monuments of the Imperial Past—(Roundtable)—Stanwix (Hilton)

Chair: Birgitta Maria Ingemanson, Washington State U
Part.: William Craft Brumfield, Tulane U
- Brigit A. Farley, Washington State U
- Shirley A. Glade, Independent Scholar
- Ann M. Kleimola, U of Nebraska
- Michael Long, Baylor U

9-21 To Europe under the Red Banner? Changing Political Identities in Poland after the 2000 and 2001 Elections—(Roundtable)—Sterlings 3 (Hilton)

Chair: Krzysztof Jasiewicz, Washington and Lee U
Part.: Janine Petra Holc, Loyola College in Maryland
- Jan Kubik, Rutgers U
- Radoslaw Markowski, Polish Academy of Sciences
- Denise V. Powers, U of Iowa
- Genevieve Zubrzycki, U of Chicago

9-22 New Perspectives on Russia's Romantic Age—Traders (Hilton)

Chair: William Benton Whisenhunt, College of DuPage
Papers:
- James N. Class, Georgetown U
  "The Holy War of 1812: Avgustin Viogradskii and the Russian Clergy at War"
- Alexander M. Martin, Oglethorpe U
  "Moscow's Middle Classes and the 1812 War"
- Theophilus C. Prousis, U of North Florida
  "Romanticism and Russian Travel Literature: Dashkov's Pilgrimage to Ottoman Palestine, 1820"

Disc.: Edward Alan Cole, Grand Valley State U
**MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI**

9-24  
**Russian Book Culture from the Golden Age to the Present**—Carnegie I  
(Omi)  
Chair:  
Ruth Wallach, USC, Los Angeles  
Papers:  
Hilde M. Hoogenboom, Stetson U  
"Ecrire Pour Des Elus: Coterie Authorship, Or When Is It Better Not to  
Publish?"  
Brian Kassof, U of Virginia  
"The Book of Socialism: Soviet Encyclopedism and the First Edition of  
"bol'shaia Sovetskaia Entsiklopediia""  
Adrian J. Wanner, Pennsylvania State U  
"From Book to Card Catalogue: Lev Rubinshtein's 'Counterrevolution  
Against Gutenberg'"  
Disc.:  
George J. Gutsche, U of Arizona

9-25  
**'Czeching It Out' After 1989: Literary 'Outlooks'**—Carnegie II (Omni)  
Chair:  
Charles D. Sabatos, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor  
Papers:  
Christopher W. Harwood, Columbia U  
"Stumbling Towards Multiculturalism: National Myth and Ethnic Stereotype  
in Two Novels by Eda Kriseova"  
Madeline Hron, U of Michigan  
"Re-Turning Emigrant Pain: A Telling Analysis of the Unspoken Pain of  
Emigration in Czech Post-1989 Narratives of Return"  
Michelle Woods, Trinity College (Ireland)  
"Between Blue Skies and Paradise': The Role of English in Two Contem-  
porary Czech Films, 'Tmavomodry svet' and 'Navrat ztraceneho raje'"  
Disc.:  
Jitka Dobbersteinova, Slovak British Council (Slovakia)  
Gabriela Fiserova, Eastern Michigan U

9-26  
**The Politics of Parody in Humorous Russian Literature**—Paneled/Oval  
(Omni)  
Chair:  
Gregory Steven Carleton, Tufts U  
Papers:  
Anne Fisher, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor  
"Ostap Bender, Stalin, and the Possibility of Parody"  
Ann Komaromi, Swarthmore College  
"Vasili Aksenov and Parody in the Late Soviet Period"  
Joseph Peschio, U of Michigan  
"Arzamas and the Subversion of Parody"  
Disc.:  
Yuri K. Shcheglov, U of Wisconsin

9-28  
**Multiplicity/Indeterminacy: Two Early Nineteenth-Century Women  
Writers**—Grant Suite B (Omni)  
Chair:  
Susan K. Larsen, UC, San Diego  
Papers:  
Sonja Kerby, UC, Berkeley  
"Narrative Identity, Multiple Voices, and Anxiety of Authorship/Authority in  
Nadezhda Durova's Frame Tales"  
Ellen R. Langer, UC, Berkeley  
"The Other as Self: Elements of Suppressed Autobiography in Nadezhda  
Durova's 'Ugol'""  
Ann M. Marsh-Flores, UC, Berkeley  
"Salon Culture, the Stroganov Academy, Co-Authorship, and the Versatility  
of Zinaida Volkonskaia"  
Disc.:  
Sibelan Forrester, Swarthmore College
9-29  The Cinema of Sergei Paradjanov—Oakmont (Omni)
(sponsored by the Working Group on Cinema and Television)
Chair: Herbert J. Eagle, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Papers: Karla Oeler, Emory U
“A Collective Interior Monologue: Paradjanov’s Formalist Humanism”
Elizabeth A. Papazian, U of Maryland
“Ethnography, Fairytales, and ‘Perpetual Motion’ in Ashik Kerib”
James Steffen, Emory U
“Paradjanov and the Problem of Ukrainian Nationalism”
Disc.: John MacKay, Yale U
Josephine Woll, Howard U

9-31  Sentiment and Society in Eighteenth-Century Russia—Three Rivers (Omni)
Chair: Irina Reyfman, Columbia U
Papers: Lina Bernstein, Franklin and Marshall College
“Petr Bogdanovich and His Letter-Writing Manual”
Gitta Hammarberg, Macalester College
“Debating in Drag and ‘Zhurnal dlia milykh’”
John Wyatt Randolph, Jr., U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
“Origins of the Noble Family Archive”
Disc.: Cynthia Hyla Whittaker, CUNY, Baruch College

9-32  Children’s Culture: What Russian Children Read and Watch—(Roundtable)—Sewickley (Omni)
Chair: Nancy Patricia Condee, U of Pittsburgh
Part.: Birgit Beumers, U of Bristol (UK)
Catriona Kelly, Oxford U (UK)
David Ward MacFadyen, UCLA

9-33  The Narrative Structure of the Works of Dragoslav Mihailovic and Its Function—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)
Chair: Radmila J. Gorup, Columbia U
Papers: Robert Hodel, Hamburg U (Germany)
“Dragoslav Mihailovic: ‘Skaz’ and Coherence of the Text”
Angela Richter, Martin Luther U (Germany)
“Petria’s Wreath: The Power of Genuine Narration”
Ivana Vitomir Vuletic, UNC, Chapel Hill
“The Early Works of Dragoslav Mihailovic”
Disc.: Bogdan Rakic, Indiana U

9-35  The ‘Fedorovskii Gorodok’: Nicholas II as Patron of the Liturgical Arts—Sternwheeler (Omni)
Chair: James D. West, U of Washington
Papers: John Alan Norman, Western Michigan U
“Nicholas and Alexandra as Patrons of Fedorovskii Gorodok”
Anne Curtis Odom, Hillwood Museum
“Sergei Vashkov’s Neo-Byzantine Designs for the Olovianishnikov Firm and Fedorovskii Gorodok”
Wendy Salmond, Chapman U
“The Icons of Fedorovskii Gorodok”
Disc.: Nadieszda Kizenko, SUNY, Albany

9-36  The Politics of Rock, Youth, Popular Culture, and Globalization in Post-Communist Eastern Europe—Shadyside (Omni)
Chair: Edward Horowitz, U of Oklahoma
Papers: Kathrin Horschelmann, U of Plymouth (UK)
“Youth Culture and Globalization in Former East Germany”
Denise Roman, Northeastern U
"From Jazz to Rock and Rap: The Politics of Resistance through Popular Culture in Eastern Europe"
Veronica Szabo, U of Pittsburgh
"Youth in Transition: Hip-Hop Subculture in Post-Communist Romania"
Disc.: Claire Wallace, Institute for Advanced Studies (Austria)

9-38 Contemporary Russian Literature: Overcoming Post-Modernism—Riverboat (Omni)
Chair: Alexander A. Genis, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
Papers: Sofya Khagi, Brown U
"Lyrical Ventriloquility: Reviving the Dead Author"
Pavel Leon, Russian State U for the Humanities
"Anti-Postmodern Discourses in the Russian Internet"
Dmitry Olshansky, Russian State U for the Humanities
"Lyrics of Dmitry Vodennikov: Overcoming Post-Modern Poetics"
Disc.: Mikhail Gronas, Trinity College
Cynthia F. Simmons, Boston College

Saturday Evening Events:

AAASS Annual Meeting—4:15 P.M.—Benedum (Hilton)

AAASS Awards Presentation and Cocktail Reception (by ticket only)—6:30 P.M.—
King's Garden Rooms and Le Bateau (Hilton)
Sunday, November 24, 8:00–9:50 A.M.

**SUNDAY 24 NOVEMBER**

Registration Desk Hours: 7:00 A.M.–9:00 A.M.
Exhibit Hall Hours: 8:00 A.M.–1:00 P.M.

**SESSION 10 • SUNDAY • 8:00–9:50 A.M.**

The Board of the Encyclopedia of Russian History—Board Room (Hilton)

Bibliography & Documentation Committee Session 1—Le Bateau (Hilton)

Society for Albanian Studies—Sewickley (Omni)

Society for Slovene Studies—Shadyside (Omni)

---

**MEETING ROOMS IN HILTON**

10-01 Civil-Military Relations in Post-Communist States: A Roundtable Honoring the Memory of Ivan Volgyes—(Roundtable)—Allegheny (Hilton)

*Chair:* A. Ross Johnson, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty

*Part.:* Dale R. Herspring, Kansas State U

Jacob Walter Kipp, US Army

Robin Alison Remington, Peace Haven International

Jeffrey Simon, Institute for National Strategic Studies

10-02 War’s Impact on Inter-Ethnic Relations in Soviet Lands, 1939–1945: Propaganda and Reality—Benedum (Hilton)

*Chair:* Shoshana Keller, Hamilton College

*Papers:* Karel Cornelis Berkhoff, Netherlands Institute for War Documentation (The Netherlands)


Christoph Mick, Tubingen U (Germany)

“Occupation and Inter-Ethnic Relations in Lviv, 1939–1944”

Kenneth D. Slepyan, Transylvania U

“Propaganda and Resistance: Representations of Ethno-National Resistance in the Occupied Territories, 1941–1944”

*Disc.:* Hiroaki Kuromiya, Indiana U

10-04 Ideological Differentiations and Politics in Croatia and the Region between Two World Wars—Brigade (Hilton)

*Chair:* Jerome Jareb, St Francis U
Sunday, November 24, 8:00–9:50 A.M.  

**Papers:** Mario Jareb, Indiana U  
"Ustasha Movement (1929–1941): Ideological Background and Activities in Comparison with Similar Movements and Political Parties in Central and Southeastern Europe"  
Jure Kristo, Croatian Institute of History (Croatia)  
"Ideological and Political Strife among Croatian Catholics between the Two World Wars"  
Vjeran Pavlakovic, U of Washington  
"Federalism, Internationalism, and Revolution: The Croatian Left in the 1930s"  

**Disc.:** Mirjana Morosini-Dominick, Georgetown University

**10-05 State, Culture, and National Identity in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Russia—Chartiers (Hilton)**

**Chair:** Russell Edward Martin, Westminster College  
**Papers:** Michael A. Pesenson, Bowdoin College  
"Milescu-Spafarii's 'Khrismologion' and the Concept of Four Kingdoms"  
Marina Swoboda, McGill U (Canada)  
"Nation and the State: ‘Rus’ and ‘Rossiia’ in the Writing of the Time of Troubles"  
Steven A. Usitalo, McGill U (Canada)  
"Leonard Euler and Scientific Authority in Eighteenth-Century Russia"  

**Disc.:** Isolde Renate Thyret, Kent State U

**10-06 Russian Social Policy: Domestic and International Dimensions—Duquesne (Hilton)**

**Chair:** David Stuart Lane, U of Cambridge (UK)  
**Papers:** Michael J.G. Cain, St Mary's College of Maryland  
"Diffusing the Washington Consensus: Spreading Liberal Pension Orthodoxy in Post-Communist Societies"  
Timothy E. Heleniak, World Bank/Georgetown U  
"The Impact of Low Fertility on the FSU and CEE States"  
Judyth Lynn Twigg, Virginia Commonwealth U  
"History Matters: The Soviet Institutional Legacy and Russian Health Care Reform"  

**Disc.:** Linda Jean Cook, Brown U  
Mitchell A. Orenstein, Syracuse U

**10-08 Defining Russia's Constitutional Order: The Role of the Judiciary—Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)**

**Chair:** William Burnham, Wayne State U  
**Papers:** Peter Krug, U of Oklahoma College of Law  
"Assessing the Validity of Interferences with Constitutional Rights: The Russian Federation Constitutional Court's Application of Article 55(3)"  
Peter B. Maggs, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
"Constitutional Commercial Law in the Courts"  
Alexei M. Trochev, U of Toronto (Canada)  
"The Constitutional Court Has Ruled'...What's Next?"  

**Disc.:** Robert Sharlet, Union College


**Chair:** Francine R. Hirsch, U of Wisconsin, Madison  
**Papers:** Cheng Chen, U of Pennsylvania and Rudra Sil, U of Pennsylvania  
"Nationalism After Leninism: Russia, China, Romania, and Hungary in Comparative Perspective"
Michele E. Commercia, U of Pennsylvania
"Nation-Building and Its Effects on the Russian Minority Communities in Latvia and Kyrgyzstan"

Peter J. Rottier, U of Wisconsin, Madison
"Creating Kazakstan: Efforts at Nation-Building throughout the Twentieth Century"

Disc.: Kelly McMann, Case Western Reserve U

10-10 Bishops in Imperial Russia: Politics, Society, and Culture—Heinz (Hilton)
Chair: Alexandra S. Korros, Xavier U
Papers: Gregory Lynn Bruess, U of Northern Iowa
"Battling Bishops in Catherinian Russia"
Nikolaos Aristides Chrissidis, Southern Connecticut State U
"To Care for and to Enlighten: Bishops in Petrine Russia"
Argyrios K. Pisiotis, Kent State U
"Orthodox Prelates As Political Actors in Late Empire: A Re-Appraisal"

Disc.: Nadieszda Kizenko, SUNY, Albany

10-11 The Politics of Economic Transition in Yugoslavia—Kavo (Hilton)
Chair: Russell O. Prickett, Independent Scholar
Papers: Svetlana Adamovic, U of Belgrade (Yugoslavia)
"Yugoslav Variants of Privatization"
Ljubisa (Stevan) Adamovich, Florida State U
"Yugoslavia and the Process of International Economic Integration"
Gordana Pesakovic, Argosy U
"Contradictory Policies of the International Financial Institutions and Position of Yugoslavia"

Disc.: Sherrill Stroschein, Ohio U

10-13 Russia's Economic Presence in International Markets under Globalization—King's Garden North (Hilton)
Chair: Misha V. Belkindas, World Bank
Papers: Evgeny Gavrilenkov, Bureau of Economic Analysis (Russia)
"Openness in the Russian Economy and the Quality of Growth"
Masaaki Kuboniwa, Hitotsubashi U (Japan)
"Domestic Factors Determining the Capital Flight and FDI in Russia under Globalization"
Shinichiro Tabata, Hokkaido U (Japan)
"New Developments in Russia's Foreign Trade: Causes and Implications"

Disc.: Stefan P. Hedlund, Uppsala U (Sweden)
Vladimir Popov, Academy of National Economy (Russia)

10-14 Civil Society and Political Culture in Late Tsarist Russia: Society versus Autocracy—King's Terrace (Hilton)
Chair: Samuel C. Ramer, Tulane U
Papers: Boris Gorshkov, Auburn U
"Public Spheres in Late Imperial Russia: Democratizing Habermas"
Semion Lyandres, U of Notre Dame
"A.D. Protopopov Affair, P.N. Miliukov's ‘Shturmovoi singal’ and Political Culture of the ‘United Opposition’ on the Eve of the Revolution"
Michael Stanford Melancon, Auburn U
"Popular Opinion and Political Culture in the Russian Press, 1910–1914"

Disc.: Jane Burbank
John Thomas Sanders, US Naval Academy

10-16 The Impact of Transnational Actors and International Norms in Russian Civil Society—Liberty (Hilton)
Chair: Matthew Evangelista, Cornell U

Papers: Ted Gerber, U of Arizona and Sarah E. Mendelson, Tufts U, The Fletcher School

"How Russians Think about Human Rights"
Laura A. Henry, UC, Berkeley

"Thinking Internationally, Acting Locally: The Development of the Russian Environmental Movement"
Lisa McIntosh Sundstrom, U of British Columbia (Canada)

"Where the Global and the Local Meet: Transnational Assistance and Regional Politics in Russian NGO Development"

Disc.: James Gerard Richter, Bates College

10-17 Romania and Bulgaria: Democratization and EU/NATO—(Roundtable)—Rivers (Hilton)

(sponsored by the Society for Romanian Studies)

Chair: Henry (Chip) F. Carey, Georgia State U

Part.: Krassimira Daskalova, Sofia U (Bulgaria)

Venelin Iordanov Ganev, Miami U of Ohio

Richard Andrew Hall, US Government

Nadege Ragaru, IRIS (Paris)

Michael Shafir, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty

10-18 Penza, Before and After Uncontested Soviet Rule—Stanwix (Hilton)

Chair: Stephen K. Wegren, Southern Methodist U

Papers: Lawrence X. Clifford, Boston College

"Tukhachevsky in Penza"

D'Ann Penner, U of Memphis

"Forgive, Leonya, I Didn't Know': An Ethnographic Study of Post-Soviet Nostalgia"

Anatolii G. Sharikov, Penza State Pedagogical Institute (Russia)

"The White Czech Revolt in Penza: The Escalation of the Civil War in Russia"

Disc.: Roberta Thompson Manning, Boston College

10-22 Russia: Environment and Culture—Traders (Hilton)

Chair: Edith W. Clowes, U of Kansas

Papers: Gisela Erbsloh, Journalist

"Self-Help Ecology Groups in Primorye"

Rachel May, Independent Scholar

"The Bronze Horseman and the Poetics of Urban Ecology"

Douglas R. Weiner, U of Arizona

"Leonid Leonov, Vladimir Chivilkhin and the Emergence of the Russian Forest as an Icon of Nationalism"

Disc.: Bernice Glatzer Rosenthal, Fordham U

James Lawrence West, Middlebury College

---

MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI

10-25 Cross-Sections: Jewish-Christian Encounters in East European Literature—Carnegie II (Omni)

Chair: Marci Shore, Columbia U

Papers: Hannah Berliner Fischthal, St John's U

"Sholem Asch's Use of Christian Imagery in His Short Stories"

Amelia Glaser, Stanford U

"A Jewish Writer Goes to Church: The Cathedral in Russian Jewish Literature"
Matthew Hoffman, UC, Davis
“The Landscape of the Cross: Yiddish Modernism in Interwar Eastern Europe”

Disc.: Judith Deutsch Kornblatt, U of Wisconsin, Madison
Harriet Lisa Murav, U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

10-27 Violence and Russian Literature—Grant Suite A (Omni)
Chair: Ilya Vinitsky, U of Pittsburgh
Papers: Ronald Denis LeBlanc, U of New Hampshire
“Alimentary Violence: Eating as a Trope in Russian Literature”
Tatyana L. Novikov, U of Nebraska
“Representation of Violence in N. Sadur’s Fiction”
Victor E. Peppard, U of S Florida
“The Spectrum of Violence in Babel’s Stories”
Disc.: Marcus C. Levitt, USC, Los Angeles
Valerie Z. Nollan, Rhodes College

10-28 Hagiography and Church-State Relations in Rus’—Grant Suite B (Omni)
Chair: David Kirk Prestel, Michigan State U
Papers: Francis Butler, Northern Illinois U
“Wenceslas: The Saint and His Name in Kievan Rus’”
Priscilla Hart Hunt, U Massachusetts, Amherst
“Hagiography as an Instrument of Dissent: The Dyptich of Avvakum’s ‘Fifth Petition to Alexei Mikhailovich’ and His Life”
Peter A. Rolland, U of Alberta (Canada)
“And Beauty Shall Save a Prince: Orthodox Theology and Kievan Literature”
Disc.: Norman W. Ingham, U of Chicago

10-30 Christianity, Islam, and Civil Religion in Southeast Europe—
(Roundtable)—Grant Suite C (Omni)
Chair: Ante Cuvalo, Joliet Junior College
Part.: Robert J. Donia, U of Michigan
Kemal H. Karpat, U of Wisconsin
Stjepan Mestrovic, Texas A&M U
Paul Mozjes, Rosemont College
Sabra Petra Ramet, Norwegian University of Science and Technology (Norway)

10-33 Noviy Zhurnal (The New Review): 60th Anniversary—60 Years of Serving Russian Culture in America—
(Roundtable)—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)
Chair: Marina Adamovitch, Continent (Magazine)
Part.: Marina Ledkovsky, Columbia U, Barnard College (emeritus)
George S. Pahomov, Bryn Mawr College
Marc Raeff, Columbia U (Emeritus)
Greta N. Siobin, UC, Santa Cruz
Carol R. Ueland, Drew U

10-35 Russian Romanticism: Male Institutions, Female Responses—
Sternwheeler (Omni)
Chair: Elizabeth Cheresh Allen, Bryn Mawr College
Papers: Ian M. Helfant, Colgate U
“Complicity and the Canon: Rostopchina’s ‘Poedinok’”
Grace A. Morsberger, US Holocaust Memorial Museum
“A Pas de Deux with Pushkin: Karolina Pavlova’s ‘Kadril’”
David Powelstock, U of Chicago
“A Seducer’s Diary: Lermontov through the Eyes of E. A. Sushkova”
Disc.: William Mills Todd, III, Harvard U
MEETING ROOMS IN HILTON

11-01 Serbia Since Milosevic–Allegheny (Hilton)
Chair: Martin Sletzinger, Woodrow Wilson Center
Papers: Eric D. Gordy, Clark U
“Guilt and Responsibility in Post-Milosevic Serbia”
Reneo Lukic, Laval U (Canada)
“Serb-Montenegrin Relations Since the Fall of Milosevic”
Sabrina Petra Ramel, Norwegian University of Science and Technology (Norway)
“The Serbian Church and the Nationalist Project”
Disc.: Nicholas John Miller, Boise State U
Dennis Paul Reinhartz, U of Texas, Arlington

11-02 Translating (Russian) Culture: Literature, Translation, and Russian Identity–Benedum (Hilton)
Chair: Arlene Ina Forman, Oberlin College
Papers: Brian James Baer, Kent State U
“From Briusov to B. Akunin: Translation as Metaphor in Twentieth-Century Russian Literature”
Natalia L. Olshanskaya, Kenyon College
“The Post-Modern Rollercoaster: Translating Contemporary Russian Fiction”
Valary Shubinsky, Russian Writers Union (Russia)
“Translating Russian Poetry into English: Cultural Conflicts and Misunderstandings”
Disc.: Nathan Longan, Oakland U
Elena Shvarts, Independent Writer

11-03 Bildung, Education, and Vospitanie in Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Russia–Board Room (Hilton)
Chair: Jane Burbank
Papers: Kate Rowan Holland, Yale U
“Dostoevsky’s ‘Podrostok’ as a Bildungsroman”
Anna Kuxhausen, U of Michigan
“Bringing Up Russia: Catherine the Great on ‘Vospitanie’”
Lina Steiner, Yale U
“Aesthetic Education in Karamzin and Pushkin: Transformation of a Concept”
Disc.: David Burrow, U of Wisconsin, Madison

11-04 Slovene Protestant Immigrants in North America–Brigade (Hilton)
Chair: Arthur B. Keys, Jr., International Relief and Development, Inc.
Papers: Mihael Kuzmic, U of Ljubljana (Slovenia)
“Slovenian Protestant Emigration in the USA (after the Counter Reformation) in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries”
Peter Kuzmic, Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary
“National and Religious Heritage of the Slovenian Protestant Emigration from Prekmurje in the Nineteenth Century”
Gary J. Langenspiesen, St John's Windish Evangelical Lutheran Church
"Continuation of the Protestant Religious Identity among the Slovene
Emigrants in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, in the Twentieth Century"

Disc.: John O. Karns, Retired

11-05 Terror and Repression in Twentieth-Century Hungary—Chartiers (Hilton)
(sponsored by the American Association for the Study of Hungarian History)
Chair: Susan Glanz, St John’s U
Papers: Bela Bodo, Oklahoma State U
  “The White Terror in Hungary, 1919–1921”
Johanna Granville, Clemson U
  “Kadar and the Normalization Process After the Soviet Intervention in
  1956”
Ferenc Tibor Zsuppan, U of St Andrews
  “Terror During the Soviet Republic of 1919: The Lenin Boys”
Disc.: Peter Pastor, Montclair State U
Gyorgy G. Peteri, Norwegian U of Science & Tech (Norway)

11-06 Environmental Consciousness in the FSU and East Europe—Duquesne
(Hilton)
Papers: Christina Manetti, U of Warsaw (Poland)
  “The Tatra Mountains and National Consciousness in Inter-War Poland
  and Czechoslovakia”
David Ostergren, Northern Arizona U
  “Protecting Natural Areas in the Altai and Sayan Mountains of Central
  Siberia: Changing Tradition and Political Strategies in Post-Soviet Russia”
Robert W. Smurr, U of Washington
  “Nationalizing Nature: The History, Preservation, and Meaning of Glacial
  Erratic Boulders in Estonia”
Disc.: Katrina Schwartz, Pennsylvania State U

11-07 Islam, Nation, and Politics in Bashkortostan—Forbes (Hilton)
Chair: Edward James Lazzerini, U of New Orleans
Papers: Katherine Graney, Skidmore College
  “Islam and the Politics of Sovereignty in Bashkortostan: Before Septem-
  ber 11 and After”
Agnes Neylufer Kefeli, Arizona State U
  “Language and Religious Education in Kazan and Ufa Provinces, 1905–
  1917”
Daniel Evan Schafer, Belmont U
  “Competing Nationalisms: The Quest for Bashkir Statehood, 1917–1920”
Disc.: Charles R. Steinwedel, Northeaster Illinois U

11-08 The Russian, French, and Nazi Revolutions: Comparative Historiogra-
phies—(Roundtable)—Grand Ballroom 3 (Hilton)
Chair: Peter Isaac Holquist, Cornell U
Part.: Michael David-Fox, U of Maryland
  Peter Kenez, UC, Santa Cruz
  Erik Landis, U of Oxford
  Malte Rolf, U of Tuebingen (Germany)

11-09 Rural Responses to Reform from Above—(Roundtable)—Grand Ballroom 4
(Hilton)
Chair: Grigory Ioffe, Radford U
Part.: David A. J. Macey, Middlebury College
  David J. O’Brien, U of Missouri
  D’Ann Penner, U of Memphis
Mark Bernard Tauger, West Virginia U
Stephen K. Wegren, Southern Methodist U

11-10 The St. Cyril and Methodius Brotherhood Reexamined from a Regional Perspective—Heinz (Hilton)
Chair: Assya Alexandra Humesky, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Papers: Taras Koznarsky, U of Toronto (Canada)
“The Literary Context of the St. Cyril and Methodius Brotherhood”
Orest L. Pelech, Duke U
“The St. Cyril and Methodius Brotherhood and Russification”
Anna M. Procyk, CUNY, Kingsborough CC
“Young Europe and the Kievan Brotherhood”
Disc.: David Saunders, U of Newcastle (UK)
Myroslava Tomorug Znayenko, Rutgers U

11-11 Images of Asia and the Russo-Japanese War, 1904–1905—Kavo (Hilton)
Chair: John W. Steinberg, Georgia Southern U
Papers: Chiharu Inaba, Meijo U (Japan)
“Russian Activities in the Yalu River Area: The Japanese Impressions in 1903”
Takeshi Sakon
“Japanese Images of Russia”
Disc.: David Hendrik Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, Brock U

11-14 Novgorodians, Fur Traders, Varangians, and Imperial Russian Bureaucrats (A Roundtable in Memory of Thomas S. Noonan)—(Roundtable)—King’s Terrace (Hilton)
Chair: Norma C. Noonan, Augsburg College
Part.: Jean K. Berger, Brigham Young U
Roman K. Kovalev, U of Minnesota
Heidi M. Sherman, U of Minnesota
Cheri Charmaine Wilson, Loyola College in Maryland

11-16 Chaos and Control: Patterns of Local Authority in the USSR—Liberty (Hilton)
Chair: Rebecca Spagnolo, U of Toronto (Canada)
Papers: Tracy Ann McDonald, U of Utah
“Soviet Bureaucracy in the Village of the 1920s”
Douglas T. Northrop, U of Georgia
“Chust: Narratives of Local Authority”
Katya Vladimirova, Kennesaw State U
“Soviet Bureaucracy and the Bomb”
Disc.: Heather J. Coleman, U of Calgary (Canada)

11-17 Maternalist Imagery in East European Women’s Movements—Rivers (Hilton)
Chair: Irina Livezeanu, U of Pittsburgh
Papers: Jelena Batinic, The Ohio State U
“A Rifle in One Hand and a Child in the Other: The Anti-Fascist Front of Women and the Imagery of Motherhood in the Yugoslav Partisan Movement”
Basia A. Nowak, Ohio State U
“Maternalism under Communism: Emphasis on Motherhood in the League of Women in Poland”
Keely Stauter-Halsted, Michigan State U
“Beyond the ‘Matka Polka’: Prostitution, Witchcraft, and the Redefinition of Gender Roles in Fin de Siecle Poland”
Disc.: Robert Edward Blobaum, West Virginia U
Chair: Greg Alan Castillo, U of Miami School of Architecture
Papers: David Crowley, Royal College of Art (UK)
   "Moje Hobby to Mieszkanie'/My Hobby Is My Apartment': Home-Making Discourses in Warsaw in the 1960s"
Steven E. Harris, U of Chicago
   "Living with the New Furniture of the Separate Apartment in the Soviet Union, 1950s–1960s"
Susan Reid, U of Sheffield (UK)
   "Managing Housework"
Disc.: Kristin Roth-Ey, Princeton U

Chair: Anne E. Gorsuch, U of British Columbia (Canada)
Papers: Miriam Dobson, U of London (UK)
   "One Night in the Life of Denis Ivanovich: Letters to Novyi Mir, 1962–1963"
Juliane Fuerst, London School of Economics
   "From Light to Darkness: Letters of Confession to the Komsomol"
Elena Shulman, UCLA
   "Patriotic Fantasy: Women's Letters to the Far East"
Disc.: Sheila Fitzpatrick, U of Chicago

---

MEETING ROOMS IN OMNI

11-23  Central Europe a Decade After: Left-Center Modes of Political Adaptation—Allegheny (Omni)
Chair: Zoltan Barany, U of Texas, Austin
Papers: Zbigniew Anthony Kruszewski, U of Texas, El Paso
   "Polish Left-Center in Control by Default: What Went Wrong with the Solidarity Heritage?"
Milan Jan Reban, U of North Texas
   "An Uneasy Czech ‘Opposition Agreement’: Social Democrats versus Civic Democratic Party"
Anna Seleny, Princeton U
Disc.: Ronald Haly Linden, U of Pittsburgh
      Robert Szymczak, Pennsylvania State U

11-24  Orthodoxy and the West in Late Imperial Russia—Carnegie I (Omni)
Chair: Theofanis George Stavrrou, U of Minnesota
Papers: Heather Leigh Bailey, U of Illinois, Springfield
   "Russian Orthodoxy Confronts Renanism"
Melissa A. Jones, Arizona State U
   "St. Augustine and Russian Orthodox Theology in the Nineteenth Century"
Arthur C. Repp, Lutheran Theological Seminary (Russia)
   "Sola Scriptura? A Russian Orthodox View of Protestant Biblical Studies in the Reign of Nicholas II"
Disc.: Robert Lewis Nichols, St Olaf College
      Argyrios K. Pisiotis, Kent State U

11-25  Looking East: Jewish, Ruthenian, and Russian Themes in Modern Czech Literature—Carnegie II (Omni)
Chair: Michelle Woods, Trinity College (Ireland)
Sunday, November 24, 10:15 A.M.–12:05 P.M.

Papers: Jonathan H. Bolton, Harvard U  
“Ivan Olbracht’s Ruthenia”  
Charles D. Sabatos, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor  
“Nine Gates to the East: The Solitary Odyssey of Jiri Langer”  
Valeria Sobol, Columbia U  
“Yes, We Are Scythians: The Image of Russia in Post-War Czech Prose”  
Disc.: Caryl Emerson, Princeton U

11-26  Journalism in Russia Today: Traditions and New Tendencies, or the Paradoxes of “Freedom”  
(Roundtable)–Panelled/Oval (Omni)  
Chair: Nadezhda Azghikhina, Moscow State U (Russia)  
Part.: Vsevolod Bogdanov, Russian Union of Journalists (Russia)  
Catherine Cosman  
Irina Iurna, Ford Foundation Program Office (Russia)  
Aleksey Simonov, Glasnost Defense Foundation (Russia)  
Nikolai Zlobin, The International Center (Russia)

11-27  Re: Articulating the Post-Soviet Subject—Grant Suite A (Omni)  
Chair: Nancy Patricia Condee, U of Pittsburgh  
Papers: Lyudmila Parts, Columbia U  
“Redefining National Cultural Myths in the Post-Soviet Text”  
Dawn Seckler, U of Pittsburgh  
“Reclaiming Identity in Contemporary Russian Women’s Writing”  
Vladimir Stroukov, U of Voronezh (Russia)  
“Reimagining National Identity in Post-Modern Russian Writing”  
Disc.: Gerald M. McCausland, U of Pittsburgh

11-30  Poetics of Unfreedom: New Approaches to Soviet Art—Grant Suite C (Omni)  
Chair: Sven Spieker, UC, Santa Barbara  
Papers: Svetlana Boym, Harvard U  
“From Estrangement to Banality of Evil: Victor Shklovsky and Hannah Arendt”  
Nina Albertovna Gourianova, Columbia U  
“Russian Avant-Garde: Culture or Politics? From Anarchy to Anarkhiia”  
Cristina Vatulescu, Harvard U  
“The Master and Margarita’ and the Secret Police File”

11-32  Croatian Language and Holy Books of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries—Sewickley (Omni)  
Chair: Anita Mikulic-Kovacevic, U of Toronto (Canada)  
Papers: Vinko Grubisic, U of Waterloo, Canada  
“Alphabets in Bosnia and Herzegovina Before the Ottoman Occupation”  
Ivo Soljan, Grand Valley State U  
“The Re-birth of the Croatian Language: Croatian in the Linguistic Revolutions of the Renaissance Europe”  
Elisabeth von Erdmann, Erlangen U (Germany)  
“Holy Books in the Vernacular and Standardization of the Croatian Language”  
Disc.: Ellen Elias-Bursac, Harvard U

11-33  Banking on TV: Bekmambetov’s Bank Imperial Commercials (Screening and Discussion)—(Roundtable)—Mt. Lebanon (Omni)  
Chair: Erika Wolf, U of Rochester  
Part.: Randi Barnes-Cox, Stephen F. Austin State U  
David Brandenberger, Harvard U  
Helena I. Goscilo, U of Pittsburgh
Karen L. Kettering, The Hillwood Museum
Elena V. Prokhorova, U of Pittsburgh

11-35  Economics of Russian Regions—Sternwheeler (Omni)
Papers: Greg John Brock, Georgia Southern U
“Farm Efficiency and Productivity in Leningrad Oblast”
Philip Hanson, U of Birmingham (UK)
“Economic Aspects of Putin's Attempted Recentralization”
Vladimir Kontorovich, Haverford College
“Chinese Settlement in the Russian Far East”
Disc.: Michael Ellman, Amsterdam U (The Netherlands)
Peter Rutland, Wesleyan U

11-38  The Bolsheviks Abroad: Diplomacy and Aviation in the 1920s—Riverboat (Omni)
Chair: Gerald D. Surh, North Carolina State U
Papers: T. Clayton Black, Washington College
“Bolshevik Fears in Europe’s Age of Anxiety”
Scott W. Palmer, Western Illinois U
“Soviet Aviation on the International Stage: Compensatory Symbolism and the Politics of Legitimization”
Alexis Esther Pogorelskin, U of Minnesota
“Kamenev in Rome”
Disc.: Tatiana Pentcheva Kostadinova, U of Minnesota, Duluth
Violent Entrepreneurs
The Use of Force in the Making of Russian Capitalism
VADIM VOLKOV
$39.95 cloth
$17.95 paper

The Unmaking of Soviet Life
Everyday Economies after Socialism
CAROLINE HUMPHREY
Culture and Society after Socialism
$45.00 cloth
$18.95 paper

Mythmaking in the New Russia
Politics and Memory during the Yeltsin Era
KATHLEEN E. SMITH
$29.95

Social Construction of International Politics
Identities and Foreign Policies, Moscow, 1955 and 1999
TED HOPF
$49.95 cloth
$22.95 paper

Contending with Stalinism
Soviet Power and Popular Resistance in the 1930s
EDITED BY LYNNE VIOLA
$42.50 cloth
$18.95 paper

Stalin’s Outcasts
GOLFO ALEXOPOULOS
$39.95

Proletarian Imagination
Self, Modernity, and the Sacred in Russia, 1910–1925
MARK D. STEINBERG
$49.95 cloth
$24.95 paper

A Woman’s Kingdom
Noblewomen and the Control of Property in Russia, 1700–1861
MICHELLE LAMARCHE MARRESE
$39.95

Dostoevsky the Thinker
JAMES P. SCANLAN
$29.95

Nabokov at Cornell
EDITED BY GAVRIEL SHAPIRO
$39.95

Russia at Play
Leisure Activities at the End of the Tsarist Era
LOUISE MCREYNOLDS
$35.00

Visit us at booth #47

Cornell University Press
At bookstores, or call (607) 277-2211 • www.cornellpress.cornell.edu
Putin's Russia
Past Imperfect, Future Uncertain
Edited by Dale Herspring

Russia's Carnival
The Smells, Sights, and Sounds of Transition
By Christoph Neidhart

Centaur
The Life and Art of Ernst Neizvestny
By Albert Leong

Peter the Great
By Paul Bushkovitch
Forthcoming in paperback

Yugoslavia's Ruin
The Bloody Lessons of Nationalism
A Patriot's Warning
By Cvijeto Job

Peace with Justice?
War Crimes and Accountability in the Former Yugoslavia
By Paul R. Williams and Michael P. Scharf

Debating the Origins of the Cold War
American and Russian Perspectives
By Ralph B. Levering, Vladimir O. Pechatnov, Verena Botzenhart-Viehe, and C. Earl Edmondson

Norms and Nannies
The Impact of International Organizations on the Central and East European States
Edited by Ronald H. Linden

The Legacy of State Socialism and the Future of Transformation
Edited by David Lane

The Global and the National
Media and Communications in Post-Communist Russia
By Terhi Rantanen
ORBIS BOOKS & INTERPRESS

Invite you to visit their stand no. 216

***

Large selection of books in Polish, Czech, Slovek & Bulgarian
Books in English on Central & Eastern Europe
Large range of Judaica, History, Literature, Fiction, Political
& Social Sciences & Other Subjects always in stock.
Lists send on request. Searches for out of print titles.

ORBIS BOOKS (LONDON) LTD
E-mail: books@orbis-books.co.uk

206 Blythe Road, London W14 OHH, England
tel. (+44)207 602 5541 - fax (+44)208 742 7686
Major credit cards, US cheques, Giro payments accepted.

NEW & FORTHCOMING TITLES
from WISCONSIN

A Karamazov Companion
Commentary on the Genesis, Language, and Style of Dostoevsky's Novel
Victor Terras
With a new preface
Back in print • Pa. $21.95

Writings on Ballet and Music
Fedor Lopukhov
Edited and with an introduction by Stephanie Jordan
Translations by Dorinda Offord
Cl. $50.00, Pa. $21.95

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN PRESS
www.wisc.edu/wisconsinpress/

Forthcoming Spring 2003

How It Was Done in Paris
Russian Émigré Literature and French Modernism
Leonid Livak

The Imperial Sublime
A Russian Poetics of Empire
Harsha Ram

Yugoslavism
Histories of a Failed Idea, 1918–1992
Edited by Dejan Djokić

Visit our booth
20–50% discounts
RUSSIAN WOMEN, 1698–1917
Experience and Expression, An Anthology of Sources
Compiled, edited, annotated, and introduced by Robin Bisha, Jehanne M Gheith, Christine Holden, and William G. Wagner
cloth $59.95  paper $29.95

TOGETHER AND APART IN BRZEZANY
Poles, Jews, and Ukrainians, 1919–1945
Shimon Redlich
cloth $29.95

Now in paperback!
MY LIFE IN STALINIST RUSSIA
An American Woman Looks Back
Mary M. Leder
Edited by Laurie Bernstein, with an introduction by Laurie Bernstein and Robert Weinberg
cloth $49.95  paper $19.95

A SCHNITTKE READER
Alfred Schnittke Edited by Alexander Ivashkin
Translated by John Goodliffe Foreword by Mstislav Rostropovich
Russian Music Studies
cloth $45.00

PAINTED IN WORDS
A Memoir
Samuel Bak
Foreword by Amos Oz
Distributed for Pucker Art Publications, Boston
cloth $40.00

ALBANIAN IDENTITIES
Myth and History
Edited by Stephanie Schwandner-Sievers and Bernd J. Fischer
cloth $55.00  paper $22.95

REVISED AND EXPANDED EDITION!
LIBERATED CINEMA
The Yugoslav Experience, 1945–2001
Daniel J. Goulding
January 2003
cloth $39.95  paper $18.95

RUSSIA'S STEPPE FRONTIER
The Making of a Colonial Empire, 1500–1800
Michael Khodarkovsky
Indiana-Michigan Series in Russian and East European Studies
cloth $39.95

RED PRIESTS
Reformation, Russian Orthodoxy, and Revolution, 1905–1946
Edward E. Roslof
Indiana-Michigan Series in Russian and East European Studies
November 2002
cloth $45.00

JEWISH LIFE AFTER THE USSR
Edited by Zvi Gitelman with Musya Glantz and Marshall I. Goldman
November 2002
cloth $55.00  paper $22.95

THE TCHAIKOVSKY HANDBOOK
Compiled by Alexander Poznansky and Brett Langston
Published with the kind support of Allen W. Clowes
Russian Music Studies
700 pp, 127 b&w photos, 550 figs.
cloth $135.00
Volume 2: Catalogue of Letters, Genealogy, Bibliography
872 pp, 127 b&w photos, 550 figs.
cloth $135.00

TCHAIKOVSKY'S COMPLETE SONGS
A Companion with Texts and Translations
Richard D. Sylvester
Russian Music Studies
cloth w/CD  59.95
Slavic serials & scholarly collections on CD-ROM or microfilm from East View. Your choice, same price!

www.eastview.com

763-550-0961 800-477-1005 micro@eastview.com
New and Noteworthy from Cambridge

Architecture in the Age of Stalin
Culture Two
Vladimir Paperny
Cambridge Studies in New Art History and Criticism

Building Capitalism
The Transformation of the Former Soviet Bloc
Anders Åslund

Russia's Economic Transitions
From Late Tsarism to the New Millennium
Nicolas Spulber

Soviet Workers and Late Stalinism
Labour and the Restoration of the Stalinist System after World War II
Donald Filtzer

Writing, Society and Culture in Early Rus, c. 950-1300
Simon Franklin

Women at the Gates
Gender and Industry in Stalin's Russia
Wendy Z. Goldman

The Law of Treaties in Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent States
William E. Butler

A History of Women's Writing in Russia
Adele Marie Barker and Jehanne Gheith

The Cambridge Companion to Dostoevskii
W. J. Leatherbarrow, Editor
Cambridge Companions to Literature

The Cambridge Companion to Tolstoy
Donna Tussing Orwin, Editor
Cambridge Companions to Literature

Dostoevsky and the Christian Tradition
George Pattison and Diane Oenning Thompson, Editors
Cambridge Studies in Russian Literature

The Making of the Slavs
History and Archaeology of the Lower Danube Region, c. 500-700
Florin Curta
Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought: Fourth Series 52

Russian Politics
Challenges of Democratization
Zoltan Barany and Robert G. Moser, Editors

The East European Gypsies
Regime Change, Marginality, and Ethnopolitics
Zoltan Barany

Eastern European Capitalism in the Making
Elena A. Iankova

Elections without Order
Russia's Challenge to Vladimir Putin
Richard Rose and Neil Munro

Nationalist Mobilization and the Collapse of the Soviet State
Mark R. Beissinger
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

Redeeming the Communist Past
The Regeneration of Communist Parties in East Central Europe
Anna M. Grzymala-Busse
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

Institutional Change and Political Continuity in Post-Soviet Central Asia
Power, Perceptions, and Pacts
Pauline Jones Luong
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

Understanding Ethnic Violence
Fear, Hatred, and Resentment in Twentieth Century Eastern Europe
Roger D. Petersen
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

When Majorities Fail
The Russian Parliament, 1990-1993
Josephine T. Andrews
Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions

Post-Communist Democratization
Political Discourses Across Thirteen Countries
John S. Dryzek and Leslie T. Holmes
Theories of Institutional Design

Gorbachev and Yeltsin as Leaders
George W. Breslauer

Stop by our booth (#37) and enjoy a special 20% discount on these and other outstanding titles.
What's new from M.E. Sharpe ...

Beyond Post-Communist Studies
Political Science and the New Democracies of Europe
TERRY D. CLARK
192pp. 0-7656-0880-0 HC $54.95
0-7656-0881-9 PB $21.95

Central Asia
A Gathering Storm?
BORIS RUMER, EDITOR
456pp. 0-7656-0862-6 HC $75.95
0-7656-0866-9 PB $29.95

Media and Power in Post-Soviet Russia
IVAN ZASSOURSKY
316pp. 0-7656-0863-4 HC $65.95
0-7656-0864-2 PB $23.95

Includes CD-ROM with live links to sites!

The European History Highway
A Guide to Internet Resources
DENNIS A. TRINKLE AND SCOTT A. MERRIMAN, EDITORS

The New Russian History

Church and State in Soviet Russia
Russian Orthodoxy from World War II to the Khruschev Years
TATIANA A. CHUMACHENKO
EDWARD E. ROSLOF, EDITOR & TRANSLATOR
240pp. 0-7656-0748-4 HC $59.95
0-7656-0749-2 PB $23.95

New in Reference

Ethnic Groups and Population Changes in Twentieth-Century Eastern Europe
History, Data, and Analysis
PIOTR EBERHARDT
712pp. 0-7656-0665-8 HC $185.95

The Communist Successor Parties of Central and Eastern Europe
ANDRAS BOZOKI AND JOHN ISHIYAMA, EDITORS
496pp. 0-7656-0986-X HC $89.95
0-7656-0987-8 PB $36.95

Political Parties of Eastern Europe
A Guide to Politics in the Post-Communist Era
JANUSZ BUGAJSKI
1,118pp. 1-56324-676-7 HC $199.95

$10 Pittsburgh Specials
—while supplies last!

Scandal in a Small Town
Understanding Modern Hungary Through the Stories of Three Families
MARIDA C. HOLLOS
230pp. 0-7656-0740-9 HC $49.95

Traditional Slovak Folktales
DAVID COOPER, EDITOR & TRANSLATOR
COLLECTED BY PAVOL DOBSINSKY
328pp. 0-7656-0718-2 HC $66.95
0-7656-0719-0 PB $25.95

M.E.Sharpe  www.mesharpe.com Booths 25 & 26
Call toll free (U.S.) 800-541-6563 / 914-273-1800 / fax 914-273-2106 AD222E
The Carl Beck Papers
in Russian & East European Studies

University of Pittsburgh
University Center for International Studies
Center for Russian and East European Studies

Visit us at Booth 50

NEW PUBLICATIONS:

A Civil War Episode: General Mamantov in Tambov, August 1919,
Erik-C. Landis

Everyday Life after Communism: Some Observations from Lithuania,
Maeve McMahon

Citizenship, Nation- and State-Building: The Integration of Northern Dobrudja into Romania, 1878-1913,
Constantin Iordachi

Local Self-Government and Titular Regime Control in Russia's Republics, 1991-1999, Tomila Lankina

Khrushchev in Wonderland: The Pioneer Palace in Moscow's Lenin Hills, 1962, Susan E. Reid

Visit Booth #64 and Receive a 20% Discount

BASIC RUSSIAN
A Grammar and Workbook
John Murray and Sarah Smyth

A HISTORY OF EASTERN EUROPE
Crisis and Change
Robert Bideleux and Ian Jeffries

PRICE OF FREEDOM,
2ND EDITION
A History of East Central Europe from the Middle Ages to the Present
Piotr S. Wandycz

RUSSIA AFTER LENIN
Politics, Culture and Society, 1921-1929
Vladimir Brovkin

RUSSIAN POLITICS AND SOCIETY,
3RD EDITION
Richard Sakwa

THE STALIN ERA
Philip Boobbyer

RUSSIA
A State of Uncertainty
Neil Robinson

SUPERPOWERS
A Short History
Paul Dukes

RoutledgeCurzon is very interested in new proposals. Our editor, Peter Sawden, will be available to meet scholars who have proposals or ideas for new projects.
Unholy Alliance
Greece and Milosević's Serbia
Takis Michas
$29.95
"... a much-needed addition to the literature and provides a shocking record of the way Greece consistently propped up Milosević's regime, while large numbers of ordinary Greeks actively approved of his policies." — Tim Judah, *New York Review of Books*

Casualty of War
A Childhood Remembered
Foreword by Charles M. Barber
Luisa Lang Owen
$34.95
"... the great achievement of this book is that it helps us gather the meaning of these events and to do so concretely." — Charles S. Taylor, Wright State University

Religious Separation and Political Intolerance in Bosnia-Herzegovina
Mitja Velikonja
Translated by Rangichi Nginja
$45.00

Communism and the Remorse of an Innocent Victimizer
Zlatko Anguelov
$29.95
"... a personal account, thoughtfully written and nicely complemented by an often insightful explanation of Bulgarian communism's staid durability and the obstacles to a democratic transformation." — *Library Journal*

Political Culture and National Identity in Russian-Ukrainian Relations
Mikhail A. Molchanov
$55.00

The Drama of Russian Political History
System against Individuality
Alexander V. Obolonsky
Foreword by Vincent Ostrom
$39.95

Forthcoming

Science for the Masses
The Bolshevik State, Public Science, and the Popular Imagination in Soviet Russia, 1917—1934
James T. Andrews

The Other Side of Russia
A Chronicle of Contemporary Life in Siberia and the Russian Far East
Sharon Huggins

Booth #18

College Station, Texas
800-826-8911
Fax: 888-617-2421
www.tamu.edu/upress
An international journal that examines social, political, and economic issues in Eastern Europe, EEPS offers holistic coverage of the region—every country, from every discipline—ranging from detailed case studies through comparative analyses and theoretical issues. Contributors include not only western scholars but also many from Eastern Europe itself. The Editorial Board is composed of a world-class panel of historians, political and social scientists, and economists.

EEPS Vol. 16, No. 2

Editor: Vladimir Tismaneanu, University of Maryland

Michael Minkenberg
The Radical Right in Post-socialist Central and Eastern Europe: Comparative Observations and Interpretations

Ilya Prizel
Ukraine's Hollow Decade

Oxana Shevel
Nationality in Ukraine: Some Rules of Engagement

Vladimir Solonari
Narrative, Identity, State: History Teaching in Moldova

Mark Cichock
 Transitionalism vs. Trans-nationalism: Conflicting Trends in Independent Latvia

Laura Brunell
Cinderella Seeks Shelter: Will the State, Church, or Civil Society Provide?

Noel Calhoun
The Ideological Dilemma of Lustration in Poland

Joanna Granville
From the Archives of Warsaw and Budapest: A Comparison of the Events of 1956

Review Essays

Jeffrey Isaac
Authoritarian Stalinism Revisited

Michael E. Hoenicke Moore
Resurrection in Post-Socialist Europe

Subscribe Online! www.ucpress.edu/journals/eeps
NEW FROM CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT

RUSSIA AFTER THE FALL
Andrew C. Kuchins, editor
September 2002 / 315 pp. / $24.95 paper: 0-87003-198-8
$45.00 cloth: 0-87003-197-X

DEADLY ARSENALS
Tracking Weapons of Mass Destruction
Joseph Cirincione
with Jon B. Wolfsthal and Miriam Rajkumar

KAZAKHSTAN
Unfulfilled Promise
Martha Brill Olcott
2002 / 322 pp. / $24.95 paper: 0-87002-188-0
$44.00 cloth: 0-87003-189-9

THE END OF EURASIA
Russia on the Border Between
Geopolitics and Globalization
Dmitri Trenin
2002 / 350 pp. / $24.95 paper: 0-87003-190-2

GORBACHEV, YELTSIN, AND PUTIN
Political Leadership in Russia's Transition
Archie Brown and Lilia Shevtsova, editors
2001 / 163 pp. / $16.95 paper: 0-87003-186-4

FORTHCOMING

AMBIVALENT NEIGHBORS
The EU, NATO and the Price of Membership
Anatol Lieven and Dmitri Trenin, editors
$45.00 cloth: 0-87003-200-3

To order call 1-800-275-1447 or 202-797-6258. Visit www.ceip.org/pubs
to read book excerpts and for more information about publications from
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
NEW FROM NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY PRESS

Studies in Russian Literature and Theory

RUSSIA READS ROUSSEAU, 1762-1825
Thomas Barran
Cloth $89.95

HUMAN NATURE IN UTOPIA
Zamyatin’s We
Brett Cooke
Cloth $79.95

GOGOL’S AFTERLIFE
The Evolution of a Classic in Imperial and Soviet Russia
Stephen Moeller-Sally
Cloth $79.95

THE ORGANIC WORLDVIEW OF NIKOLAI LESKOV
Irmhild Christina Sperrle
Cloth $89.95

THE AUTHOR AS HERO
Self and Tradition in Bulgakov, Pasternak, and Nabokov
Justin Weir
Cloth $79.95

Glas books are now available through Northwestern University Press, stop by our display for a complete backlist.

STAMP ALBUM
A Collection of People, Things, Relationships, and Words
Andrei Sergeyev
Translated from the Russian by Joanne Turnbull
Paper $17.95

LIVING A LIFE
Absurd Tales
Valery Ronshin
Translated from the Russian by Jose Alaniz and Kathleen Cook
Paper $17.95

Please visit us at booth #74.
Poetry

MILESTONES
Marina Tsvetaeva
Translated from the Russian and with an introduction and notes by Robin Kemball
Paper $24.95
January 2003

Writings from an Unbound Europe

BAIT
David Alababari
Translated from the Serbian by Peter Agnone
Paper $14.95

NORTHERN LIGHTS
Drago Jancar
Translated from the Slovene by Michael Biggins
Paper $16.95

EVER GREEN IS...
Collected Prose
Pavel Vilikovsky
Translated from the Slovak and with an introduction by Charles Sabatos
Paper $15.95

European Classics

THE NOISE OF TIME
Selected Prose
Osip Mandelstam
Translated from the Russian and with critical essays by Clarence Brown
Paper $17.95

THE EXCHANGE
AND OTHER STORIES
Yuri Trifonov
Translated from the Russian
Paper $16.95

Take advantage of a 30% conference discount on our Writings from an Unbound Europe series!

A complete catalog is available on-line at www.nupress.northwestern.edu
Grant Opportunities for Research or Language Study in Central & Eastern Europe, Russia or Eurasia

American Councils invites applications for the following competitive fellowship programs:

**Title VIII Research Scholar Program**: Full support, including international travel, housing, and living stipends for 3 to 9 months of research in Eastern Europe and Eurasia. Open to graduate students, faculty, and independent scholars. Deadlines: January 15 (Summer, Academic Year, Fall) and October 1 (Spring).

**Title VIII Combined Research and Language Training Program**: Full support for research and up to ten hours per week of language instruction in Eurasia. Open to graduate students, faculty, and independent scholars. Deadlines: January 15 (Summer, Academic Year, Fall) and October 1 (Spring).

**NEH Collaborative Research Fellowship**: Grants of up to $40,000 for four to nine months of research conducted with a collaborator in Eastern Europe and/or Eurasia. Open to post-doctoral scholars in the humanities and most social sciences. Deadline: February 15.

**Central Asia Special Initiatives**: Grants of up to $35,000 for four to nine months of policy-relevant research in central Asia. Open to post-doctoral scholars. Deadline: January 15.

**Summer Russian Language Teachers Program**: Full funding for six-weeks of study at Moscow State University. Open to teachers of Russian at all levels and to graduate students who intend to teach. Deadline: March 1.

**Eastern Europe Summer Programs**: Fully funded grants for up to three months of intensive language study at universities throughout the region. Open to graduate students, faculty and scholars. Deadline: January 15.

---

**Language Programs in Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Vladimir**

American Councils has managed study abroad programs in Eurasia for over 25 years, supporting more than 3,000 students, faculty & scholars. Group programs feature:

- 20-24 hours per week of language and area studies courses at leading Russian universities
- Russian faculty with extensive experience teaching U.S. students
- Experienced, full-time resident directors
- Russian peer tutors and homestays with Russian host families or housing in university dormitories
- Optional internships at international businesses, schools, and non-profit organizations
- Weekly cultural excursions and a 7- to 10-day mid-semester trip
- Semester, summer, and academic year credit through Bryn Mawr college
- Comprehensive pre-departure orientation and extensive support network throughout Eurasia
- Scholarships available through grants from the U.S. Department of State and the U.S. Department of Education
- Deadlines: October 15 (Spring); March 1 (Summer); April 1 (Fall & academic year)

*For more information visit booth 66 or, contact Russian & Eurasian Programs*

1776 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Ste 700 | Washington, DC 20036 | T: 202-833-7522 | F: 202-833-7523

outbound@americancouncils.org | www.americancouncils.org

American Councils does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, age, sex, religion, national or ethnic origin, handicap or disability.
Universal
Database of Russian,
Ukrainian and
CIS/Baltic Publications

Timely, Authoritative Content:
- 3 million full-text articles from
  300 newspapers and journals.
- Archives from 1980s—free
to current subscribers!
- Downloadable MARC records.

Platform:
- Easy-to-use, library-oriented
  interface.
- Linking options for library OPACs.
- Mirror servers in US and Russia.
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eastview.com
The 10th anniversary of
New Literary Review
Bi-monthly, founded in 1992

The leading interdisciplinary periodical in Russia, which provides the reader with most recent works in Russian and world literary theory and criticism, cultural studies and art history

tel.: +7 095 976-4788, fax:+7 095 977-0828
e-mail: NLO@nlo.magazine.ru, http://www.nlo.magazine.ru
PLEASE VISIT US AT THE ASSOCIATION BOOK EXHIBIT BOOTH

ANTON CHEKHOV
The Lady with the Little Dog and Other Stories, 1896-1904
Translated by Ronald Wilks
Introduction by Paul Debreczeny
Penguin Classic 0-14-044787-3

The Steppe and Other Stories, 1887-1891
Translated by Ronald Wilks
Introduction by Donald Rayfield.
Penguin Classic 0-14-044785-7

Ward No. 6 and Other Stories, 1892-1895
Translated by Ronald Wilks
Introduction by J. Douglas Clayton
Penguin Classics 0-14-044096-8

Plays
Translated by Peter Carson
Introduction by Richard Gilman
Penguin Classic 0-14-044733-4

LEO TOLSTOY
Anna Karenina
Translated by Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky
Penguin 0-14-2971689-6

Anna Karenina
Translated by David Magarshack with a New Introduction by Priscilla Meyer.
Signet Classic 0-451-52861-1

KARL MARX and FRIEDRICH ENGELS
The Communist Manifesto
Edited by Gareth Stedman Jones
Penguin Classic 0-14-044757-1

ROBERT I. FRIEDMAN
Red Mafiya
How the Russian Mob Has Invaded America
Berkeley 0-425-18687-3

GARY SHTEYNGART
The Russian Debutante's Handbook
Riverhead Books 1-57322-213-5

STENDHAL
The Red and the Black
Translated and with an Introduction by Roger Card
Penguin Classic 0-14-044764-4

SLAVENKA DRAKULIĆ
S.: A Novel About the Balkans
Penguin 0-14-029844-4

VICTOR PELEVIN
Homo Zapiens
Translated by Andrew Bromfield
Viking 0-670-03066-X

Buddha's Little Finger
Translated by Andrew Bromfield
Penguin 0-14-100232-8

CATHERINE MERRIDALE
Night of Stone
Death and Memory in Twentieth Century Russia
Penguin 0-14-200063-9

ANTONY BEEVOR
Stalingrad
The Fateful Siege: 1942-1943
Penguin 0-14-028458-3

ANDREI MAKINE
Confessions of a Fallen Standard-Bearer
Translated by Geoffrey Strachan
Penguin 0-14-200001-9

MIKHAIL LERMONTOV
A Hero of Our Time
Translated by Paul Foot
Penguin Classic 0-14-044795-4

MISHA GLENNY
The Balkans
Nationalism, War and the Great Powers, 1804-1999
Penguin 0-14-203737-6

ELENA KOZHINA
Through the Burning Steppe
A Memoir of War Time Russia, 1942-1943
Translated by Vadim Mahmudov
Riverhead 1-57322-855-9

PENGUIN PUTNAM INC.
ACADEMIC MARKETING DEPT. 375 HUDSON ST. NY, NY 10014 www.penguinputnam.com/academic
Language Training for the 21st Century
CIEE Study Centers
Russia, Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland

Program Highlights
• Over 30 Years Experience in Russia
• Intensive Language Training
• Internships and Community Involvement
• Home Stays
• Regional Studies ranging from Visual Arts to International Business

www.ciee.org/isp
New to Taylor & Francis in 2002

Sibirica: Journal of Siberian Studies
Editors: Cathryn Brennan, University of Aberdeen, UK; Alan Wood, University of Lancaster, UK

Central Asian Survey
Editor: Marie Bennigsen Broxup, UK

Europe-Asia Studies
Formerly Soviet Studies
Editor: Roger Clarke, UK

National Identities
Editors: Peter Catterall, Queen Mary, University of London, UK
David Kaplan, Kent State University, USA; Elfie Rembold, Universität Hannover, Germany;
Christopher Vernon, University of Western Australia, Australia

Nationalities Papers
Editor-in-Chief: Steve Sabol, University of North Carolina, USA

Post-Communist Economies
Editor: Roger Clarke, UK

Journal of Modern Jewish Studies
Editor: Glenda Abramson, University of Oxford, UK

Religion, State & Society
The Keston Journal
Editor: Dr Philip Walters, Keston Institute, Oxford, UK

Journal of Southern Europe and the Balkans
Editor: Vassilis Fouskas, Kingston University, UK

For further information, or to request a sample copy, please contact Rebecca Vickerstaff at the following address and quote reference:

AAAASS-CA
Taylor and Francis, 4 Park Square, Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 4RN, UK
Email: rebecca.vickerstaff@tandf.co.uk
Fax +44(0) 1235 829003

Online access is included with all institutional subscriptions.
For further information please visit:

www.tandf.co.uk/journals
JOURNAL OF

CROATIAN STUDIES

ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE CROATIAN ACADEMY OF AMERICA

PUBLISHES ARTICLES ON HISTORY, LINGUISTICS, LITERATURE, ART, ECONOMICS, SOCIAL SCIENCE, DOCUMENTS AND BOOK REVIEWS

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION
LIBRARIES & INSTITUTIONS
Index Volumes 1-30 (1960-1989) 160 pages

THE CROATIAN ACADEMY OF AMERICA, INC.
P.O. BOX 1767 GRAND CENTRAL STATION * NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10163-1767

ACADEMY’S WEBSITE: www.croatianacademy.org
From Brest to Vladivostok...

any newspaper or journal.

Your choice of print, microfilm, Web access.

- Russian regions
- Central Asia
- Caucasus
- Moldova
- Baltics
- and more...

Dual format discounts

AAASS Booth 57 & 58

Rely on

East View Information Services

www.eastview.com

763-550-0961  Fax 763-559-2931  800-477-1005
New from Columbia Booth 68

Opening NATO’s Door
How the Alliance Remade Itself for a New Era
Ronald D. Asmus
Foreword by Lord Robertson
Secretary General of NATO
December 2002 • 415 pages • 16 photos
$35.00 cloth

The Power and Limits of NGOs
A Critical Look at Building Democracy in Eastern Europe and Eurasia
Edited by Sarah E. Mendelson and John K. Glenn
October 2002 • 300 pages • $49.50 cloth • $22.50 paper

Protecting the Human Rights of Religious Minorities in Eastern Europe
Human Rights Law, Theory and Practice
Edited by Peter G. Danchin and Elizabeth A. Cole
October 2002 • 384 pages • $54.50 cloth • $27.50 paper

Conversations with Gorbachev
On Perestroika, the Prague Spring, and the Crossroads of Socialism
Mikhail Gorbachev and Zdenek Mlynar
Translated by George Shriver
Foreword by Mikhail Gorbachev with an introduction by Archie Brown
July 2002 • 200 pages • $24.95 cloth

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Post-Soviet Russia
A Journey Through the Yeltsin Era
Roy Medvedev
Translated and Edited by George Shriver
October 2002 • 394 pages • 43 illus. • $22.50 paper
November 2000 • $39.00 cloth

The Poetics of Revitalization
Adam Mickiewicz Between Forefathers’ Eve, Part 3, and Pan Tadeusz
Roman Koropeckyi
360 pages • $48.50 cloth

NEW EDITION
God’s Playground
A History of Poland
Revised edition
Volume I: The Origins to 1795
Volume II: 1795 to Present
Norman Davies
December 2002
Volume I: 638 pages • $27.50 paper
Volume II: 752 pages • $2750 paper

The New Balkans
Disintegration and Reconstruction
Edited by George A. Kourvetaris, Victor Roudometof, Kleomenis Koutsoukis, and Andrew Kourvetaris
September 2002 • 520 pages • $62.00 cloth

The Battle for the Future
Adrian Nastase
450 pages • $32.50 cloth

Sign up for bulletins of new books in your field at www.columbia.edu/cu/cup/catalog

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
columbia.edu/cu/cup 800-944-8648
Looking West?
Cultural Globalization and Russian Youth Culture
Hilary Pilkington, Elena Omel'chenko, Moya Flynn, Ul'iana Bliudina, and Elena Starkova
Russian youth culture has been a subject of great interest to researchers since 1991, but most studies to date have failed to consider the global context. Looking West? engages theories of cultural globalization to chart how post-Soviet Russia's opening up to the West has been reflected in the cultural practices of its youth.
320 pages • 35 illustrations • $49.95 cloth
Post Communist Cultural Studies Series

Tundra Passages
Gender and History in the Russian Far East
Petra Rethmann
"Post-Soviet ethnography is expanding its gaze, due in part to a surging interest in regions of the former Soviet Union that have been recently opened to the outside world. Petra Rethmann's book represents an important contribution to this expansion. Her book sheds light on a region and group poorly represented in the ethnographic literature, the Koriak of the northeastern part of the Kamchatka Peninsula."
—Ned Searles, American Journal of Sociology
256 pages • 11 illustrations/2 maps • $22.50 paper
Post Communist Cultural Studies Series

Imagining the Nation
History, Modernity, and Revolution in Latvia
Every epoch produces its own notions of social change, and the post-Communist societies of East Europe are no exception. Imagining the Nation explores the fate of contemporary Latvia, a small country with a big story that is relevant for anyone wishing to better understand the nature of post-Communist transitions.
278 pages • 31 illustrations • $35.00 cloth
Post Communist Cultural Studies Series

Up from the Underground
The Culture of Rock Music in Postsocialist Hungary
Anna Szemere
"Up from the Underground demonstrates the theoretical fertility of focusing on music to illuminate the culture of politics and the politics of culture. Anna Szemere makes a major contribution to the sociology of culture in general."
—Simon Frith, Stirling University, Scotland
280 pages • 12 illustrations • $19.95 paper
Post Communist Cultural Studies Series

The Denial of Bosnia
Rusmir Mahmutčehajić
"Rusmir Mahmutčehajić's essay makes a singular and vital contribution to the understanding of the Bosnian War. . . . Mahmutčehajić writes from a privileged vantage point that endows his essay with a particular authority."
—David Campbell, Slavic Review
184 pages • 1 illustration/20 maps • $24.95 cloth
Post Communist Cultural Studies Series

Revolt of the Filmmakers
The Struggle for Artistic Autonomy and the Fall of the Soviet Film Industry
"This book should appeal to Russian-area specialists and Russian film buffs, and it should appeal as well to sociologists of power, social change, and professions and organization. Faraday's readers will find a good story of an important social event and one more piece for theoretical projects."
—Jeffrey K. Hass, Contemporary Sociology
210 pages • 14 illustrations • $18.95 paper
Post Communist Cultural Studies Series
NEW MYTH, NEW WORLD
FROM NIETZSCHE TO STALINISM
Bemice Glatzer Rosenthal
"New Myth, New World is an original and provocative reinterpretation of Nietzsche's central impact on Soviet culture. Rosenthal has read widely and deeply in primary sources running from philosophy, religion, and poetics to political ideology, architecture, and street theater. This is a model of wide-ranging, well-informed historical research."
—John Burt Foster, George Mason University
432 pages • 12 illustrations • $45.00 cloth

NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV AND THE CREATION OF A SUPERPOWER
Sergei N. Khrushchev
"The most valuable information which this book provides bears on something that for all its importance rarely emerges from documents, namely, attitudes and ambience—the imponderables that determine how statesmen act."
—Richard Pipes, The Times Literary Supplement
912 pages • 90 illustrations • $25.00 paper

MY SIX YEARS WITH GORBACHEV
Anatoly S. Chernyaev
"Chernyaev's evidence on the coup is only one important element in what may be fairly regarded as the most significant and illuminating memoirs to emerge from the Gorbachev administration. He provides fascinating insights on the internal struggle going on within the Soviet leadership, including the advisors, among whom he was very much on the liberal wing."
—Archie Brown, The Times Literary Supplement
408 pages • $32.50 cloth

RUSSIA'S FIRST CIVIL WAR
THE TIME OF TROUBLES AND THE FOUNDING OF THE ROMANOV DYNASTY
Chester S. L. Dunning
"A sweeping, detailed, readable account of the first Russian civil war and an excellent analysis of the war's causes and development... This one deserves a place on the shelf of anyone interested in the period."
—Martha Luby Lahana, The Russian Review
672 pages • 14 illustrations/9 maps • $55.00 cloth

A PRODIGAL SAINT
FATHER JOHN OF KRONSTADT AND THE RUSSIAN PEOPLE
Nadieszda Kizenko
2000 Heldt Prize Winner, Association for Women in Slavic Studies
"Kizenko manages to intertwine biography, socio-political analysis, theological discussion and Church history to produce a clear and captivating book on a subject that has suffered from a dearth of academic attention."
—Argyrios K. Pisiotis, Kent State University
384 pages • 13 illustrations • $22.50 paper
Penn State Series in Lived Religious Experience

Douglas J. MacEachin
"Douglas MacEachin's analysis of the use of intelligence during the Polish crisis of 1980–81 offers a rare insight into how intelligence impacts on policymaking. This book is a valuable contribution to our understanding of the events leading up to the 1981 martial law."
—Andrew A. Michta, Rhodes College
264 pages • 1 map • $45.00 cloth

penn state press

820 N. University Drive, USB 1, Suite C • University Park, PA 16802 • fax 1-877-PSU-BOOK • www.psupress.org
SEE THESE BOOKS ON DISPLAY AT THE PENN STATE PRESS BOOTH #80
NEW in SLAVIC STUDIES

Historical Atlas of Central Europe
Revised and Expanded Edition
Paul Robert Magocsi
This new edition, first published in 1993 to great acclaim, incorporates the enormous political changes that have taken place since 1989.
History of East Central Europe, vol. 1
Cloth, $75.00
Paper, $40.00

Disarmament Sketches
Three Decades of Arms Control and International Law
Thomas Graham Jr.
This memoir offers a personal account of the key negotiations in which distinguished lawyer and diplomat Thomas Graham has played a role, including SALT, START, and the ABM, INF, and CFE treaties.
Pub. with the Institute for Global and Regional Security Studies
Clothbound, $35.00

All Russia Is Burning!
A Cultural History of Fire and Arson in Late Imperial Russia
Cathy A. Frierson
"An imaginative, first-rate piece of serious scholarship. Frierson demonstrates the profound importance of fire as a product of peasant culture and economy." – Gregory Freeze, Brandeis University
A Samuel and Althea Stroum Book
Cloth, $45.00

Vagabond Life
The Caucasus Journals of George Kennan
Edited by Frith Maier, with contributions by Daniel C. Waugh
George Kennan (1845-1924), a pioneering explorer, writer, and lecturer on Russia, was the first American to explore the highlands of Dagestan, where he kept these detailed journals of his adventures.
Cloth, $30.00

Russia’s Far East
A Region at Risk
Edited by Judith Thornton and Charles E. Ziegler
Examines the security environment of Northeast Asia as it is increasingly affected in the Russian Far East.
Pub. with the National Bureau of Asian Research
Paper, $30.00

Forthcoming, Spring 2003

Cornerstones of Security
Arms Control Treaties in the Nuclear Era
Thomas Graham Jr.
Price TBA

See these and other fine titles at booth #39
### Selection
- 200,000+ books and 6,000 serials
- Best regional coverage
- Annuals/continuations
- Award-winning fiction
- New title alerts

### Service
- Professional selectors in Russia/NIS
- Dedicated customer specialists
- Missing issue fulfillment
- Discounted microfilm/online orders
- Special book searches

---

**RELY ON**

[East View Information Services]

[www.eastview.com](http://www.eastview.com)

1-763-550-0961  Fax 1-763-559-2931  info@eastview.com

**AAASS Booth 57 & 58**
TOL is the only online source for in-depth analysis and research material on all 28 countries of Central and Eastern Europe, the Balkans, and the former Soviet Union.

The ultimate research tool with resources and reference archives, TOL offers country-specific portals for each of the countries we cover: recent and archived TOL country-specific articles, year-in-review reports for the past five years, statistics and maps, a directory of local think tanks, and links to political parties and government offices are all available in one resource. The Russian Mirror site presents some of TOL's most compelling news and analysis in Russian.

Subscribe today to our family of websites dedicated to the region.

Comprehensive, Reliable, Timely, Local

http://www.tol.cz/join.html

Center for Romanian Studies

Booth 23

Romanian Military Reform and NATO Integration
ed. by Larry Watts
ISBN 9739432409 2002 $24.95

Treasures of Jewish Art: The 1673 Illuminated Scroll of Esther Offered to a Romanian Hierarch
by Corneliu Bodea
ISBN 9739432387 2002 $39.95

National Development in Romania and Southeastern Europe
ed. by Paul E. Michelson & Kurt W. Treptow
ISBN 9739432379 2002 $39.95

Revelations of Byzantium: The Monasteries and Painted Churches of Northern Moldavia
by Alan Ogden
ISBN 9739432328 2002 $89.95

Vlad III Dracula
by Kurt W. Treptow
ISBN 9739839223 2000 $39.95

Dist. in North America by ISBS 5824 NE Hassalo St. Portland, OR 97213
ph: 1-800-944-6190 fax: 1-503-280-8832 www.isbs.com orders@sbs.com
Our firm offers you the latest Russian books direct from Moscow. Our clients in Great Britain include the British Library, the Bodleian Library, the Brotherton Library at Leeds University, Cambridge University Library, SSEES Library, the Taylor Institution Library in Oxford and several other university libraries. We have also been supplying books for the past ten years to major academic libraries in the USA (Chicago, Columbia, Harvard, Yale), Belgium, Switzerland, Finland, Germany, Italy, Sweden and Norway.

All the books in our weekly lists are available for immediate delivery and are paid for after they have been received.

**The subjects we cover are:**

- Archaeology & Anthropology
- Politics
- Art (albums and history)
- Psychology
- Literature (texts, criticism, history)
- History
- Dictionaries & Sociology
- Reference Works
- Theology

Our working procedure is as follows:

1. We e-mail you weekly lists of 40 titles, all of which have been published and are available. Prices are quoted in US$.
2. Each entry includes a summary of the book's contents, as for example:

3. To place an order, you e-mail us the number(s) of the book(s) you are interested in and, to avoid possible mistakes, the author's name or the first words of the title, as for instance:

   210510. Chizhova I.B. Sud'ba
4. We post you your books in 3kg parcels (the most economical weight) at a charge of US$10 and e-mail you invoices listing the contents of each parcel.
5. Payment is made to one of our bank accounts in UK, Germany or USA.

To ensure you have no further problems obtaining recent Russian books, all you now need to do is e-mail a request for our lists to:

kozmenko@online.ru

After that you will have no problems with the recent Russian books.

NA'TASHA KOZMENKO, Ul. Usacheva 19a-3, 172
Moscow, Russia, 119048; Tel. +7(095)2483253, fax+7(095)2453854
www.nkbooks.ru
The Land Question in Ukraine and Russia
Stephen K. Wegren ($7.50)
In the Soviet period, Ukraine and Russia had similar agricultural systems. During the 1990s, however, the two diverged, as Russia pursued neo-liberal reforms while Ukraine maintained the Soviet system of agriculture. As we enter a new century, the two nations are likely to remain on divergent paths. With new agrarian reforms introduced in Ukraine in late 1999 and into 2000, Ukraine may pass Russia, although significant obstacles remain.

Statistical Falsification in the Soviet Union: A Comparative Case Study of Projections, Biases, and Trust
Mark B. Tauger ($7.50)
The Soviet system of biological yield harvest estimates has generally been seen as outright falsification imposed to exploit agriculture. Few studies, however, examine this system in detail or in comparative perspective. This paper evaluates the biological yield in light of U.S., German, and earlier Russian harvest statistics, and also the secret annual reports through which farms resisted the biological system. The paper is a valuable case study of the early Stalin years.

Nationalism, Culture, and Religion in Croatia since 1990
Vjeran Pavlaković, editor ($7.50)
Far from being culturally homogeneous, Croatia is home to alternative ethnic, religious, and popular cultural currents, as Vjeran Pavlaković, Vjeko Perica, and Gordana Crnković show in successive chapters. Finally, there is the problematic Tudjman legacy, which, as Sabrina P. Ramet argues in the afterword to this collection, combines both positive and negative elements.

A ten issue subscription is available for $65 ($75 international), payable to the University of Washington. Please add $1.00 for international orders, WA State residents add 8.8% sales tax. Please send orders to the attention of the Managing Editor at:

The Donald W. Treadgold Papers
HMJ School of International Studies
University of Washington, Box 353650
Seattle, WA 98195-3650 USA
Tel: (206) 221-6348
Fax: (206) 685-0668
E-mail: treadgold@u.washington.edu
http://depts.washington.edu/reecas/

Submissions sought in areas of history, culture, social relations, and politics of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. Manuscripts must be between 40 and 100 pages (double-spaced) including notes. Please submit them in triplicate to the address above. Simultaneous submissions not allowed.

Questions may be addressed to Glennys Young, Editor.
Exhibit booth #82

Roundtable "From Printed Bibliography to Bibliographic Database: Conversion, Maintenance, Distribution", 22 November 2002, 2:00 P.M.
## INDEX OF CONVENTION PARTICIPANTS

(hyphenated number refers to session and panel)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adamovitch, Marina</td>
<td>(6-23, 10-33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adlam, Carol</td>
<td>(3-33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiraal-Reitsma, Beth M.</td>
<td>(1-38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agadjanian, Alexander</td>
<td>(1-38, 7-28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aginsky, Vera</td>
<td>(4-32, 6-24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnew, Hugh LeCaine</td>
<td>(5-02, 6-03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albrecht, Catherine</td>
<td>(1-10, 4-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Hamdy, Branka</td>
<td>(9-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Elizabeth Cheresh</td>
<td>(1-28, 10-35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allina-Pisano, Jessica</td>
<td>(9-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almgren, Beverly S.</td>
<td>(6-14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Leah Seppanen</td>
<td>(8-27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrews, James Thomas</td>
<td>(1-18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andryczyk, Mark</td>
<td>(7-33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemone, Tony</td>
<td>(4-31, 6-36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any, Carol J.</td>
<td>(6-30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aplenc, Veronica E.</td>
<td>(4-17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argenbright, Robert Thomas</td>
<td>(5-20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aucoin, Amanda Wood</td>
<td>(1-32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avrutin, Eugene Michael</td>
<td>(2-01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babby, Leonard Harvey</td>
<td>(4-25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacon, Edwin Thomas</td>
<td>(1-38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey, Heather Leigh</td>
<td>(11-24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey, James O.</td>
<td>(3-24, 6-15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bak, Dmitri P.</td>
<td>(3-25, 4-24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakke, Elisabeth</td>
<td>(6-05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkenende, Teresa J.</td>
<td>(4-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balmaceda, Margarita M.</td>
<td>(6-09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banjanin, Milica</td>
<td>(8-30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barany, Zoltan</td>
<td>(9-01, 11-23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barker, Adele Marie</td>
<td>(6-25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes, Andrew Scott</td>
<td>(2-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes-Cox, Randi</td>
<td>(11-33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barta, Peter I.</td>
<td>(4-35, 6-36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batinic, Jelena</td>
<td>(11-17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaudoin, Luc Jean</td>
<td>(4-28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beissinger, Margaret H.</td>
<td>(1-15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belin, Laura Ruth</td>
<td>(5-04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belkindas, Misha V.</td>
<td>(1-20, 10-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belknap, Robert L.</td>
<td>(7-29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berenson, Marc P.</td>
<td>(9-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berger, Jean K.</td>
<td>(11-14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkhoff, Karel Cornelis</td>
<td>(1-11, 10-02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernstein, Lina</td>
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